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I have accounted tin- this
superiority by
the supposition that the
potato ground
was a liner tilth, as 1 eould think of no
ether reason.
But why this discrepency
between the Maine farmer's tacts and
J
mine
1 believe that much depends on
tin* character ot the soil.
Potatoes are
largely exhaust i, * of potash, which clo\ er
also needs.
Where potash is deiivient., a
crop ol potatoes may exhaust the soil so
as ti> prevent the
giowth ol clover. This
1 believe has been the lari, on much sandy
land in this vicinity where the land has
been “run’' with potatoes lor years.
On
such laud gypsum fails to pioduee its
usual effect in making a growth ot clover.
Potash
not sulphate of limeis what
such land needs
A compact growth ot
cloy er follows good application of ashes to
Mich soils
One gentleman in a neighbor-

ing town brought into fertility
sandy tann by liberal dressingof
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I never doubted that it was tin*
ashes.
potash in these leached a.sin s tliatpr- uluced
this result. On all lands when* a deficiency
<»f potash is suspected, a liberal dressing of
uuleached ashes should be given to potatoes

soon as they an* up.
heavy lands whore putash
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On
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ficient. 1 find potatoes much less exhaust
ive than 1 had expected.
So large a portion ol this crop is waste it really took
little more from the si il than a good crop
of corn, w heat or other grain.
All agree
that potatoes leave tin* soil in better
mechanical condi.ion than any other crop.
A neighbor of mine has his best held of
corn without manure this
yeai following
two successive crops ot potatoes, i do not
approve this practice but it shows that
potatoes have not va ry badly exhausted
that land.
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The statement ol the Maine Farmer,
ingredients that clover does not succeed well after poisidered, but there is a deficiency of tatoes, is not going to he suffered to pass
Manures must be in large unchallenged.
A writer signing himself
organic matter.
quantity as well as ol good quality ; there ‘Western New York,1' says in the Rural
must be organic matter—animal or
vege- New Yorker:
ahi** in- both, and there must be
i he Rural New Yorker of
enough
.July ijotli
r
affect the physical condition of soils— quotes the Maine farmer as
saving that
tc render (ieav\ soil*
light and open—so clover seldom ever grows as freely after
hat root.- v an penetrate easily anil the air potatoes as after corn.
1 do not at all
ovulate I feel \ and to give light, sandy doubt this has been the w rite.’s
experience,
"c;iv
,;ini\ east that will enable them to
but it is not safe to
generalize from a few
retain water
tacts.
1 know a held of
equal fertility in
lleno- tin* value of swamp muck. It different parts where the clover after
po.gl.th in copulated ami wisely applied, tatoes is a much heller
catch" than
wo; prove itself o
considerable value alter corn. Tie lino is \
marked.
cry plainly
t
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scalding eream,
Devonshire, England, which

in
is wor.hy of introduction into thi- aiintri
The product is exceedingly rich, thick
and palatable; it is a universal dish on
the farmer's taole, and sold extensively in
the Eondun market, where it is quite cele-
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comprehended what Iiis countenance. lie did not raise
contemplated doing, he was in eyes from the paper when lie heard
high dudgeon; he unconsciously closed turning footsteps, but he listened very

took it all in—as ho

Kingdom of God.

his son

AKcnmsiiop trknch.

I *;»v to thee, do thou repeat
lo the first until thou mayest meet
In lane, highway, or open street.
'That he, ami we, and all men move
l mler a canopy of love
As broad as the him* sky above:
I hut doubt and trouble, fear ami pain,
Ami anguish, all uiv -diadows vain;
that death itself shall not remain;

That weary deserts

we limy tread,
dreary labyrinth may thread.
Through dark ways underground h* led;

A

'l et if w e will one Guide obey.
'The dreariest path, the darkest way.
Shall issue out in heavenly day.

mastery.

And

thou leave him. say thou this.
word more; tin y oitl\ mi»
winning of that final bliss.
ere

one

Who will not count it true that l.ove,
Ble>>ing, not cursing, rules above.
And that in it we live and move.
And
That

one
further make him know—
lo b»-lie\.- tie
things are so.

thing

This firm faith

never

to

forego—

>pile of all \\ hit li seems at strife
Willi blessing, all with earses rifeI hat the* i. blessing, this is life.
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Why Peter Raymond"* Sou Didn't Run
Away.
s
1 wenty y>
ago IVter Kay mond owned t hard, stony farm, eighteen miles from
Hartford.
One September evening about
nine o'clock, as lie was returning holm
from a neighbor's, he suddenly recollected
that he had left his bridle hanging on a
bar-post, bv his sheep barn, when he
turned his old white mare into the pasture
He sprang over t he wall
that alternoon.
and struck across the lots, hoping; to secure it before any greedy-mawed bovine
should make it forever useless for bridle
As he drew near the barn he
purposes.
thought that he heard voices inside. What
any one should be there for, he could not
conjecture. Hi* stepp'd lightly as he could
on the immowed lovven and slipped in behind tin* door which was standing ajar,
and listened
Bhdip, lii> eldest son, was tlnne, and
( lint on Dexter, a son of the man at w hose
l lie lads were
house lie had been to call
about id an age—both nearly fifteen,
i'llilip was talking when his father went
up to the barn, but lie finished what In
w as
saving just as .Mr, Kay mond got into
a

pu'iinni

can

m

me

anil

don't love him ?*’ he

••

nuinji

to himHaven't 1

repeated

self.- “the ungrateful rascal!

And w e, on divers shores now east.
Shall meet, our perilous voy age past,
All in our Father’s house at bed.
Vet
! lie

his teeth very (irmly and clenched his
right list tightly. lie could hardly retrain
from pouncing upon his son then and
there, and giving him a sound drubbing;
but he decided that it would be wise to
hear the boy’s talk out, and learn all their
plans, and then confront them But as
Philip talked on Raymond s teeth were
less thinly closed, and his lists relaxed;
and when Philip said in a half sad tom*.
“1 doubt if my father loves me at all." a
dozen di tie rent feelings strove for the

been scrubbing along as savingly as possible and privately putting little sums in
the sa\ ings bank, so that l could semi him
away in a w*nr or two, and give him a
better chance for an education than lever
had? Haven’t I often said to my Iriends
that he was one of tin* most tailhlui.
trusty boys in the world? and that 1 could
leave home, any time, day or night, and
never
worry about, things as long a- he
warn there to tawe care?
It he does doubt
my love, up to this time l have loved him,
1 haven't
and have been proud of him.
been verv demonstrative about it t<> be
sure.
1 never thought that it was w ise
t > pet and praise children
Perhaps 1
have been a little to unsocial, ami eoid
and straight laced with him.
Maybe Pd
better not let them know I've heard this talk
about their running away ; but 1 shall of
course, do something t«* prevent their going. I'll go up to the house and think
over w hat course t<> take.’’
And Peter Raymond crept away from
the barn as though he were a sneak thief,
and then hurried home as fast as lie could
He had
not once thinking of his bridle
hardl\ got seated in his usual place m lining arm chair, belore Philip came m
Philip expected his lather would say.
giulliy: “It is high time von were in bed."
And so h«* was quite taken by surprise
when his father said gently :
“Won't you hand me the almanac belore \ mi sit dow n, Philip ?"
!
Philip’s mother raised her eyes irom
her sewing and glanced it her husband as
though she wondered what, had railed
forth such unusual gentleness. Rayim-nd
opened tin* almanac at September, and
after glancing down tin* page, he turned
to his wile and asked: “Is to-day tinthird or fourth Tuesday “1 the month ?’’
“To-mor“The fourth.** sin* replied.
row is the last day of the month
Are you quite sure about it ? In* qiu*
ried.
it von are. correct, 1 am a week
I've hud
helmed hand n. ms reckoning.

He said :
De\ter ctunincnccil to repl\
•Well, 1‘hil., my lather i> just as inconsiderate as \oilr lather b. 1 don't think so mam things crowding upon me lately.
that he reineinbers he was e\er a boy. I've hardly known wltieli way to turn lirM
There is .scarcely a das in the yeai that he 1 promised Mr. Skidmore dial 1 would
brated. Dolman's European Agriculture does not ride out—he nd< mure
lake that l.svo-s ear old heller aw ay that 1
n he used
refers to “the famous clotted eream which to i>< fet e he was lirst
selectman ; and you bought of him before the first ol October
is to be found on the hospitable tables of
may be sure that he always ha* something She must be got home, to-morrow .'
Devonshire, and is a great luxury"
on hand t<> be
done, just as your lather
Philip got up to go to bed Mr Ka\
1 he mode of preparation is as follow s—
llloiid said :
does
isooii as the frost is out ot the
Strain the milk in tin pans from lour to
"Don't burn, Philip,. I'm thinking Imss
ground, m the spring, he tells me before
six inches deep—pans w ith a handle on
lie rides otf that l ma\ piek up stones or to get that lieiler home
1 belies e t will
each side are more conveniently movedtake y ou down there early hi the morning
manure till it is time to milk and
spread
allow it t.i remain in the dairy, which fodder
After that comes ploughing and and leave you to drive her up
It is nine
must be tuo cool to sutler it to sour, from
A little later in the season he miles there, but you ean come bark
planting
twelve to twenty-four hours: that i-. the tells lue to hoe eoill OI
potatoes, or Weed leisurely, and let her b ed alongside the
milk ot one day attended to on the follow
the garden, till it is time to gel lip the road. You'd like it as well as to stay it
Set
the
on
a
not
stove,
ing morning.
pan
cows; and il he i" at home w lien 1 Lake home and work, wouldn't you. Philip”
too hot a part, or belter still iu
gently the pails to go out and milk, he always
Vos, sir
watch
for
minutes
twenty
boiling water;
teils me to be sure and strip the cows
l'liilip replied m an absent-minded w as
more or less, until the milk becomes very
clean, just as though lie thought 1 should lie ss a- in a igiandury
Perhaps he had
hot and the eream thoroughly "crinkled
be la/.s anil dishonest enough to leave : better to try to stay at home a little longer
01 until it begins to contract so as to leave
r u«ii.i
tr tittup-, ,miii‘i -eeui iiou'e ‘iryree
1 a It ile »*»iu *•*
j
the sides ot the pan : puncture the centre i,-ll in.an.l lie would In- just us likely 1 able to him.
May' be lie had judged l*i
ot the
with a sharp wooden stick
ream
tat her a little too iiarshly t 'Union Dexter
I.. 1,11 in,- llnil Iji*1i»j-,- u dozen visitors us
it the hole made becomes larger, showing u11 \ wav —makes a I,-llow feel
might} would eotm- to .the bam at midnight to
a contraction of the eream iu the centre
inn,.nil,,rtable, yon know, in the winter meet him. andreas well as the sides then it Is time to
I have to chop w ood most oi the time that
Philip ss I arrested in In cogitation l.s
move the pat. trent the lire. Remove careIns fattier saving :
1 am not in school; and I don’t think my
"1 have so mans e.ues, ~o many tilings
fully to a cool place and let it be undis- hither Iccls quite .satisfied if I don’t chop
turbed until thoroughly cold- -for tvveiity- us much, amt line us
much, and plough as to think of that l can hardly keep truck ol
Then skmi
toiir hours -...me writers say
I believe. Philip,
much, a- u full grown man could do in my children’s age-.
otr tliis thickened eream, and either Iresli tile same time,
i didn’t know till the your birthday mine* the thirtieth of Sepor salt, it is an excellent substitute for
tember, doesn't it
other day just tmw it w as w ith you, Phil
and many think an improvement upon i don't wonder that
V es, sir
is worn
your
patience
butter.
It butter is wanted, it > only
"And so .on svill be iilteen years old to
out: and 1 assure you that l am quite as
morrow
necessary to rub the eream with the hand tired of living in this way as you are
Well, svell. It does beat all hosv
a tew moments iu a smooth woollen bowl
■I hesitated a good while, Clint,” Phil, time llies. fifteen years1 ft doesn’t seem
to have it separated ready li r washing.
replied, “before l decided to speak to you more than half that time since you sve re a
For each pound id I.utter there will mil he about it : but I made
up my mind in inly- baby. Pet me see, f believe 1 promised lo
more than halt a pint of butter-milk. This
ing time that il was the lust summer that let you go to Hartford thi fall, didn't I
of
the
labor
method does away with much
I should stay at home and help hay it and We shall be half wav then v. hen sse get
of eliurniug, and vv ith the handling ol an lure as 1 did then, father is
always ready to Skidmore's, seeing to-morrow is your
immense bulk of butter milk, and its ditli- to lind tault—he
says w hen he birthday, perhaps sve had better keep on
generally
i*tiIt removal by
washing or working gets home: -1 don’t think that you've hurt 1 don't ktioss as sve shall have any better
When properly made, the quality of the
yourself working, to-day, Philip!’ And time to leave We can take an early start
butter is excellent, and there is the advan- sometimes lie asks me il
my back doesn't —have break la-t at ball-past live, and get
tage that the skimmed mill, remains sweet ache, I've chopped so mueli or hoed so oil' by six and by nine, it sve have good
and lit tor use. Butter may be made olten- much ; and, no matter il 1 work as hard luck, ss e shall be there
We ean stay till
three o’clock in the atternoon, and then
er, and in smaller quantities, amt will not,
as l can bom sunrise ti.l sundow n, I never
therefore, need salt, and will have the de- hear anything more encouraging—never you wouldn't be late home. It will be
lightful fresh taste of French butler. [Rut get one word of praise. 1 fell sorry to light lo-morrosY evening—there is a good
land Press.
Well, you may as well go to
1 love moon now.
clear out on my mother’s account
her, and 1 believe that she loves me; blit, bed and get all the sleep that you ean. I
(iuuivTit ok 1 'kicks.
At Hell interest haif father loves me he never shows it— shall call you up at lour o’clock
been revived in regard to the question never
Philip started the second time to go, but
speaks a tender, loving word to me.
whether the trunks ol trees elongate after Aly mind is
fully made up, CUiit. 1 am just as he got his hand on the door latch,
being once formed. Careful science has going to run away ; and I want to get. oil' his lather said :
"Wait a minute. Philip. If you had
long since decided, by evidence that satis- to-night. Net er mind about your clothes
fies every one familiar with the experiI've got shirts and handkerchiefs and some one to keep you company from Skidments, that there is no such elongation.
stockings enough put tip, and I'll divide more's, and lo help you drive the lieiler, 1
The tact, however, that at times branches vv iLli
you till we can earn more. Last wouldn't mmd staying till nearly night
will rise several in lies, or even a foot or week I
thought it over, and 1 thought that before sve leit the city."
two, iu a number ot tears is so generallv it would grieve mother so, i pretty much
Perhaps Clinton Dexter would be willbelieved l.y people.—all ot whom could decided to
give it up; but 1 got so pro- ing to walk up from there with you and
scarcely err—has led to re-investigation voked the day that lather went to Hart- help drive her, if he would go with us to
It is now found that tree trunks may be
ford, 1 determined that 1 would go any- Hartford and spend the day. If you think
elevated, though not stretched. Trees on
way. You see, ,iere I've lived ever since that he would, and y ou would like to have
the
additions
of
rocks, by
woody matter i was horn, within eighteen milesol' Hart- him go, you may run over to Mr. Dexter’s
to main roots, will lie lifted by jusl so ford. but never was
there, nor in any other and tell him that if it is convenient for him
much growth as takes place on the under
I asked father il 1 might, go with to spare Clinton, I would like to hayc him
city.
surface; and Dr Fapluim, of Milwaukee, him last June, when he was going, and go to ilarttord with its tomorrow, and
shows that in many cases trees are gradu- he said that I couldn't
go yet} well then; svalk home from Skidmore's svil.li yon in
And be sure and tell Clinally raisid by irost, so that in time thev but 1 should go with him the first time the evening
may he as much as a foot higher than thev that lie Went alter haying. Well, when ton, if his lather consents to his going,
were when the first, tiers ot branches were
that sse svill call lot him as earls as b
lie spoke in going lasL week, 1 uskcii nun
formed. This is an excellent illustration it lie was
to take me along, ami lie O flock.
going
of how the people may often he
1’hilip said “Yes, sir,” and took up his
right in answered, pretty crahhcdly : “Mo sir;
regard to popular observation, and yet pretty time lor you to think of going lull and went into the hall; lull lielore he
science not be necessarily wrong.
In this when the hired man is
1 told him got to the outside door, ids father called
gone!
ease In.Ill •‘science” and
the people” had that 1 would
out:
to come and do the
you
get
to learn In in each other.
“One thing more, Philip. 1 left my
ehores, and that you would be as faithful
in doing them as 1 would he; but lie bridle hanging on a bar post down b\ the
It you’ll come
1 didn’t sheep barn this afternoon.
IvKhriMti Hams
farmers are often wouldn’t hear a word about it
troubled about how to keep bams in the teel very light-hearted after lie was gone, back across the lots and bring it up, it'll
i inbut 1 tried to brave it out. the best that 1 save going tor it in the morning,
summer time. We have tried a
good many
tended to get it mysell, when I came
way s, and have failed in keeping them could; and 1 worked hard, all day. That
home Mr. Dexter’s, but it slipped my
nicely. The smoke-house, though hidden afternoon was a dark, cloudy afternoon
mind.”
away in among the apple trees that lay and I got up the cows anil milked them a
little earlier titan 1 supposed that 1 did;
“Lucky thing itdid,” Philip said to himtheir lithe limbs lovingly over, above and
“It he
around it, is still too warm; the wide, hut don’t think the sun was live minutes selt as he stepped out ot the door
1
the ehores done, i took had come around that wav home and heard
roomy cellar too damp, and the shop, high when got
Clint and 1 talking in that harn, 1 guess
though cold and airy, being the large the newspaper and sat down in the door,
he wouldn’t be in quite so gentle a mood
so as to be on hand to take care of the
third-story of the “old house,” too light.
lie would have given me -Hail
A good neighbor, who knows all about horse when lather came; and 1 hadn’t to-night
it, tells me that lie always packs hams in read a ipiarter of a column when he drove Columbia’ right and left; and Clint would
the early spring time,'before the Hies up. Well, ('lint as true as 1 live and have fared worse than 1 lor when his
is up, he’s as
come, ill a box, with all the interstices breathe, after his promising me that 1 father’s hack
savage as a
between the lianas tilled up with some should go to Ilartlord with him the fust, tiger.
Strange what has come over
I noticed that mother
coarse, dry salt that he has used for many time that lie went alter haying, and then father, to-night!
see him so much more
years for the same purpose; salt that breaking his word and leaving me to feel was surprised to
comes out ot lish barrels,
lie washed and ; disappointed and to work hard all day, social and gentle than common.”
Oil his way over to Mr. Dexter’s
dried it thoroughly lirst
He keeps the the first tiling lie said to me, when he
Philip
box in Ins barn in a cool, airy place.
! ‘Irove up was: “What are you sitting had as great a variety of feelings and as
a
w
there a-readiug lor?
conflict*
ith
them
as
his
father
Why aren’t you do- great
ing your chores?” It galled me, J tell had while standing behind the barn door;
Jett'
liavis
I
as
lie
but
hen
before
the
W
was confined in f ortyou,
calmly as 1 could but,
replied
got thine,
summing up
that the chores were all done; and he was, that lie was ail ungrateful scamp and
ress .Monroe, a photographic album, containing family photographs and those of said: “O, ho. that is it :J You do the that iiis lather was all light; only lie had
his staff, and distinguished Confederates ehores in the middle u! the afternoon, so many cares and anxieties that it someSome when 1 am gone, and then sit down and times made Inin a little stem and crabwith him, was stolen from him
time in August hist one D. E. Moore, read, do you ?” it was confounded cut- bed.
Mr. Dexter was always ready to
who was an Iowa soldier, and one of the ling; if lie had stuck a knife into me, it
oblige
1 his neighbor Raymond, and he cheerfully
guard at the time of the theft, mailed a wouldn’t have hurt me any worse.
letter from Waterloo, Iowa, to some person vowed then that 1 would see Ilartlord on gave his consent to Clinton’s going. Clinton didn’t know what to make of this sudat Erie, Penn.,
offering the album for sale, my birthday; and 1 shall be much misfixing the price at $46 The Erie man, taken it I am not there to-morrow mottl- den turn ol attains As he went with
instead ot responding to Moore, sent the ing ; and if my lather sees me again ibr Philip to the door, he whispered ;
“What’s up, Phil ? what has happened ?
letter to Jefferson Davis. Davis wrote to a y ear, he’ll see more'n 1 think he will. I
ex-Seipytoc Deurge \V. Jones, of Iowa, will be here at the ham at just midnight. lias your father found out anything?”
“Not a tiling—not a
al
thing,” Philip hurDuiimjue, sending him the letter, and My bundle ol clothes is here now in the
asking him to get the album, if possible. oat bin. limi t tail to lie on time, Clint. riedly whispered back. “You don’t suphe’d
be
Moore was found in Iowa
taking us to Hartford,
County, and the We must get a little glimpse of the city pose, Clint,
album seized from lum under a writ ot belore the steamboat goes out. 1 don’t to-inorrow if he. had. It’s all right, but
replevin by au officer. The trial as to the know what the fare is to Mew York. 1 it’s the strangest thing that ever happened
right of the property was postponed to doubt it we have money enough to take —PH tell you all about it to-morrowthe lAlh inst., in order to
give Mr. Davis us there. If we haven’t we can stop at can’t stay long enough now.”
Mr. Raymond took up a newspaper and
time to furnish the evidence of his ri°dit some of the landing places on the way.”
and title to it.
What a variety of feelings Peter Ray- bowed his head over it, as soon as his son
mond had in the fifteen minutes he stood started tor Mr. Dexter’s; but if his wile
A newspaper correspondent lately bad an
and listened. At had observed him closely she would have
interview with Captain Jacks sister and behind that barn-door
widow, but neither of them had read Moulton's first, he was so utterly surprised he could seen that lie did very little reading and
statement.
(Detroit Press.
hardly believe his own ears; Liujj as he that there was a troubled expression on
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alloaf
late-t

that the Prince ot Wales is amain
I compromised in another affair of
tcrie. Ilischief favorite, till she was'Id
up” last year, is said to have been tinwidow of a gentleman once
bearing :t
great nam^R the banking world—a name
which was on
every body’s lips on that
terrible ‘-Black Friday.”
The present
favorite is said to be the most beautiful
woman in England—a
lady whose lm
band is well known in matters of
Spanish
finance and
banking. The Prince of Waleowes
a
million of money. But it
nearly
must not be
supposed that his favorite
aie
enriched by his generosity.
The
Prince, although on pleasure bent, has a
mind.
It is probable that the antefrugal
yarn

barn, pen and yard

It the farmer had
manure

concerning

New Y ork

plenty ot scandal
Princes; and the

is

Home of tho Turtles.
lu st
They say they have repeatedly
tried to replace them as they found them,
The past two months, the hears have
in no instance have they succeeded in
inflocked to the sea coast lrotit the great but
tently and he knew that Philip stole softly pine woods and cypress swamps of the in- getting move than two-thirds of them back
in tile hole. From seventy-live to lob
and hurriedly tij the hack end ol the hall
terior. They are drawn to the ocean
eggs
are found in each nest,
and opened the chamber door before be
file general avbeach in search of turtle eggs, tor which
is 130. Hr. Fox says that he has unA look of
came into the sitting room.
erage
they have a keen relish. The turtles break earthed 170. Fast
relief came over his face, and he straight- from
year, however. Hr. Wal- penultimate holy costs him something
the sea on the night of May 7. From
The story is that he gave her
lace ot 't urtle Mound, discovered a hole handsome.
ened up as it a great burden had been that
time until the 1st of September they
£10,000 a year. She is now living m a
lilted lrom him
He had no doubt that
the beach. After depositing their containing 310 eggs. This is probably the
throng
that bundle of clothing had been brought
largest nest ever found on the Florida very humble way, probably at a rate of
eggs beneath the burning sand, they set- coast
£•*00
year. V» hen her establishment
up lrom the oat bin and left on the chamber tle down
the coral rocks that apamong
stairs till Philip should go up to bed. That
When the female has tilled her nest she was broken up and sold by her creditors
above the water at low tide. There
pear
there was a great rush of purchasers, and
is what lie hoped his hoy would do when
covers the hole with moistened
sand, and
they are caught by the tew people living
he asked him to come around by the barn
it down with her
No garden competition for certain articles in the
packs
dippers.
coast
the
between
San
along
Augustine roller could make it more solid.
and gel the halter. He had no further and
The spot house was iivel\. The three principal
Key West, who are tints furnished is then
fear that lie would attempt to give him
sprinkled with loose sand, and the creditors of the Prince are the Duke of
with a delicacy almost unknown in Norththe slip that night.
Sutherland; Mr, Poole, the tailor; and
old turtle returns to the sea. The
ern latitudes. Some ot the fishermen
eggs Mr.
carry
Mr Raymond and Philip rode up to Mr.
Lawson, the principal proprietor l
their turtles to Key West, but the market hatch within thirty-live days. The summer the
1 'he Prince had
Dexter’s door tor Clinton the next mornDaily Telegraph.
there is generally overstocked, and the sun ik very warm, and (lie sand becomes
about a indium of pounds saved up for
so hot that it blisters the feet.
ing just us the sun was peeping over the business is
When
the
by no means remunerative.
him when he attained his majority, lb
hills, tl was as delightful a September
Of all the turtles frequenting the beach young onei break the shell they swarm to
morning as they could desire. As soon as the green turtle is the most highly prized. the siirlaee and take a bee line for tile has ever since hud an income <»i about
water
Instinct points out the direct route. i.T20,f)00 a year His wile is not extravathey were well on the road, Mr Raymond In early
spring may of these arc caught Men have
said:
driven shingles around a turtle's gant. But now he is in debt to tin- tune
in nets in the Indian,
and
Hillsborough
Now, hoys, you must keep your eyes Halifax rivers. The water is salt and -ob- nest and awaited tin hatching of the egos of £8bb,000 or £1,000,000, and it is a
see all there is to he seen, and get
I hough out of
mystery where the money lias gone
"pen
to the action ot the tide
sight ot the water, the lUtle great
The netto
In about twelve years he lias managed
ill lie enjoyment out of going that you ject
one- would crow t tin- side ol’ the inclosure
arc stretched across the channels ot tinto
can.
spend more than three and a ipiuiter
We don’t have holidays very often,
rivers. As tile turtles come lumbering nearest the ocean, and die there unless re- millions
or
leased. \\ hen
and we must make the most of them when
nearly se\enteen
dropped behind a sand bank millions ofsterling,
with the current, they are entangled
along
dollars. He is anxious to get
we
do have them.
Philip and 1 have in the meshes and are captured. The to h- they turn to the east, and travel in that
out of debt—or at least his creditors want
worked pretty hard, lately, and I guess,
direction with tin- confident
erineu drops his prey in what is termed a
eagerness of their
He applied to the late (bo
a Ma-ouic
1 believe a play
Clinton, that you have.
money
neophyte When hatched they
“crawl,” where ii is kept awaiting the
eminent for assistance but they refused
1 made up my
ar. a little
d.iY will do us all good.
larger than a silver half dollar. to do
market demand, or until its captors hankAn eng hunter
anything. He has renewed his apmind, this morning, to try and leave all er lor turtle -teak- or
usually walks the beach
I he turtle
soil))
belore sunrise ami alter sunset. If the tide plication to the present (iovcrnnienL, and
my cares and business behind me, for crawls are
of
tinfeatures
distinguishing
the matter is under consideration. One
i low, lie finds the nest
once; so you need have no tears, if you salt water rivers.
by the trails lead- of the
Cypress -takes are
pleas he makes is that much »t the
please, and ask me as many ipiestions as driven into the -and and water some rods ing trom tin- w ater. 1 he deposit is alwavs
found on the curve ol the trail above
money was spent in discharging dutie
von wish, that it will disturb me at ah.
from the shore in tile form of a .-quart1.
high
1 here \water mark,
It did not escape Mr. Raymond's obserlie- packed sand indicates that belonged to the Queen
The water is from two to three feet in
in this; but then i! it be
», the
its locality. Manv turtle-, however
something
vation that Ids remarks caused the lads to
make
and
beflows through the intervals
depth,
should pa\ it and not the penpb*
glance 'at each other in clank astonish- tween the stakes. At a distance the crawls what are called lal-e nests
|'i,c\ take Queen
The Queen, I am told, ha- ■..r.aisi.mallv
to leave a clear
ment, and it cut him to the ijuiek "What, look like
great
pig [tens at anchor, flit- word the pam- on the curve w trail, and pack given considerable um> to the Prince
kind "I a father have 1 been,” lie asked
ground
ithout
“crawl'' is probably a corruption ol the
dropping dust before the marriage oi tlie Duke
an
Alter thus
himself "not to he able to speak a few
endeavoring In mislead
Spanish comil. The native- per-i-t in theegg
l.iai
some of the creditor- <l
enemies id' their young,
i-ix il and kind words to mv son without
they slq. oil to Edinburgh
pronouncing and spelling it e-t a-w-l
is al-o hi »lebt )
it
received
with
such
sonio
Young
(who
gentleman
and
having
surprise.
quiet spot
lay. 1'liis rust deWhile in captivity the turtle seem- per1,1
for their moiic\, amt tineeivi men. but never bear.-.
Poor b"\ !
Wonder, pleasure, guilt and
liruiu lias a pressed
at home, tb- is purely a water
to make a row about it it the\ v,.
w•!
hog. keen nose, and is
! grief are all depicted in liis eonntenanei' fectly
always up to suutl'. lie
As long as hi- stomach i- tilled, lie IThe Queen came t«> tin
re>rm
neier waste
lii.s time on a false nest, and pah:.
jlo-dat. Alter this, with Cod’s help, I'll happy
lie i- leil a peculiar grass resemand paid £lb,uuu out ot her own pur1-e
lie'll
so
never
never doubt my
tails to stop at a good one.
manage that
When
is
|
that
lound
the
bottom
bling pulse
upon
satisfy these claims.
that ! tumid he make- tin- sand tlv. As he
I loving him—never plan to run away from
ot tilt* rivers.
It is litis grass that gives
mi
At the next session ol i
liis lather's house again.”
it nut, his head
gradually
scoops
the green turtle a delicious flavor
Like
disap ot snine kind will lie inti'odueed :
i:
Mr. Raymond spared no pains to have
and hi- hind quarters stand
pears
the canvas-back duck, he subsists cntiivlv
up relief of the 1‘rince of Wale-. M -t
p;
the sky
At such times hi| ihe hoys enjoy their first trip to Hartford. upon a vegetarian diet. The
against
joy
loggerhead- overcomes his lears All
it will consist of u vote ot u
I lie called their attention to everything
caution.-ness is ably
and other varieties eat li-li. and mv not so
thrown aside, and lie reutpses into the en- and an authorization lor the ea|>il.ili nthat he thought would interest them on
eagerly sought.
ol the revenues ol the Duchy ol I or.ox ■
A during man
l he beacti is the summer resort ol the joyment ol his delicacy
jI the way. Iti‘told them who aowned such
x
for a certain number of years. I'lie-e
what
walk
and siieh a farm when he was
and
hoy
inch
his
hind leg
up
|
\
coarser-grained turtles. A li-w green one- might
without tear ot disenverv. M*ire bears are enues amount to about to'.n.ooo
the land was worth an acre then, and
troop along in their wake, but tln-t are killed
what was its market value now—who
while nosing the ne-t ot turtles than A capitalist would do well to pay L
outnumbered by the loggerheads and |
OOO down and take the I ex eniie- l"i oit any other time.
built inis house and that; and he pointed .''in 11-u.it t\.>.
1 ni- t\
Nothing but a ride-lull years.
tii
lit- >11,11'.
iiit
j will keep a bear In..
By these means the money t■> pay
was horn, and
out where Ceiicral
turtle bole.
trunk-backed turtle
lie earries a
u .I
the debts of the 1’rinee might lie
11 Hi"' "
lived till lie went to great
mu..- ii m-iii
I where lion.
Heard a
nt
shell
built
from
hi-,
like
a
back
lower,
lip
but he would in the meant line lie depri \ e
'■
egg liimtiTi iiltn iv.-tit .nit, mi 1 lie of half his
college, lie was no less painstaking alien ami presents an interesting appearance ,.income.
lie took them past
beach Jii.-t alter the >uu had .-el
ihei got to the city,
One nt
be crawls along the saml
beachcombers
There has been a ridiculous story i! at
tlieiii ili>i-I >ia■ 11 11 a 111*t anil wa> about tn
I Hi M \
n.ut:
ni'il'-r, uiv
say that tlieir shells are from two to tin
rdle it. i\ hen ins eninpaiiinii -aiil, -|a-t ns ing about tow n lor a tew day to the ellis
i-’liiiol; In- pointed out lie* ditl'erciit leet thick. 1 he tlesli ithat now that tile lTincess ot W ales Inregarded a- a g nr and Ii1111 another
rlmi'.lies ami told w lio preached in them ;
one
Indore dark.
great luxury, and single shell- an -old to "<• ''ait
gone back to Denmark with her lathe!
he went with them to the Atlueueitm and
this |]|, ,,n the
hack.'’
dig
way
curiosity-seekers, at prices am: in: Irmn 1 leshe will remain there, and that, tiled > I
spent an linin' w ith them there.
egg hunter replied that he was at'rai.l the
I lie t run I
titty to a hundred dollarlontimted infidelities of her lm-hni I.
Sometimes Philip looked at his lathi r in
line
hear might get ahead nt' him. •■( Hi.
back, however, i- becoming win scarce. throw
a
ipiiet
separation will be elfecte I. I a
hum!) bewilderment and wondered il they
coat
mi
tile
lie
your
d, and nu bear
None are taken north ot bake Worth.
I n tli
it Were all
iviil d ue tn touch it.' said his enntraile. not think there is any Inundation
ii ally wliere in 11: il tori l or il
They keep below tie line ol lio-t. In I lie c.at was throw n
report
a dream
How social ami interesting his
down
size they are enormous.
fltey I'nimd
Air t haih-i
lie Celt as it he never was
litliei' was!
s'lntti nest tli!veo|Uarters nt a mile
ot Castle bag. tells me that he Ire
Aloore,
How They Solved it.
a
ile
him
before
What
doii n tlie beach
Its eggs H ere secured,
ae.piainted with
them weighing trom si\
.-edit
and tliei Hereon then* ivai home, when
I ligiittul time he should have a lie had not I trapped
hundred pounds
It is hard to a\ what
Chicago lias just seen its way clear ml
It
thei
been planning to do so mean a thing.
in
a
huge bear e mic out of the of a tombstone mystery, and the win.
causes
the peculiar coidormalion ol the
j his
father knew il. how he would despise
'crub and walk
shell.
along the shore, tiling is exceedingly simple when explain
Mr Aloure thinks they an- een- palmetto
1
smitlin
t
him; he looked it him so earnestly. tenariau
i'he men iv ere un- ed.
file late tire was responsible t.u tlm
eggs
and that each ridge
loggerheads,
I somethin
armed.
t In- hear ran. d liis bead atal saw
he was afraid that he saw i' the
ot
a
my-tery, and a late letter Irniu one w in
certain number ot
weight
11 he could only
1 guilt in his countenance.
the cod
la
In tin
jilly the garment tvt.s torn knows cleared it up satisl'aetoriA
1 heir necks are -liriv elled and
yearget up the courage lie would coiile-. the i tiny bear the mark- ot Id age In their bit' carpet lags, and the sand was living cellar of an old house that w a- Inn m
whole to In- lather ami implore his foifrom the hi--I
The egg hunters heard the was found a tombstone with the name ■ a
lacethey bit.* ferociously, and could
oil cm-ss
smacking ul Bruin s chops with etna-oivtul Abram A Markle engraved upon it Siam
! easily nip oil a leg on an arm
Mini >ie\ of Huaiu (||
I Im
1:
the day wore awav, ami Philip
qq,id .i *•. vt ■tray tioues were also discovered near tlm
11.-■
1.. ... Ii
between
Turtle- i"in^ylit
w as in 11
ii neit
n was ume lo stari
soi 11
stone, an t the direct inference w.i-tleit
and I ape Sable aw rage trom h"> upon ;i turtle’ ijml’
Jupiter
I for home
Alter Mr. Raymond lett the
.Million" «>l cl'jj5 :iit* (!«-ir«i\r(l csers
to :ioo pounds.
Alanv people cat the i,
they were Markle's bones. How did 1:
11i• 1
I lads to tollow on with the heifer, they geilie.ul. Some declare that tiny
train in the gravestone and the mouldering hone- ge
KpoS'inii"
prefer
j talked over the incuts of the past twenty- | it to the green turtle Tl, dc.-rendent- w;ik»* ul im1 bear. 11111 si’tnir tlif beach there? That was the mystery
li wa
tour hours, together, and they were both
have hern
of the Alinoreati-cook it m
aught so "tutted known that Abram Markin lived; it was
de
that
way
j
id
the
that
with
ihit!
e
»*l.•"
tiiev
opinion
they slroys the llesliy ta-te and renders tic
very decidedly
-uhi hardly ssulk
known that he died; it was supposed tlm
had a cry nanow and providential escape
Wien ■. -elth r list
in .ii- (ii,
meat extremely palatable
beach, his he was buried in a certain graxevard out
It
breath
Hem committing a
act:
tatten
tin. niseis c> np><>n the uo^ts. by the lake, and tar
cry disgraceful
tetid and disagreeable, but then- !- noth- hog"
away trom this M
and they both agreed, alter a little discusMankind com
in lor the -malic -t share
house. But the stone and the In n
;
I
ing otleusivc about a green turtle
sion on that point that they would never
W
Hr
all e-C fathered ,» Him
|:lsl Vt.ar a ditVerent tale, and the anih|iiarie,1
The most ilclminus ol all is the leather
a human
to
that
had
they
being
divulge
back. This i- a -mall turtle, touuri in lj‘‘|orc tin* "c:i"On was halt over." Of arelnvologists of Chicago were ruuimaa
even dreamed ot running away
course. In* had more than
both fresh and -alt water
hi-taniily couitl ing the records and racking theii brail
At the edge
U was half-past h when Philip drove the its shell is as suit
at
lie* t ggs threaten d t,»
as jujube paste
>poii on his to find out just when there was a eetnea a
but inheifer into his father'.-: barnyard. Alter he
hand" 1 Mic night his ninles sver<* without on the site of the house where the relies
creases in solidity a- ii mounts tin- back
had had Ids -upper, his father asked him
He dumped .a peck ot turtlc-cnrs were loiiml.
bhe centre of the back is ot circular tnrni. corn.
They were all in the dan
to step out to the siie.l and get a package
in their manner
1 lie heasts seemed to until a letter came
I about the sj/e ot a trade dollai, and hard
stating that Marl, h
that w:,~ iiinler the w agon seat. When he as
died and was buried in the gr.ixmxard
Alter that,
I lie leather-back is taken w hile like tin in better than grain.
ivory
Mr
it
and
the
it,
doctor
led
Raymond
opened
them
brought
the lake ; that in alter years a de-ecndcn!
egC" once it i|jlS
water
sleeping upon tlm surlaee ot
it
"Webster's
took I Vo t u
tin* summer, and the animals of Markle, who lived in that I cits,
Unabridged j None are-cut north. They are the.
p,
caught by throughout
and
~at
l
his
desk
down
and
became
as
fat
.a- butter.
Dictionary"
Soon aftersvurds
cured a tombstone lor his progenitor, a: i
i a long-handled gall-hook, the point id
wrote on a fly leal
hi"
dog developed a taste lor them, and intended to place it at the grave Mini
which i- jerked through the si it portion
Presented to Philip C. Raymond on his of the
shell. Along bake Worth these I'ctwccu tie- dotr, mutes, and family, the he went to look for the grave it Could n 1
his
Peter
litleenth birthday, by
lather,
doet.-r had hi- hands lull tn keep up tiu* he found, and it wa» ascertain'd b\
turtles are found in abundance.
1 In
am
g.
Raymond and then without closing the ot a dark
lneLrieal lines that the eneroaidimet]'.- ;
supply.
the light gra-.-y
color,
lacking
book lie passed it to Philip
the i’^'s can be kept from live to six the lake had swallowed it
x i. t.
in
hue of the green turtle and the delicate
up
Week".
t he\ are used for a) 1 e<'okillg
Philip could bear no more. The tears
of the logger-head
It is not unpur- There was a lull-ticdgcd tombstone 1
that bad come to bis ey es tw enty times yellow
and
.are -:ii« 1 to be more nutritious
no
tomb
to
tit
if
The
pn"C'.
common to see a turtle
worthy dose, inlet 1
upon the than hen s
for pies, custards, and had taken the stone home and put it
during the day and as many times bad w ater tasL asleep while alloating
eggs
of cull- are
pair
been ibreed back, now overflowed his eye"imilar delicacies they are all that an he his cellar
It was so handy a thing
love upon it- back.
lids and ran down his cheeks. He stam- making
desired.
fried, Imiled. scrambled, or have in the house, like .Alt s fondles’ e,
i
have
heard Floridian- speak highly .-I beaten inio an
mered :
omelet, thes are savorv btateddoor-plate
How about the I ties
"You are too kind to me, lather. 1 do a land turtle, which attains a large -'ize, and ji.ilat ddi
No effort lias
1 hat's xery simple, too.
ver been
1 'he di seet.dei t
in tlm lower part of the
not deserve this.”
peninsula. It ! made to sli p them .North, "'.here they f.-niily ate ham sometimes
I hex huim
exclaimed lives in holes in the ground. 'I hc\ nail it " mid nndoubtedls lie
"Don't deserve it Philip!
hams in theeellar
l imy slaved the no
appreciated
It resembles the common land
Mr Raymond with much apparent sur- a gopher.
Hundreds o| turtle" are caught on the 1 oil a-: occasion rmpiired and left the botms
turtle ol New York and New Jersey, and
beach I»s Moonlight.
prise "1 think you'd better leave that to is
flies eaunot \\ aik in the celiar. where they were found bv
j
a
door
ol
1
like
to
know
protected
-hell,
should
what
by
hinged
my judgment.
quite >. | i-t as a man. it require." pecu- I the xvomler mongers. This i- onlx m
both
fore
and
ait.
and
IndianNegroes
liar skill to handle them.
I hey are "ei/ed ossiferous theory, but it i- sustained I,-,
hoy does deserve kindness from his father
go into eestaeies nvr its steaming-oup. I>A the shell above tlie iiind
if 1 had a dozen sons f
if you don’tV
llqq»er, and the learned investigations id some e.xpett
1 he inhabitants ot the coast, howeyer,
could not ask them to be more faithful
turie-d tin their back" as quick a an old anatomists who declare the bom are 1 ■:
its
lar
above
the
turtle
Females < alilorti.au would turn
eggs
and industrious than you have been. There, prize
m
a
ttapjaek. bones, and could not have been old M.nOld unthere1 don’t shed any tears over it—you're begin laying on the 7th of May
fheia i" a knack about it that is not
easily kle's. So the Markle hone and ti 111
tie
catchers
assert
this
date with much
tired- better get to bed as soon as you
An expert has
acquired
and mystery is unravelled, and is tlm pia.u.
quick
eye
They say that no turtle w as a quick motion, lie is a- supple as a ease of the kind on record.
can, so as to feel fresh in the morning. It positiveness
ever
known to
before the 711,
ii
hit kors -apling
It the turtle i- large, he
ago.id day to-morrow, we must secure The tea.ales drop an eggcome
generally
that low ell.
upon tl
throw s himself over with it, thus
How They Waltz.
turning
thank you, father, Philip said with a beach at night. Their course upon the a complete somersault. If the monster is
sand is marked by the
A
of
their
and
went
voice,
trailing
Put-ili-Ray cnrrespomlciit ol tile l m
net thrown in the
immediately up
'inh ering
twinkling of an eve, it einimli
Times furnishes the folio wing di ,.
if he had been a little less over- tails and flippers. The trail from the wa- I'aises it sell to its
I stairand shoves for the
legs
! eoine himself, lie would have noticed that ter to a point above high tide is as straight water leas
i,-|,
its pursuer tl it on the sand. ly description of the style which tile
ing
his lather’s voice was slightly shaky; and as a line.
Approaching a chosen splrg A beachcomber, ssaighing no more than a Irom ililterent Status ami localities wait/,
as shown by the “hops'’at that
it Im had looked back as he passed out of the turtle makes a gentle swerve to the hundred
pleasant
pounds can pitch over a three resort:
the door lie would have seen his lather north, and sounds the saml with her dip- hundred
pounder
apparently with the
Satisfied
of
the
dcsia-ahlenes- of tlm
hastily brush a tear or two troni Ins own per-.
may -ay a waltz is a waltz, but
ease.
Strangers are n• I\ isi-il not it “People
situation, she begins to dig a lude. To T I greatest
is a mistake; as much as to sav that a
*'\ os.
to experiment with the
as
loggerheads,
this
her
1 leneefurth there was no lack of confihindtlippers alone are used. I let- they are wicked when annoyed, id are dog- is a dog—for there are dogs ami dogs,
dence, sympathy anil affection lietween work is remarkable, if not artistic. Tim j apt to into. A story is told ot a la* man anil there are waltzes ami waltzes With
ion
ione person it is poetry of motion; with
Air. Raymond ami Philip; anil by reason
snapcii like nit* insiue hi a Iai’»-c who endeavored to lilt a
large jrrei n fel- another
Its neck is small, lint it- interior iit is-abuiit as awkward a
of a private inti rvi. v. that Air. Raymond jug.
low into hi- tioat
perform
i lie turtle seized him
anee as putting yourself
hail u ith Clinton Dexter's father, t’linton’s cirenlar, and from fifteen to twenty or In tie* slack ol tin* .stomach, ami the in
upon a level ami
home lite was imieh more agreeable than 1 more incites in diameter. The side' are set up a roar that startled all the bears in going through the motion of running up
smooth and rounded through the use of;
fairs would be. A Kentucky girl is
heretofore.
tile vicinity
fortunately bis pantaloons
the tlippers.
No workman in a je■ 11»• r.
w ele
and he escaped without seri- 11 atut‘a! waltz.er, ami sin- does it with a
Philip has always looked back to his lit- i could
j
tough,
turn out a job more true.
teenth birthday as a remarkable epoch in
charming <7/tr and nUimhin. An Ohio
ous
damage.
w
his life: and lie never ceased--until his
lae-t year llartolo l
l’aeetti saw a log- girl's altzing is easy, graceful and Tnelo
Frequently the turtle is ilissutFlieil with
if site happens to come Irom
aged father recently visited him and heard her labor. Probably she liuils the ground gerhead mat Alosijuilu Inlet weighing dious
ami across the Rhine, sinhim speak lather harshly to his own little undermined b\ the bright-eyed sauil-crab- more than live hundred
pounds. The tur- Cincinnati,
sou -to marvel at the wonderful
change tliat dance along the short'. In that case tle was tilling a nest, and was of such a swings dreamily round and round in the
endless Dutch waltz..’ It sin..
that came over his lather, himself, or both she makes a curve to the east and tnarclie- si/.e that it was useless to think ot
tioin
turning
she throw s her hair back, jump
at that time. Then his father took him ilirectly to the water,
Chicago,
it
at
main
some
In
this
dilemma
strength.
emerging
by
and cracks her heels together, and ear
aside and told him the whole story, and other point and going through the same l'aeetti scooped a
great hole in the sand up
ties off her astonished partner as though
cautioned him against growing into the periormanco. Sometimes she digs four at. the side ot the nest
As the monster
habit of speaking in tlmt way to his or five holes before she begins to deposit rose and st irted for the sea he exerted all a simoon had struck him, and knocks o\ ,i
children.
her eggs.
his Strength and tumbled it into the hole. all intervening obstacles in her mad eareci
around the room. If she is jrom Indiana,
"Always remember, Philip,'' lie said,
Her nest finished, the telltale turtle set- It struck upon its hack and set it flippers
and timidly up to her
"that crustiness and happiness are no tles down to her win k.
l’aeetti says that tor live min- she creeps closely
I p to this time in molio i.
as though she would like to ,ivl
more agreeable to a fluid’s feelings than
she invariably takes to the water at the tes In* thought the skv was tilled with partner,
into his vest pocket, and melts
they are to a grown person’s; and that approach of a stranger Alter she ben-ins ashes.
away with
he sand Hew in all directions,
they are more likely to lead any one out to lay, the presence of an army could not and the turtle would have covered a regi- eestaey as tlie witching strains ol the Him
Danube’ sweep
of the right path than into it; and that
through the hall It' she
frighten her. A man could stand upon ment it it had had the opportunity
is Irom Missouri, she crooks her hodv in
they never will torget love.” [Hartford her back, and she would keep her position
the middle like a door hinge, takes her
Times.
until the last egg was dropped. l)r. Prank
At iminnim l’i.nil'll. We are getting
partner by the shoulders, and makes him
Fox, a well-known hunter of New Smyrna, deep into tlu* period ot eetitenuials
hast miserable in
trying to hop arouml her
r’ui.Usio.N. Thursday night about lit tells me that he once saw a bear take his winter the hundredth anniversary of the without
on her No. !• shoes
jr
treading
stand
behind
a turtle on the nest.
Bruin Boston Tea 1‘arty yvas commemorated by she comes from
o'clock when the Lewiston of the
s|u- astonishes
Bangor
Michigan
the
in
alternate paws as they drinking the lioughteii tea that the Coneggs
and .Maehias line was about off Segiiin, caught
then
w
and
her partner now
by orking in
and devoured them with a smack df tinentals
she came in collision with a small coasting fell,
repudiated l >n Saturday the cen- a touch of the double shuttle, or a bit ol
schooner named the Paragon,belonging in the chops that could be heard at the dis- tenary of the meeting of the Colonial
the
waltz, step; and if
pigeon-wing, with
Deer Isle. The schooner, it appears, had tance of a hundred yards. Bears have t 'ongres at l ’arpenter’s Hall.Philadelphia, she comes from Arkansas, she throws both
Next April the bat- her arms around his neck, rolls
her lights wrong, giving indications that been known to watch turtles tor hours, " as duly celebrated.
up her
she was steering in a course directly op- and then tear them to pieces because they tle ot he xingt,in. and in tile June following,
eyes as she floats aw ay, and is heard to
showed
no disposition to
ot
that
Bunker's
Hill
xvill
he
lay.
the
subjects murmur. Oh. hug me, John!’"
posite to her true. one. The force of the
The eggs are deposited at a depth of “I appropriate remembrance. All these
collision cut the stem oft" the schooner and
fifteen
from
to
inches
are
an*
anniThey
very
of
the
eighteen
good forerunners
threw the crew, consisting of an old man
The ease of Richard Sullivan. Jr., et :d
and two young men into the water. The not oval, but round, and nearly the size ul versary ol 1770.
against the Portland and Kennebec Rail
Lewiston lowered her boats and rescued a lien’s egg. 'File shell is flexible, and
as snow.
It i- as elastic as rubber.
I it.lux's Cast;.
all three of the men, although the old man white
Burleigh, yvlio is inside road Company et al, recently decided by
Dent an egg with your thumb and the in- the
Justice Clifford in the United Stales < 'ir
writes of Tilton's suits against
was resuscitated with considerable difficulring,
dentation will last for hours. Kgg hunters Beecher as follow s :
r-uit, Court at Portland, has been appealed
The
Lewiston
was
but
ty.
slightly injured.
a bag, in
It is curious to see the discussions in the to the Supreme Court at Washington. The
which'they drop
No blame attaches to her m any way as always carry
the eggs. A bag of eggs can be thrown
lar as we can learn. The schooner sank
press on the trial. Some are certain that ease involves the sufficiency of the title
across a horse, the horse ridden at full
l ilton lias no ease: some that he will be by which the present Maine Central Railimmediately after tile collision. She was
gallop, and not an egg be broken.
thrown out ot court at once : others argue road Company claim that portion of their
in ballast.
their
nests the females show
In filling
how far the letters, &e„ will he testimony. line which was built and owned by the
marvelous skill. The eggs are deposited The simple tacts are that the ease will bo Kennebec and Portland Railroad Company,
We should manage our fortune like our in
layers so arranged that there is not an based on the full confession of the detend- and seek to set aside the foreclosure of
constitution; enjoy it when good, have inch of room to spare. No humun hand int, made to person many in number— the mortgage under which the Portland
when
bad, and never apply vio- ‘ould show such a knowledge ot
patience
packing persons whose word would be taken in Company, and Kennebec Railroad Comlent remedies but in ease of necessity. Beachcombers are
frequently astonished at my court in the land. 1 know tit’s to be pany was organized, who leased to the
the quantity of eggs taken from a small .he basis.
[Rochefoucauld.
Maine Central.
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Tilton at him Again.
which he lui<l suffered within the past few
ruin and
blight
Lust week Theodore Tilton came out I days at having brought
I upon Elizabeth and her family. He buried
with another statement concerning the his faee in his hands and
wept, saying that
j
tee Beecher matter.
This time he gives a | he ought to bear the whole blame', because
his ripe age and sacred office he was
nigger dose than ever, occupying eight or from
her
unpardonably
culpable in
ten columns of tine
type. It is designed astray. He assured me that leading the
during
a.> a
since
made
to
all
the
earlier years ot his friendship tor Elizabeth
reply
charges
lie he and she had no sexual commerce with
lus first document was put forth,
each other, and that the latter feature of
gives the particulars of Mrs. Tilton’s contheir intimacy had been maintained belession to him, as follows—
tween them not much over a
year and less
She narrated with modesty and diffi- than a
year and a half.
dence, vet without shamefacedness or
He said to me that 1 must do to him
-ease oi guilt, a detailed history of her
what 1 would—he could not resist me—
long acquaintance with Mr. Beecher—ora but that if I could restore Elizabeth to ungrowing friendship between them—of a love and respect he would feel the keen
passionate fondness, which he at length edge ot his remorse dulled a little into a
began to exhibit towards her—of the in- lesser pain. He asked me if I would peradequacy ot his home life, and his conse- mit the coming pew renting to proceed,
quent need that some other woman than and said that if I insisted on his resignaMrs. Beecher should set the part ot a wife tion he would write it forthwith. He reto him—of the
great treasure which he minded me that his wile was my bitter
found in Mrs Tilton’s sweet and tender
enemy, and would easily become his own,
affection —of his protestation of a greater and
begged that she might not be informhomage to her than any other woman—of ed of his conduct. He said that he had
her duty to minister to his mind and body meditated
suicide, and could not live to
and of the many specious arguments by taee
exposure. He implored me to give
which he commended these views to her. him
my word that if circumstances should
in order to overcome her Puritan
repug- compel me to disclose his secret, I would
nance to them ; and she said that
finally, give him notice in advance, so that he
in an interview between herself and Mr.
might prepare some measure, either by
Beecher, at his house, not long alter her death oi
llight. to hide himself from the
little Paul's death, and a- a
recompense world's gaze. He said he had wakened as
tor the sympathy which her
had
from sleep, and likened himself to one
pastor
shown her
during that bereavement, she dizzy and distracted on the yawning edge
then and there yielded her
person to his ot hell He said that he would pray night
sexual embrace.
and day for Elizabeth, that her heart
Phis event, she stated, occurred <fetoher
might not be utterly broken, and that God
1". IstiS. during my absence in New
Eng- would inspire me to restore her to her
land, and she showed me a memorandum lust
place in my home and esteem.
in her
diary marked at that date with the
All this, and more like it, took place in
word. "A day memorable.”
the interview ot which I speak, including
She further said that on the next
Sunday his voluntary proposition to mend certain
evening (while 1 was -till absent) Mr ill-work which he had done in giving Mr
Beecher visited her at her home in l.iving- Bowen false
reports about me.
ston -tree* and consummated with her
Shortly afterward 1 sent for Mr Beecher
another act ot sexual intimacy.
to come to my house to hold an interview
She further confessed that at intervals with me on a
subject which 1 shrink from
'lin ing the ensuing fall and winter, and in
mentioning here, vet which the truth comtin spring billowing, she repeated with
pels me to state. In June, 1870, a child
aim certain acts of criminal intercourse, had been born to
Elizabeth It. Tilton. In
to
him
seldom, though solicited view ot Mrs. Tilton’s
aiding
subsequent disclosoften.
ures to me, made
.July
1870—namely,
furthermore, with great particularity, that sexual relations between Mr. Beecher
-lie mentioned the several places of these and herself had
begun October lit, ].8t>8
interviews, which 1 cannot tiring myself 1 wished to question Mr. Beecher as to the
to
hroniele here.
of
that dale, in order to settle
authenticity
t his confession, -tripped of its details, the doubtful
paternity ot the child 1’his
but including its principal fact, was made interview he held
with me in mv study,
by Mr- 1 ilton, not only to me, but to ami during a portion oi it Mrs, Tilton
was
several other persons, including Mr. Moulon the date at
present They both
uni hi- wife, and a similar confession which their sexual agreed
commerce had begun
uu- made by Mr. Beecher, liotonh tome
—namely, October 10, isos. Mrs, Tilton
but to Mr Moulton and his wife.
herself being the authority, and
referring
1 ilton review- the
charge made that the again, as she had done before, to her
U' au-ation ot adultery
against Mr. Beech- diary.
Certain tacts wuieh Mr Beecher
gave
er n as
un^ifterthought. while the offence me on that occasion concerning his crimiwas
called
“an
nal
indiscretion"
connection
with Mrs. Tilton—the times
originally
* hi Hi is
the places, the
point he says—
frequency—together with
flic chief argument by the committee other particulars which I feel a repugamtee
to name
1 must pass over: but 1 cannot
i- that
my real charge against Mr. Beeeli- forbear to
mention again, as 1 have stated
ei was
simply “improper proposals,” not
that Mr. Beecher always took
‘adultery that they never heard of my heretofore,
blame to himself, never
imputiug it to
charging him with “adultery,” until 1 ilje
trumped up thi- latter accusation as part Elizabeth; and never till he came before
the
committee did he put
i a
conspiracy which Moulton and I were torth investigating
the
unmanly pretext that Mrs. Tilton
prosecuting against Beecher with slow had
"thrust her affections on him unpatience and for greed of gain! Without
thi- argument, which
comprises one-halt sought
the committee's report, they would never
Awful Calamity at Fall River.
have been able to make a
report at al..
But 1 shall rip this
Fall River. Sept. lb.
The mammoth
argument so completely out of the report that that document and beautiful six-story granite mill No. 1
i> totally destroyed.
will at one stroke be torn in twain, and
Hardly a stone is left
liie halt which i- devoted to this fabrication
standing. The lire broke out in the tower
uni be east aside as waste
in the 4th story, about 7 A. M and in a
paper.
-a ten w ceks aner Airs, nitons coniesshort time the wildest excitement
pre'■'on
n
.July, 1*70. and several .months be- vailed. The women operatives made
t"iv Mi
lieecher's apology, 1 eommuni- Irantie efforts to reach the lire-esoapes,
atrd the tact of their criminal
intimacy but their retreat was cut oil' by the roaring
>■
grave and discreet friend of our fam- flame.Seeing no other means of escape
Mr- Martha B. Bradshaw of Brooklyn,
many rushed frantically for the windows,
nc "I the best known and most
honored and some of the girls threw themselves
members ot Plymouth Church The same headlong from the burning building,
being
ml* filiation was
subsequently given to sither instantly killeo or badly mangled
Air- Bradshaw by Mrs Tilton"herself. On
.44 this tune the excitement i." so
great
the basis ot this information in the
that it is impossible to ascertain the names
possession ot Airs Bradshaw, Mr William F.
>f the killed and wounded. It is known
W rst. a member of
Plymouth Church, re- for a certainty that more than forty periving on Mrs Bradshaw to be a witness, sons, mostly girls, are killed, and as many
indn-ted me before the church lor eircu- more wounded. The bodies of some of
lit* dead (Jit-scut, a litilillile
auditions reports against the Hey
11Liii.i,
sight, being
Horn W aril Beecher. Mr. West's charges
mangled almost beyond recognition.
1 lie scene at the ruins is heart-rending,
net specifications, although a matter of
notoriety at the time, have never yet been parents lushing about, cry ing frantically
published I herewith commit them to for their missing children. Several bodies
print fm the purpose of showing that the have been found burned to a crisp. All
verdi.-t ot Mr Beecher’s committee stands the other mills have shut down, and busidisproved in its chief and central allegation ness for the most part suspended Every
b the official records of Plymouth Church thing in the way ot relief for the suffering
.fsell, Mr Beecher's six committee-men, people is being done,
i’liy sieians artlike Mr
Beecher himself, have “bad working heroically, and rendering every
memories
Let me not attempt to portray possible relict in their power.
the mortification of this committee and
1.ATF.R—THE ORIH1N Ol THE HUE.
their attorneys at reading the following
Fall Rivf.r, Sept lb. Eater investigaiirect copy of official papers adopted
by tion seems to prove that the
ot the
Plymouth Church, of which the originals fire was in the mule room, origin started
having
.r. *■■ in
my possession
from an unoiled mule head, in charge of a
•111
1ALLM 4«K TO ME. TILTON.
lad named Samuel Young As soon
young
Brooklyn. October 17, ls7;i.
a? the flames wore discovered
by him he
Air.
lieu.lore Tilton.
shrieked fire, and made his escape, ami
i 'ii sir:
\ I u meeting of the Examining
* ummitte.- ..1
Plymouth Church, held thi- eve- the spinners in the room tried to check the
ning. tin lerk oi' the committee was instructed spreading ot the flames with boxes and
in forward to you a copy of tlie
complaint and sticks, which broke all the threads attach.ici irii-.itinn- made against you by Mr. William
When it was at last
I
W cst. and was requested to notify you that ed to the machine
found necessary to sound alarm the flames
oi'. ,lu-w er to the charges that you might desire
■tier to the committee may be sent to the were darting trom the tower windows.
k "it "i tiefore Thursday. October 23. 1n73.
File upper story or attic used as a spool
Enclosed t hand you a copy of the charges
room, was occupied by sixty persons, and
tul -pei ili aborts rein red to.
the first intimation they received of any
nil- yen n speetfuilv.
It. W. I ALLM.uidK, Clerk.
danger was a cloud of dense suffocating
2nd Bridge street.
smoke that swept up the staircase and
forced them to seek safety in the northern
COPY
section of the building.
>i tin* charges and specifications made bv
\\ illiam I West against Theodore Tiithat her lirst announcement ot danger was
t on :
received by the girls from the other end
charge I heoiiore I uton, a member of if the room
rushing towards her shrieking
nchurch, with liaiiug circulated and
scandals derogatory to the uni crying, many of them were so terror
po minted
hristian integrity of otir pastor, and in- stricken that their limbs became almost
useless. Some were praying and others
mrious to the reputation of this church,
f'he first specification charges that m an wildly lamenting, while "others were so
.uterview between Theodore Tilton and possessed with tear that they stood in
mute agony watching the heroic conduct
llev K 1. 1. 1'aylor, in the spring of 1871,
of one man who, utterly regardless of his
1'ilton stated that llev
Ward
llenry
own safety, worked with brave ardor and
Beecher preached to seven or eight ol bis
by means of a rope landed a number of the
mistresses every Sunday evening.
on the ground in
safety.
t he second charges that in a conversa- girls
One man being completely cut off, made
tion witli Mr Andrew Bradshaw, Tilton
bis exit to the roof by means of the scut(•quested him not to repeat certain state- tle. and with a
rope lowered himself over
ments which had previously been made to
the roof and to the ground in safety, lie
him by Mr. Tilton ; that lie had retracted
stated that a companion just behind him
none of them, but that he wished to hush
Many ot the
the scandal on Mr. Beecher’s account; that had fallen back, suffocated
girls became unconscious ere the flames
Mr Beecher was a bad man, and not a
■ale person to be allowed to visit the reached them, and though the number of
families of his church ; that if this scandal the lost is unknown, it cannot but be
great. The wailing of parents, brothers,
ever were cleared up he (Tilton) would be
and sisters over their dead was terrible to
the only one of the three involved who
would iic unhurt by it; and that he was hear.
Those who jumped fell 50 or Co feet,
-ilently suffering lor Mr. Beecher’s sake. and were either
killed outright or suffered
The third states that Tilton had stated
such a shock that they died afterward.
to Mrs. Bradshaw that he had discovered
When the lire had
that a criminal intimacy existed between Ten escaped alive.
been got under search was made for
his wife and Mr Beecher.
It will be seen from the third speeifica- bodies; nearly all were in the fifth story.
They were wrapped in sacks and quilts
iii the above document that 1 was indicted
and dripping with blood wore let down,
by Plymouth church, and that an attempt
put in express wagons and carried to the
was made to bring me to trial because 1
had said oil the :!d of August, 1870, that 1 police station or chapel. Ten were recoghad discovered a criminal intimacy be- nizable, but some were in fragments.
The Agonized parants tilled the streets with
tween Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton.
cries ami shrieks, which
mingled with tindate mentioned in this specification, nameshrieks of the wounded.
'll the .id of August. 1870, was only thirty
I.ATEK 1‘ARTK.Il.AIiS.
days after Mrs. Tilton’s confession ot July
■dot that year!
W hat shall lie thought
The loss of life as far as heard from is
of the report of a so-called
investigating 29 : toss by tire $500,000- The fire caught
• ormuittee
of Plymouth church which, in by friction of a mule. The walls of the
to
order
maintain and uphold the pastor’s mill were standing at noon,
engines playtalse denial of my true charge against him, ing and clouds of smoke
rising.
is compelled, in his defence, to falsify the
A despatch dated 12-30 j>. m., states that
records of liis own church?
18 charred bodies have been recovered
The killed and wounded thus tar loot up
kef.cheb’s confession
GO.
Concerning Beecher’s confession ot Ids
criminal conduct, Tilton has the following
A Bold

|

—

Robbery,

to

say—
In my

sworn statement 1 made oath to
the tact that Mr. Beecher confessed to me
Ids criminal
intimacy with Mrs. Tilton. I
will state the substance ot this confession,
which was often renewed anil
repeated :
On the night of December
dur-

Corning, N. V., Sept 17th. Early this
morning at Wellsboro Pa., five masked
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I'lii*

Louiaiaua

difficulty

in

Trouble.
to which we

Louisiana,

made brief allusion last week, is already
over lor the present.
The adherents of

MeEnery and Penn easily swept

out of
existence the Kellogg state government,
that has no power to sustain itself, except
that which came from federal
lint

troops,

when the President ordered the
army and
navy to reinstate and support

Kellogg,

there could lie but one termination to
such a contest, and the
MeEnery supporters surrendered to the United States Commander.
it will be remembered that this difficulty had its root in the state election of 1872,
and the interference of federal officials.

good

Then

Judge Durrell,

of the U S.
Circuit Court, came into the plav. lie
directed the l’. S. Marshal to take possession i>t the State House, and
prevent the
fusion legislature from assembling
This
done. Brother-in-law Casey, Packard,
and tliu whole lot of federal officers took
was

part in the quarrel, favoring Kellogg.
1 here is no doubt that the so-called elec-

J.

can

so

disturbances at our annual town,
district and corporation meetings than any
other citizen, proposed a committee to
overlook and verily the count of the votes.
This was well enough, and would have
been well received and as usual conceded,
hail lie not followed his proposition with

Election.

Full returns of flic stale, excepting 4-1
give Dingley bl ,:l<tti Pitcomb,

scandalous speech, peculi ir to himsell
and himsell only, and so disgraceful that

towns,

40,1ST
44

Dingley’s tnajoiity,

:

towns

yet

a

T he

11,119.

lie heard from last year
majority of 4:53.

to

some
own

gave Dingley a
So f ar as heard from the House of Re-

presentatives will stand 9b republicans,
bo democrats, and tl independents. The
Senate will stand "S republicans and three

one, and

Kellogg

in that State is

along

cannot be got out until

March, ls77. 1 util that lime robbery and
oppression must rule
The state lias been greatly agitated for
week past by the report that some driver
among the statutes had discovered that
the prohibitory law in this state had been
a

repealed by mistake,

in

course

of

the

many patchings that it had undergone. It
excited a great variety ol emotions among
tiie populace. Those who had taken their
regular lubrication were gratified to think
that they had not been law-breakers at
eleven o'clock every day. Those who deal
out the ardent saw

a

rich harvest in the

respectable
party joined with the Democrats in

uowu.

ne unis

Selectman’s)

The (inventor ami Council, altera lull
hearing, have refused to commute the
sentence of

man in Louisiana.
In- bad fcaiurc of tile mime i> mai the
term

in his

men

a

a ue.

nut an tins

occurred

Democrats—viz. Cushing of Knox, Has- altei the polls were closed. Earlier in the
kell of Cumberland, and Donwnrth of day he had grossly insulted one ot the
Aroostook.
Selectmen lor receiving the vote of his (the

Wagner,

in too high esteem to listen quietly and
hear it slandered.
We respectfully ask
the public to believe us to be, what we
think

we always have been
peaceable,
law-abiding citiziais, endeavoring always

advance the interests ot our town, and
the right to exercise, within the
law, our own judgment in reference to
town, county, state and national politics;
and while granting to our
opponents the
to

claiming

will lie tried next week.
—

w

An

his

engineer

killed

as

on

on

the <

tgdcti -burg

Tue day by the

road

explosion

of

engine.

—The

w’e hope never to find ourorganizing Ku-Klux bands and
mobbing our neighbors in the streets or
libelling them in the public press, either
in the town or beyond its borders.

rights

same

season

tor

hoys

selves while

swimming

that

source

prolilie

know.

resented and replied to at the time by men
who hold the good reputation of the town

was

luesdav

on

to

And next the drunken mob. During
the day there was no disturbance in the
streets, and Sinionton failed to organize
an affray in the hall
1 It. Simonton's scurrilous
speech was

the Prussian sailor

arraigueo at Koeklanu
He
and pleaded not guilt).

Homme-

son, and whose age he

own

presumed

was

hatred of every decent
Governor's

of the most

square and honest vote, and voted it down
It was a vote, and nothing else. When
Simonton states that it was "howled

tion of Kellogg was a fraud. It was so who murdered two women on
Smutty
declared in the report of a Committee of Nose Island. Hi- w ill be
hung in January,
the U. S. Senate, after a full
investigation. it is believed that this seals the fate of all
But the President recognized the
Kellogg the murderers who are in prison serving
faction as the true government. Its rule their
year before the issuing of the warhas been characterized by fraud and
op- rants. With punishment thus rendered
pression such as have marked carpet-bag certain, i! is believed that life will be safer
rule every where in the South. It has had than it has been tor a few years past in
the respect of nobody, and the bitter this state.
1

(Simonton) who
originator of

has been the

more

easily
The

long time

for a

of rum and come down to a drink

glass

scene, the writer

graceful

do tor a

for one who hails from Washington. It isn’t every chap who dwells in
the shadow of the eapitol that can refuse

"1 the fusionists.

fusion.

defeated.

man. even

a

These lie removed, but they
continued to act. The result was two
boards, one of which declared the republican ticket chosen, and the other the

Koeklaud Free Press.
Camden threw one of its largest votes on
The
whole number of votes for GovMonday.
ernor was !>10. The
itepublicans gain 34 from
last year on the Governor vote and in a
larger
proportion on some of the rest of the tickets.
Hale ran ahead of his ticket as he did in most
of the towns. Albert
Johnson, the candidate
tor representative, made a good run,
getting
two votes more titan Got Diugley, but was
°
From the

young

and shows what native virtue

of cider

the result'.

Town Meeting in Camden.

Near the close of the
meeting the town clerk,
H. Sherman, and one o." the
selectmen, J. \V.
I
horuuike,' democrats, were caught in the very
act ol stuffing the ballot box. A man
applied
lor the privilege of
voting whose name was not
oil the check list. His vote was
and
challenged,
while the matter was
being examined the voter
laid Ills ticket down on tlie stand side of the
ballot box. It was picked up
men.
by the clerk and
put upon the box and the cover was drawn out
That is good for the virtuous Megunti- allowing the vote to
go in. See. 24 ol chap. 4,
cook region.
But on election day the ot itevised Statutes provides that the slide in
the ballot box "shall not be
opened tilt the
editor “saw another sight." which is tints name of a
person ottering his vote, is found on
the cheek listand if the
officer or
described—
presiding
officers do not comply with this
requirement they
To sav the least the election was a disgrace
forfeit
not
less
than
nor
titty
more than
'[shall
to Camden; and what did it? Rum! Yes, Rum
five hundred dollars and he
imprisoned in jail
did it. We venture to say that without rum it not more than
uor less than three months,’’
nine,
would have passed oft’ quietly and pleasantly, as provided in Sec.
51, of same chapter. This
and only with as much zeal as comes trom offense
having been committed in the presence
honest rivalry. How long shall we such elec- ot several
Mr. Simonton very
witnesses,
tions? How long shall we surt'er them? How
properly asked that a committee be named to
long shall we endure them?
overlook the counting of the votes, as bad been
These stories are not only inconsistent, done in that town for the past ten years. The
request was voted, or rather hoxolea down by a
but contradictory. The town can’t be dry drunken
mob, who hooted, hissed, and shook
and afloat with rum all at once. Our lists, in a manner more suitable in a ku-klux
community. Two of the selectmen, J. F. Stetneighbor should got one of Alden's hig son and Ezekiel Vinal, conducted themselves as
gentlemen
and honest men throughout the
anchors, iind holding ground in one or
election, and did what they could for lair play.
the other of these channels, and stick to The officers who thus violated
a plain provision
ol the law, should lie
cither rum or water.
punished agreeably to
statute, and the purity of the ballot box mainStill another unfortunate encountered tained. If town officers will thus stuff one
the Penguins of that locality. These are ballot into the box, who can know that during
the day titty were not put in in the same
way'!
aquatic birds, and lake kindly to moisture. A person who would put ill one unlawful vote,
would throw in a handful if the chance offered.
Natural history describes them as stand[Comments on the above.]
ing perpendicular—which is a very good
The above article was written by T K
way to stand. But the Penguins ot CamSimonton, ami appeared in the Koeklaud
den arc supposed to fie a society devoted
free i'ress of September 1 tit It
Our
to hospitality.
N. B Millikcn, of Washtown
hitherto having borne a good
I).
C., relates in the Herald that
ington,
reputation, we deem it proper to make
an attempt was made to initiate him into
the following statement,
lie (Simonthis feathered tribe.
He says—
bases the above upon nothing but
We entered a store but a short distance away ton)
a
vote presented and dial longed a few
and the door yvas locked behind us.
Some
crackers were laid out and an attempt yvas made minutes
before the closing of the polls,
to palm upon me a glass of alcoholic liquor under tin* name of cider. After some urging i and if wrongly allowed to go into the box,
consented to taste ot it and finding it to lie it
was from a
misapprehension of Mr.
strong drink refused to drink any of it. It was
explained to lie a mistake and a glass of mild Thorndike anil the Town Clerk, and coneider yvas ottered in place of it which I drank
sequently could have been only an illegal
oil', to parity their repeated importunities.
vote, to lie counted out. As tor the disThis is a
lesson lor the

Kellogg

Gov. Warmouth. who
supported the fusionists, was dissatisfied
with certain members of the returning
board, who examine returns and declare

This ?

Last Sunday afternoon a four seated team
drove up to one of our hotels, and while the
ladies with the children remained in the carriage, the two men went into the hotel and inquired for something in a whisper. The landlord replied in an audible tone, that if they
were dry they could iind some water just
around the corner. They were not dry. Madness had quenched their thirst, and with mutterings on their lips, instead of the luscious
nectar, they drove out of dry Camden on the
road to Rockland, dryer and perhaps wiser

can

ran for Governor on the
republiticket, and MeEnery was the candidate

is

The Camden Herald, in its issue of the
19th, endeavors to make that town appeal
as a locality where
nothing intoxicating
can be had.
In support ot the theory it
tells this story—

to drown them-

selves

is about over, and

ot items is closed for

the year
—The French bark Libia Prosper, bound
John, and found hanging about out
coast in a suspicious manner, was taken

Citizens

of

Camden.

to St.

by the cutter Dobbin,
awaits action by the authentic-'

to Dockland
she

—The Portland Press intimates,
election is over and the noses all

Smuggi.kk's Trotting
The greatest
stallion square trotting that was ever witnessed in this country occurred at Mystic
Park last week, and a multitude number-

where

now

the

counted,

ing more than thirty thousand people

were

free field before the bars could be put up that Hatnlin has by no means a sure thing.
by the next Legislature, and talked of Many ot the members elect are v ery retidrawbacks on the fines already paid. cent.

attracted to the spectacle. Col. Russell’s
Kansas-bred horse Smuggler won in three

Legal gentlemen

This

smelled

many suit-.
And a- for the town agency rmnshops, the
keepers thereof trembled at the coming
competition The Attorney General is so-

berly

out

investigating the question; and
Judge Walton has announced

meantime

that the law is

as good and valid as
it was—which is not saving much.

ever

We publish to-day a reply to an article
in the Rockland Free Press, in which the
citizens of' Camden in town meeting assembled are accused of being “a drunken
mob,” and the town officers of practising
fraud at the ballot box. We give it a
place at the written request of fourteen
citizens of the town—gentlemen prominent by their wealth and business enterprise, and of the highest respectability
and intelligence. We do not wonder at
their indignation, for it is no light thing
to have sown broadcast before the
public
accusations like those. The author of the
article undoubtedly felt the soreness of
local defeat, and probably the apprehen-

straight heats,

replace old Fearnaught who
had sickened and suddenly died. He stands
at the head of the list for stallion time,
and of course his owner's fortune is made
ent owner to

Mr. Pullen, of the Portland Press, declined to be a candidate for the Legislature.
lie had keen there once, and louml
that it was pullin' him away from his ed—

as

can’t run many sic-h machines with success.

1 lit* republican Shi rill in \\ aide cotmly i>
i‘lci'1 ci 1 l>y seven pluralby. [Kennebec Journal.
—

That is probably
good
deal closer shave than we Iigured last
week. The voice that called Samuel has
grown so faint that it will die out entirely
a

the

apt

get

viciously

case

sympathy, especially
at his opposers.

is one id those in which

Such a
silence is

golden.”
It is hoped that the present generation
will see an end to this Beecher business—
but it is a matter of doubt. Tilton empt ies
the reservoir

eight column
statement, of which we copy a portion.
He places the reverent dispenser with the
gospel in a more awkward position than

again

of an

And it is a queer document all over,
.lust to think ot Tilton and his wife sitting down with the Rev. Henry Ward and
ever.

The

—The terrible disaster at. the Fall lliver
cotton mill will send a shudder of horror

same

sion that he would be blamed lor U.—but day. The democrats have the city government for the first time in eight years.
a publication like that in the Free Press
It will be seen that the radicals had reain no degree helps the matter. He that
son to howl over the legislative action.
gets worsted in a contest, and hastens to
—The Portland Press, which adheres to
tell the public the sorrows of failure, is'
to
little
if he the administration, don’t think much of
snaps

the fame of the horse.

—The editor ot the Wiscasset Oracle
has been elected a member of the Humboldt Scientific Clam Association. Probably these scientific clams don’t make better chowders than the common kind.

—Compelled
linavy Yard in
Maine this year, the radicals lost Portsmouth. This is the result ol the Democratic law ol New Hampshire, passed last
to vote the

on

as

thing wonderful

before next Septembei.

winter, making the elections

well

excitement at the Park was almost wild,
when the victorious horse came round on
the home stretch of his third mile, without
a break, head down, and moving with
tremendous speed like a perfect peice ot
machinery. The amount of money that
changed hands on the result was ,some-

A- a matter of fact, a man

official, and is

running.

now

owned in Milton, Mass, but live miles out
of Boston, and was purchased by his pres-

The Journal don’t like to see Joshua's
toes off the chalk-mark it draws.

itorial duties.

six horses in all

famous horse, who made the
iastest mile for a stallion on record, is

—Tiie Watcrville Mail laugh- at the attempts of the Kennebec Journal to read
Joshua Nye out ot the republican party.

through

the land.

It is

of those sad
often happened

one

affairs which have so
where crowds ol operatives work among
inflammable material, and that have hurried many human beings to their death
Grant’s pet Louisiana Governor. It says— through that most awful ot ail agencies,
The dastardly conduct of Gov. Kellogg of fire. In that respect it was worse than
Louisiana, ill deserting t lie .State House long the Pemberton mills disaster. These caol* the

revolutionists,
before the approach
stamps him with tin brand of contempt in the
who
esteem
coolness
and courmen
of
all
eyes
age ill public men in critical circumstances. If
lie bad gathered bis followers about him and
defended tile office ol* the executive with determination, In1 would have won the respect of
thousands who now regard him not only as a
very sliahhv governor hut as a chicken-hearted
fellow.
—Hon. Moses Webster of Vinalliaven, carried
Knox county twice against llie Democrats who
bad hitherto held it! and lie was only beaten
this year by about ill) votes, with the strongest
fight that could be made against him. [Kennebec Journal.

lamities should

bring

to

ference should be had.

—Hon. Benj. K. Curtis, who died in
Newport, II. I was a distinguished citi-

j

ot

the

States.

Massachusetts, and an ex-Judge
Supreme Court ot the United
He was a democrat, and was one

Democrat
Two years ago Moses
gravely counting their fingers to deterof the counsel for President Johnson
mine the parentage ot a child born sus- until a week before the election, when he
the impeachment trial.
radical
in
the
bulrushes
discovered
was
near

piciously
ing”, began!

w as a

at

the time when “nest-hid-

As Aretmas Ward used

say, “it is 2 mutch.”

to

and adopted into the family. The fact
that he didn’t survive longer officially, indicates that their wet nurse has given out.
That seems a better way of stating the

Well, that Plymouth
men efieeted an entrance into the
residence Chut eh may be made up of the
saints, for
of President Robinson, of the First National Bank, and gagged and bound the oc- ought we know ; but when did ever such
cupants, President Robinson, Cashier a mess of almost incredible wickedness matter.
Robinson, Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Smith, come out from any convocation of the
20,1870,
-Messrs. Sprague and Owen, publishers
ing my interview with him at Mr. Moul- a daughter ot Robinson. They then com- wicked ?
of the Kennebec Journal, have been arton s house, he received
the
cashier
to
accusation
my
pelled
accompany them to
rested and given bail on a charge of libelwithout denial, and confessed it by his as- the bank and throw open the
vault, when
—They have got a gravel train running
and
themselves
to about $50,000,
senting
grief.written
they helped
ling Gardner C. Vose, representative elect
In the apology
January 1, 1871, principally in currency. Returning with on the Bucksport railroad, and that city ot from that city. Mr. Vose, who is a repubwhich he sent nie through Mr.'Moulton, Mr. Robinson to his home they placed the the tuture is jubilant.
lican, van in opposition to John L. Stevens,
ills contrition was based on the fact that members of the
family facing each other,
Andrew Burkett, of Appleton, a promi- former editor of the Journal, and defeated
both Mr. Moulton anil I had become ac- and told them to converse
freely.
They
took from the fingers of Mrs. Smith a ring nent and highly' respected citizen of Knox hint. The libel, if any there be, consists
quainted with his guilt.
During the subsequent personal inter- valued at $800, kissed Mrs. Robinson, County, died last week.
in an intimating that somebody on the
view which took place between Mr. who fainted, and then took their
departure
—The Lincoln County Agricultural and ticket “crooks his elbow” frequently. Mr
Beecher and myself at Mr Moulton’s in two
A
reward
of
is
carriages.
$5,000
Horticultural Society will hold its Fair Vose thinks he’s the man pointed at, and
house a few mornings afterward, Mr. offered lor their arrest, or $1,000 for
any
Beecher in set terms spoke to Mr. Moulton one of thegang.
The Bank has a lara-e for 1874 at Newcastle on the 6th, 7th and therefore goes for some ol the profits of
and myself of the agony and remorse surplus and is solvent.
8th of October.
the state

printing.

The Democratic State Convention of
New .Jersey, met at Trenton on the loth.
Hon. Joseph Bedle of Jersey City, was

nominated for Governor

by

82f> out of 829

Convention was large,
thusiastic and harmonious.
votes.

The

111.11

111^

1

1null

n

> -•

At West Camden a peddler went into
Kidder's barn and lighted his pipe. In
few minutes the barn took tire and burn

mill

impress them
of providing all possible means to avert
disaster, and if need be, legislative inter-

zen

This was the year ot the celebrated
Knox Convention, held Juno 30th at
U V AN' OLD SE T T L K It.
which Alfred Marshall of China was nominated for Congress; out of which
OHAFTEB XXX. (1836.)
grew a
| bitter political contest which at one time
llie conflagrations in this
year were as put ill
jeopardy the integrity of the demofollows.
On Sunday
evening, January cratic' party in this District;
but of which
10th, a fire broke out in a blacksmith’s
also the Belfast Jntelligencera weekshop in the rear of the Eagle Hotel, oc- grew
cupied by It. M. Monroe and Robert W. ly newspaperofprinted in this place, the
first number
which issued the 17th of
Quiniby; the building was consumed with
all its contents which were combustible. November. Like the Journal, whose rival
Between seven and eight o’clock m the it was, it was democratic in politicsl
Frederic 1’. Ingalls was its publisher. Hon.
evening ol October loth an extensive conits editor and principa.
flagration occurred in the Banking-room Joseph Williamson
Its office of publication was
of the Waldo Bank : thirteen thousand proprietor
dollars of its bills were utterly consumed. removed to Frankfort, now Winterport,
There were strong suspicions that the Di- in November 1837, where it continued to
lie published until January 183‘J.
rectors and Cashier were
accessory to the
James F O'Connell, thc'tattooed man,”
act. The bills were all ol the denomination of one, two and three dollars, the re- exhibited himself and told his story at
issue of which was prohibited by law as Phumix Hall on the evening of the 23d ol
it then was, and hence no serious loss was August. His story was, in brief, that he
lH-ed lor several years on an island in the
sustained by the stockholders. In thf* afternoon of the goth a one story double Pacific, was adopted by the natives, found
lavor and
dwelling-house situate on the Judge Read them, and inacquired distinction among
I farm, on the
conformity to their custom
was
burned;
Northport-road,
was tattooed.
The fancy-work on his
it was one of the oldest framed houses in
body sufficiently indicated that lie had
town.
been subjected to the
Mr. Jonathan White, who came here to
process, but whether
reside in 179,7, died on the 11th of Janu- under the circumstances represented by
lum was regarded as somewhat
questionary, aged sixty-nine; his brother Robert able. I
here was nothing incredible, howwho came here in 1797 died July doth,
ever, in his narrative and
1840, aged seventy. The lives of these in
nothing tending
to impeach his
any
two brothers were so
intimately blended veracity. great degree
that notice ol the two in connection seems
The Light Infantry made trial ot their
to be peculiarly
appropriate. They were
marching capacity in the month ol Sepborn in Chester, N. 11. After
here
coming
tember
a visit to
to reside
Bucksport, leaving
they became the owners ot lots here at by
1 P. ,M ot the 12th and arriving
of land in close proximity to each other,
home
on the 14th at o P. M.
The day itfon the
Northport road, and continued to
tervening was passed in military evoluoccupy them during their lives. They tions
at Bucksport in
married sisters, daughters of the vencompany with the
erable James Patterson one of the earliest Bucksport Light Infantry and the Bangor
settlers in the town Jonathan's farm was Independent Volunteers" and in ••having a
good time generally.'
the one now known as the Pickard
place;
On the 3d ot October the
l'uwn Clock
the one which was purchased at tin- time
on the 1 nitarian
ot the Quebec Railroad excitement with
Meeting-houso began to
tell us how the hours rolled on. It was
the expectation on the part of the
pur- the
joint handiwork of Major Timothy
chasers that the Depot would be located
Chase and the late Fhiueas P. Quiuibv it
on it, the
price paid for it was live thou- was built at a machine
sand dollars.
shop at the Head
Robert's farm was the one
of the 1 ide where the
which is now, and has been since his deFoundry now is,
there being at that time no machine
cease, in occupation of his son William 1!
shop
in the village. Three of the
dials, the one
At the time lie purchased there was a
log in front
been
made
and
in
having
house upon it in wuich he commenced
put
place
at ibe time the
Meeting-house was tinished,
house-keeping and in which his son, Hon. were manufactured
by our venerable and
James 1‘. White, was born. In I8(t;i he
erected the framed dwe'ling-house recent- highly esteemed lelluw-eiti/en, Mr. Win.
1 rederick, whose
place of business was at
ly removed Ironi the site on which his son that time on
Spring street.
William B. is now erecting a house. All
Mr. Quimby diet! at his residence in this
his children now living reside in this city ;
at one time they all resided with their place January lOth.lsbO.in liissixty-tourth
He was a native ot
Lebanon, N 11
several families, seven in number, on the year.
a
younger brother ol Mr. William tjuimhy
same street.
Jonathan erected his house,
father of Mr. John H. and
still standing where it was erected, at a
Ueorge A
lie was educated to the trade of
little earlier date. All his surviving chil- tjuimby.
watch and clock
making; but being
dren reside here except his son Jonathan
of an inventive and investi'mtinn
who resides in Rockland. Their descend- naturally
mind he found his
principal employment
ants constitute the most numerous family,
outside the routine ot his professional ocin
town.
were
both
probably,
They
cupation. Having become deeply interestworthy men and good citizens; faithful ed in the art,
or science, ot
Mesmerism,
in the discharge of their obligations and
then in its comparative
infancy in this
in
the performance of all the
exemplary
country, lie devoted the last twenty years
duties devolved upon them.
of liis life to the development of its
princiThe “Belfast and Quebec Railroad Corples, especially with reference to the healporation” was incorporated March the
art:
those
ing
reducing
principles to
ninth.
There were sixteen corporators
lie wrought out wonderful results.
named in the Charter; the only survivors practice
The theory he propounded diil not
always
are Ralph C. Johnson, Hiram (). Alden,
meet with acceptance, but its
practical reJ.
Anderson
and
William
(1.
Hugh
Crosby sults commanded
respect. No man over
Intelligence of the passing of the act was did more than in* to
promote the growth
received herewith most emphatic demonol tin- science to its
present vigorous manstrations of joy. t'u the evening of the
hood
Its workings arc still
among the
an
uiuuim.u' U.
..Ig
but when the veil is lifted, as
there was a grand entertainment at which mysteries;
soon or late it will lie, in the
catalogue of
the “solid men” of the town as well as
those who were tin* earliest and ablest
the “young and vigorous” were present,
ai mi1 altar ol ttie t nthere was a perfect avalanche o! toasts piiL-Mts omeiaung
known Power, will be found the name ,,t
and speeches, and steam enough let oil',
Phineas Parkhurst Quimbv.
could it have been utilized, to propel a
1 teaeon Tolford Durham died November
locomotive to the < 'anada line ; or to adopt
l-itii, aged ninety-two.
The exact time
the phraseolgy of the day, “from the
when he eame hereto reside is not known,
storm-tossed Atlantic to the placid bosom
but he was one ot our earliest settlers, lie
of the Saint Lawrence!” An instrumental
was a subaltern in the Belfast Militia \\ hen
of
the
route
was
commenced
on
survey
Samuel Houston, senior, was Captain, and
the sixth of June, under the direction and
had charge ol the company at Castine
of
Colonel
superintendence
Long, and was under (feneral Lovell in 177b. Karlv in
completed to the Canada Line in the latter this
century he held various municipal
part of September. There were various offices;
he was one of the Managers under
reasons why the road was not built; one
wlio.se supervision the Last
bridge was
was that parties could not ho found to
built and was its second toll-gatherer He
take the stock ; the others need not he
was the first Postmaster in the town ; durrecapitulated.
'l'li. Delia*.t Dank v> a.-' im
ing his official term the office wa~ kept on
April the
eastern side of the
river
James
1st, with a capital ot titty thousand dollars
Nesmith was appointed t.. .succeed him
There were twenty-six corporators named
and since that time it has
always been
in the Charter, eleven ot whom are still
on the west side.
Deacon Durham
living The meeting for organization was kept
became a member of the First Church in
held June 8d ; Joseph Williamson. Daniel
17bb, was chosen deacon the year followLane, Paul It. Ilazeltine, Thomas Pickard,
and continued to hold tinposition
James P. White, Salathiel Nickerson and ing
his life.
John llaraden were chosen Directors. At during
At the annual spring
meeting. April
a subsequent
meeting of the Directors Mr.
C Johnson, Isaac Allard and
Williamson was elected President and lltli, Ralph
Arvida Hayford Jr. were chosen SelectAlbert Bingham was appointed Cashier.
The office of the Bank was in the second men, David \V. Lnthrop, Clerk, and dames
White, Treasurer.
story of Williamson’s Fire-proof Block,
At the annual fall
meeting the whole
that portion now occupied by Mr. (ieorge
number of votes thrown on the gubernaK. Sleeper, until 1877, when it wasremoi
torial ticket was 410; for Dunlap, Deni.
ed to the room now occupied by the Bel277 ; tor Kent, Whig, l:!;?.
There was no
fast National Bank, in which Bank the
choice of Representative to the legislaoriginal one was merged in March 18(1.7. ture At the
second trial, on the Ibtli
The succession ol Presidents ot the old
Bank and new, after Mr. Williamson, has there were d;!4 votes thrown and Ralph
been John S. Kimball, James White, (.'.Johnson was elected ; he was the candidate of the Whig party and a portion ot
Thomas Marshall, .lames 1‘ White. Nathe Democrats.
thaniel II Bradbury succeeded Mr BingAt the Presidential election in N comber
ham asCashier and held the office nineteen
there were only 288 votes thrown ; Job oi
at
the
of
which
time
his
years,
expiration
which were for Van Bureu, 80 lor Harrison
son, Mr A. 11. Bradbury, the present
There were thirty-seven deaths in town
Cashier, was appointed.
during tlie year.
I Ho steamer Bangor made her lirst
trip
from the west for the season on the ninth
of April; the iee in the river prevented Waldoboro's lo»». Death of Auilrow
Sides.
her from going beyond Frankfort. She
Written tor tin* Journal.
ran through the summer as a day-boat beFrequently are we called to chronicle the
tween Portland and Bangor, connecting
death of
with whom we have been a>>*>with the'- Portland and Independence i‘iated in thosebut
life,
seldom, do we have to record
which ran as night-boats between Port- the death of one who leaves a
community with
land and Boston. She made two trips per as little ability a> inclination to speak e\ il of
him.
amt
for
the
accommodation
of
Belweek,
fast passengers Mr. 11. X. Lancaster ran a to Let it not be understood that it K mv design
eulogise the deceased. .Most indignantly
stage on boat-days between this place and would he ha\e forbidden any thing like this in
Saturday Cove, which still continued to be life. I he name of Andrew Sides is familiar
the landing place for "passengers for Bel- with the inhabitants of Waldoboro, having
fast.” The Independence look the place served the town several years :i> Selectman,
and also tilling other places'of trust in the comof the Bangor occasionally
On her last
munity in which he resided.
trip from Portland to Bangor, in the latter
Honesty of design, magnanimity of spirit,
part of September, she struck on a rock and an ardent desire to promote the interests of
in the river near the latter place and sunk those connected with him in life seemed to he
in about an hour in twenty fathoms water. his grand object.
if one may be allowed to use the term imCaptain William Avery died May loth, mutable in connection with moral'. 1 would
lie
was
at
born
<a\
Mr. Sides was in morals immutable. For
Preston,
aged fifty-two.
Conn, and came hereto reside permanent- when we hear such queries as these, “W hen
has Waldoboro lost a man with as an unexe.pabout
1813,
lie
had
been
here
occaly
tionable a character as Mr. Skies r" 1 do not !
sionally for several years previously buy- think the word too strong Those whose lot it
lumber
He
was
and
ing
shipping
origin- was to do business with him always considered
ally a ship-master. After establishing his iiis word as good as his bond, and now tender
in
residence here he engaged
trade in one their sympathies to the fatniiy 'u sorely herea\ ed.
of the stores opposite the Eagle Hotel
For your comfort we can say. that as hmg as
which was burned in 1834, which he con- those who
were acquainted with Mr. Side's life.
tinued to occupy until lie retired from ■<o long must his conscientiousness and
integriactive business about 1832. He and Mr ty, be preserved in our memory. And we unite
James P. White, under the name of Avery with vou in thanking “Him in whom our lives
are*’ that he has been spared to you and us -o
and White, were in copartnership from
many years (01), ami bespeak for him a more
1823 to 1828. lie was married in 1820 glorious hereafter.
M.
and in 1821 built the house at the corner
ot Church and Miller streets now occupied
—The Whig eaJls Bangor the banner
by his son-in-law, Mr. Daniel Lane; from
From the number of
thence he removed in 1833 to the Durham republican city.
house on Wilson’s Hill where he died. open bars it is to be presumed that the
The prominent characteristic of Capt. party nose what colors it wins.

Avery was good nature, lie was always
pleasant, patient, forbearing; never e\
with the need cited by passion, however sorely tempted.

their lessons

owners, and

of

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY.

en-

The Maine State Fair, which began at
Lewiston on Monday, is favored with
beautiful weather. The attendance is said
to lie large, and the occasion one ot great
interest.
The splendid new stiip huiJt at Rock port by
Carlton, Norwood and Co., will be launched ju
In recognition of the tong and
a few days.
faithful services of their master builder, .lohu
Pascal, the firm have named this ship for him.

AH

"How shall 1 know him if 1 meet him on
the street?” inquired one who had never
“Know him?” was the reply
seen him.
lie’s a
“You can’t help knowing him
stout man and always has a smile on his

%

face.”

lied in

and Circus combined exhibited here on the sixth of June. From
this place it moved eastward and ultimately to the British Provinces. It was on its
return ter- the States on board the ltoyal
Tar at the time of her destruction by tire,
October 2oth, near Fox Islands, not far
A

Menagerie

from the place where the steam-brig New
York was lost a few years before. More
than thirty human beings perished and all,
or nearly all, the beasts, birds and reptiles belonging to the Menagerie.
The Fourth of July was celebrated by
the Belfast Light Infantry under command
of Capt. Benjamin P. Swan and the Belfast
Artillery under command of Capt. Mayo
llazeltine. There was a military procession, an Address by Col. James W. Webster at the Unitarian
Meeting-house, and
a public dinner at the Town Hall.
Capt.
Swan was the son of the late Capt. Nathan
Swan and is now residing, where he has
been for many years, at Natchez, Miss.
Capt. llazeltine, a brother of Paul It.
llazeltine, Esq., at that time a member ot
the firm of M. llazeltine and Company,
has been before noticed. There vvas a
at
public celebration also at Sandy Pointour
which an Oration was delivered by
fellow-citizen William II. Burrill, Esq.,
then residing in Prospccf.
m

d with all its contents.

It is not stated
for tlie peddler with
shot gun, but he would have been justi-

that Mi
a

Kidder

doing

went

so.

—The Belfast Band is practicing new music.
Many residents to the tow n who did not intend to take any vacation this season are liun ving into the country. [Bangor Whig.

Members of the band ask us to say that
intend to change their new music for
ancient psalmody as soon as they can engage the lyre of the Whig.

they

—In Augusta they dont allow dirty and
loafers to hang about the corners.

insulting

The Journal says—
AVm. Brett and Jacob Bolton, another brace
loafers, who have for the past three weeks
assembled about Market Square, were before
the court charged with being public nuisances.
They were adjudged guilty and ordered to pay
a tine of one dollar each and eo>L
of

Some

discipline of this kind

would be

in Belfast

healthy.

There was a great ileal of howling by
the radicals ot Maine over the Democratic
resolutions adopted at Portland last June,
and they were denounced as being extreme
those of any other state. But it
will be noticed that the New York state
Convention, in its platform, especially

beyond

compliments

the Maine resolutions.

Generalties.
A

roiifectioner

advertises

paroxwual

kisses.”

When a lady faints what figure doeneedy Volt must bring her 2.

she

“Brick” Pomeroy has joined tin granger-,
and they call him the Bald Headed Pilgrim of
the Plough.
Gen. Frank I’. Blair
i-dangerously ill at Inhome in Missouti, and hi- friends are afraid he
cannot recover.

Guizot, the .French statesman, historian and
philosopher, i.- dead, at the venerable age >l
eighty-seven years.
I hev tarred and leathered a Kansas man be
he wouldn’t put on a
mourning band bn
the death of his wife.

cause

It

is said that if

a

tired over

gun i-

rereutls
,»rt

a

caught lobster both his claw- will drop
Now for experiments.

A Washington “seini-ortieial’’ savs that both
Spain and Germany deny the story of a ....
templated cession of Porto liico.
A Mrs. Bother, formerly of Lewiston, i- in
trouble in Boston for throwing pepp.-r mb
woman’s eyes anti then robbing her.
Texas has a new-paper called the “Mosul*
The Fourier Journal -ays “the edito:
Ball.’’
probably circulates it with a -hot gun.’’
A New Hampshire woman. v\ hen dying, made
her husband -wear on the Bible that he would
marry a Woman with a sharp nose.

never

“A few days ago, Lewis Fletcher of Now ton
■ounty. contributed an arm to a threshing in a
chine,’’ i- the way they mention if out MV•

A consumptive
the treatment ot

rowed, not from
lamb.
A

man

eighteen

named
minute-

patient

in

(

im mnah

i-

unde

transfusion, blood being bo;
a human heinv., but P^u.
Powers
at

His friends think he
minutes.

three milelast Weduesda*
do it again in fourte-..
ran

Uroiio

ran

1
B Pike, workman in Harris’ tauuen a
N or way was caught in a belt, and carried ve
eral times over the -haft tearing ort .me urn
and disloeating hi- hip

A

new order, called the Blues
,m| Grasbeen instituted at V ieksbura, tor tin pi.
of
the
po-e
fraternization m The rw.
promoting
section- of the In ion.

ha-

The alluvium brought down the Mi—is-ipp.
during the last spring's overflow will, it ieulated, insure immensely increased-ugat and
cotton
A

crop- for next year.

man

stuck hi- liead

in

tin* -jo.,i of

,i

-a

in gurney. 111. the other da\, and a-ked if tbrepublican candidate for sheriff wa- m. Fig’,

teen men

ro.-ti

up and asked.

What',- vvaute

A young woman at Trenton, who was -lee;
ing with her feet hanging out d tie < hum
window, was -truck by lightning and ulm-torn to piece-.
The other Trenton s\ mie
has c tuki n I heir leet in
Bullard, one of the Bus l-ton Bank
»hb«
has confessed hi- crime. If. -as- that »lwsn
nosv in the State Prison f *r
j»:tr: i«*ij»iiti« >11 a
crime, had nothing to .1.. with the rohb.*«
was not acees.-ory before the tin
I. \\
Jones'-, corn factory it Farming'
commenced operations Friday
Him- hum;
acres ol eorn are planted this season, tr
which In- expects t<* realize :*<»»,non euu1
factory will employ about IJT>0 baud-

r.

Pule!* Pushing writes from Madrid that :
stories of liis illness are quite eiTuiieuuHe
has not been absent from his duties a
day
account of sickness since he trrived, aud ballot been in better health for twenty year-

■

journalist who went with Hen. Poster to
Blark Hills is now in New York
He say-,
that the mineral wealth of the countrv has been
vastly exaggerated, and that the expedition del
not find as much gold a- could be held in
thimble

A
the

(»a lus ha A.

(irow,

once

leader of the House

Kepreseiitatiy es through a part of the storm v
anti-Slavery tight, and speaker ol the House
of

< oug^e-s of Isbl-»]*J. has been
Texan for now several year-. He i- Pn-ide
a railroad company there

the momentous

ol

The "Daughter of
Bangor, la-i Saturdav

Regiment" died n
Tin little girl w as the
youngest child (»i Lieutenant-*'olonel White
the til'st Maine volunteer militia, and was
adopted by the regiment at the Stale must
jiM one week previous to her death
tie-

At an eating-house in Fort Howard, on the
Phicagouiid Northwestern Railroad, the billow\11 meals taken in tm>
ing sign is hung up:
hall will be seventy-tive cents regardless o:
age, business, -ex, nationality, polities, religion
or

piv\

iou- condition of

scr\

iiude

in Port land a Spaniard named Felix i ur
attacked with a razor Ben Stewart. a -oloieA
barber, with whom In* hail trouble about »
board bill. He was disarmed, but shortly rturned with a revolver and tired -e\ei'ai -n «tat Stewart, missing him. h<*we\ei
He
arrested.
-.

Tie-old hoii.-i' on smutty Nws»- i-(;inii. iShoal-, m whicli Wagner murdered iw
women, is rapidly being cut to piece- by rel.
Tie
hunter-.
l.»«-dn>om where ’here wvre
many
spots of blood, i- completely hone,
combed, and the wood work around the
windows through which Mr- Hontven:
tj.has been entirely ivmo\ed.

•

*f

<
aptain \\ alien Mor-e, late of tin- -hip John
W hi. aged
mail mm h
espei
who knew him. died -mldeulv while at
pi a*
er-meeting in the Winter street < impel m
Bath. Hcw.i in tin id oi reaching forwai
to shake hau ls w ith a friend, when he tell lot
waril on hi- face urn! immediately « \ p
i
Heart disease was no doubt the m
■

<

aptain Henry

Porter ol
amden. wus
lo-t overboard
th> -teamej < iyde o't « u
Hatteru-. Septeiubn ah. He wa- -ecu to com
out of the cabin and go forward aud httvim
l»een weakened by -ickne--. and being v*.rv
feeble, it is supposed that in leaning over the
rail he lost his balance and fell overboard, as it
< aptain Porte,
was quite rough at th< time.
liad lost his bark near St. Domingo, and w a- a
passeiig'T on the < lx• It* from \ w * M leans t
New York.
*

A
from

New

Book*.

I lie Story ot u Lit '• t
I’m lr AM
|n'l ieiii'C oi Moi iiiuui'in. An Autobiography
In Mrs t'. It II Sii-iiliousc, of salt Pal
it v, for more than Thirty ’t ears the wife
a Mormon Missionary ami Killer.
Inti sin
torv Trefaee In Ml1'. Harriet Itc.’.-tii
Stowv
I Mustrateil.
We have received a copy ot the work with
the above title. Two years ago the author
tmblisheil a little pamphlet on Polygamy. whn
attracted eottsiderahle attention. and .Tcub’d
sensatinn among the s:lihts
The Morneni
pel’s took tip t he sitl'jeet. and alluding dr ist
Iv to the delieate reticem-e, *o natural to a seti

sitivi woman, displayed in the author, spit*
tell if all." Mrs. sten
fully united her to
house iiltiinatel* *tnseuteii, and ehnse turtle
title of lief inns yolttine, tin words ot * tor |si.. *,
Used In her Mormon opponents—
IVll It All
In h*’t own fu-ciiiating style. sh<’ tells all that
’■

be toM ot that strange a st(>ni. n*!* ,t- a v
itor to I tab might relate it, t»ut of one who,
n
whole lit.
’n* in
darkened bv it* tend!\
shallow
etin

1’his work will tie sold only to tliose who
order it of the agent, who is introducing it 1
our citizens.
It will tnei inhle.lly me,
with
a

ready sale,
]>r. lSenj

Williams, _’d.

win- tor

some

years lias practiced medicine at freedom
has dosed his office in that tow n and re
moved to Uockkiud, where tie will resume
his protessionai labors
I'he Doctor is u
thoroughly trained medical man, and met
with great success in this county, where
he has always been held in high esteem
lie will be found equally acceptable and
successful in his new locality, we have tc
doubt.
cattle
lit southwestern Texas there is
raiser who has lived then
vent.y years
On going there he picked up a do; en cows
Me had no land, but
and branded them
was the possessor of a wile, two or three
two or three horses
guns, a tew dogs, and
lie kept watch over his cows, and lived in
a hand-to-mouth
way for several years,
subsisting his family by the capture ot
In May
game and the sale of skins
1ST.'!, he ow ned ftO.OOO head of cattle, duly
branded, ranging over the plains lie has
a
family of nine children,>tivc of w horn arc
hoys, llis eldest child is a girl, nine years
ol age
She can rope a steer, kill a wol!
yvith a

t itle, or
strangle a dog at arm’s
length. In the man’s house is a nail-keg
nearly tilled with gold coin, yvhile in the

pantry is a Hour-barrel almost tilled with
silver pieces. When he -ells cattle it
tor coin, w hich is dumped on the premises
c

He will not take the paper money at any
rate, but is always ready to sell steers for
gold or silver, llis hoys arc all familiar
In a
with guns, horses, dogs and cattle
feyv more years they yvill have literally
cart-loads of money, provided robbers do
not make a raid upon them, in which case,
from man, wife, boys, girls, dogs, shotguns, the robbers would be apt to get
more bullet holes than bullion. The house
occupied by this prosperous family is low,
built of logs, and contains three rooms.
The father and mother sleep in the dining
room, the girls sleep in the spare-room,
while the boys sleep in the addition.

Mr. Barnes*

News of the City and County.
have been taken down.

Awnings

lVad leaves begin to strew the walks.
These cool and clear

autumn

days

are ex-

Sanford’s wharf

below

play

Sunday nights.
now without
can eat oysters
damage
anything but your purse.
You

Wm. Pitcher & Sou are driving piles on
tbits for the foundation of a mammoth store-

to

house.
At ihemeetiugof the I nitarian Society. on
Monday, it was voted to extend a call to Rev.
Mr. Browne to fill the pulpit until May next.

Mi oil very has laid the keel for a brig of 500
tons at his vard. for p ariies out of town.

The three day- rain of Friday, Saturday and
Sunday did the business and the reign of dust

“Harmony between Christianity and Science**
i> the subject of the lecture next Sunday evening at the North Church, by the pastor.

is over.
H»

that hath in him the blood of Nimrod,
now goeth a
hunting Partridges are said to be
very abundant.

Burge--

being

the

.ud-

Alexander’s horse

school didn’t succeed.

The storm of the latter part of the week delayed the steamer Cambridge so that she did not
arrive until Sunday morning.

ceediugly pleasant.
The Indians

dancing

The Clerk’s office at the Court House is
renovated with paint, etc.

Dexter Farrar, of Northport, has presented
us with some specimens of Keswick Codling, a
new fall apple which he is raising.

away with

acquaintance of ours who has a growing
ttn ir market wagon a few days ago. scattering
pup. solemnly avers that the animal got at some
steaks and roasts along the street in a very choice sirloin steak and devoured
eight and
promiscuous manner
three fourths pounds thereof, and still lives.
On Fridav Thouia- lingers. a blacksmith,
It appears by the Custom House
report that
while at work upon the new ship in C arter's on the 30th of June, 1874, the number of vesvard, tell from
staging into the lower hold, sels belonging in the district of Belfast was 337
hurling him quite severely.
—tonnage, 73,772.52. June 30th. 1873. the numTin

a

I’nitariau

ber

the Maine Conference
meeting
hurehes will be held at Portland,
evening of i'ucsdav, Oet. 6th and

(

iiii

'■•‘ginning

An

ol

ti

.nun.

ran

the two

iiiiuuiug through

following days.

back their crop.

P

t

••!

14oe

-lie

will

ot

e

(

apt.

lames

v.-iotis, was

in

v

The new bark building in Wm. MeGilverv's
yard, Searsport, for C'apt. Isaac llavner. has
been named the Beatrice llavner, for the captain's wife. She is an excellent vessel of 500

Fnda> mornintr last
board sell. J. (*.
at Swan & Sibley’s
!;« Pargim
Beniamiu Faton. a workman, was
a
i:
-tagv above ih»' vessel, bv a
:jiig pi.iiik. and w a- precipitated to the deck
He
•'low.
distain* of twenty-live feet.
i»i \

\v

a.,’

>

on

vtci-unvd

ident

>

-pok

the mischief.
Loss $3000 insured for *'2onu in
the Etna Company.

industiotis laborer, about
age, livlag upon the east side of the
er lie lea vs 4 w ife and three children,
.lion paper lias -iuee been circulated
»nv-i. sober.

o

excellent piece of ship carving can be
seen at the shop of F. W Hilbert, in the shape
of a stern moulding for the new bark building
in Searsport
The main feature is the bust ot
the captain'" wife, Beatrice llavner, beautifully
wrought, with the American flag upon either
An

f

.o-

-to

iking the deck, and died In
Hi- l*aek was broken. He

-•

afflicted family, headed with £25 by
in a
hose employ Mr. F. was at
time
the .‘o. ident.
\bout #200 have
.<

llow.uu*
gt

in

finest

age

k

Ckook.

Our

a genuine represent aplay, tiie sight of which

‘ous

confined to the favored
It is undoubtedly
ines.
,-tuoiihi! drama ever put upon the
>! ....
readers may recall the det>0011

ii. vi-tc!
•.-..or-

Hi.At

with

'iotl

tins g -rg

;[

:.us

vHi ».’s

.v

‘h- iav

.-

>n

>.

baud, with vines. A.
I\ Blake.

raised.

been

.jo

v.

>oim*

largo:

by the editor from
b*•stou.in January .i^ 7 The company has been
t- Ha lit; v. ami as a specimen of the
i- ihi r:t>t
npiuni

lottoi

in

written

produced
that city

i;i<MVssioii

.ipcis ul
We have

wo

copy from

one

of the

—

novel tiatl an opportunity of witin grandeur, gorgeousdiversified with real mirth-provoking atThe scenes portrayed were for the
Trihutes
most .art exceedingly funny without being inust
!e> eii.
tiie
was well
distributed; the
music is superficial and champagne-like in its
ditto
without being what a musician would
u
thoughtful, and the situations and scenes
an- never tiresome.
Hut the scenic representations arc truly magnificent, ami uuapproachahn
The audience seem as it gazing on a
now
world. where ail is of a different order
Horn till" mundane sphere;
where gold and
Minand ]diantas\ are the chief ingredients,
u
i
itmen in the Hal! last evening who
•Mom
way to emotions of surprise, but
wii*.
«*ie ttiou mid there the most frequent to
themselves lost in wonder. The per.i'liiiiiitv w ii! eontimn* each evening this week.
Vo description can do it justice, therefore all
ill have to see for themselves.

nessing anything equal
:»•*'.

>

>

j

\\

e

It

i< the work of Oscar

are indented to Mr. Horatio J.

Locke lor

the ptesenl of a pair ol andirons, which belonged T<» the old time establishmem of his
father. We have had them polished till they
“shine like a good deed in a naughty world,”
and in these chilly September mornings, before
the sun gets round to our windows, they support a cheerful little wood tire on the hearth.
A gentleman of this city raised a bountiful
crop of choice pears on a single tree. On Monday night it was stripped of all the fruit. The
theft was done by women, and one of them left

knot of ribbon and lace with the attached
hair-pins among the branches. It is peculiar
and was easily recognized. The owner of the
fruit '.sill wait two days alter the issue of this
paper, tor restitution.
a

Attention is called to the following notice*.—
I>r. Osgood’s Indian Bitters. This G an article
long prepared by Win. O. Boor A Son. of this
city, for private individuals. The marked sin
cess received have induced them to otter it to
the public.—Arabian Ointment, for horses and
domestic animals, is also a local preparation,
and is highly recommended by numerous «itiSold in this city by Richard H. Moody
Girl wanted by a boarder at B. F. Field's.
zens.

lustin McFarland, the young

man

from

Bel-

Monday evening fast who was reported missing recently in Bos<dated to I>arwini'Ui. wi the theory of develop- ton, has been found after an absence of three
ment from the lower to the higher animals.
When recovered he was an inuiate of
weeks
i iie speaker began by a reference to the a lunatic
asylum in Pemberton Square, in that
tabled isphm.x. some one had said that in the
city, and was placed there by the authorities
ostibule of the temple ot knowledge there sits who
picked him up while wandering about tinmid wdl forever sit a veiled Sphinx, putting streets
hopelessly insane. The doctors say it
questions to every man who would enter. This was caused by softening of the brain and that
question no man can answer, although every he cannot recover.
inun must
To-day the Sphinx is
atiempi it
apt. Bartlett, of sch. Fannie and Edith, ot
pressing her question us never before. It is
this port, had an experience with river pirates
tins sun-, worlds animals, men,—how came
mining’s Lecture,

1‘i f

on

in early times the human mind
attempted au*wer only in language of the iiu'
A Hindoo seer gave answer in a
agination
they to be

single couplet.
ative thought, and pus sum in a cup
fin- meditating Braluu once hurled
A.d when the seething foam had all dried up
Hie sediment was this bright world.
n

a Hebrew prophet gave answer in a hymn
lection wnnh hud passed into the literature o*
ci
.-i\iiized people on the globe. The speak
thought that the form of language implied
nd-try forces to outwork the divine will.
The Sphinx, he -aid, is the impersonation of
n ihr;. UN
mystery, she will brook no irrever-

and no cant. What would she say to an
us wet like this?—<*The power which overlies
ature i- iink, and works by methods the same
in kind «»n either side of nature, organic and
.m-e

inorganic. A cyclone sweeps the ocean sending
t u
fiity ships to the bottom. We no louger call
It came as incidental to the outmiracle
working of forces good themselves and good in
iIn -urn of their results. The analogue of the
■y clone is found on the organic side of nature,
it

a

i asmaruan
are no

devils sharks, tigers, and wolves,
miraculous creations than ship-

more

lounderiug storms.”
We find in nature two opposing tendencies.
There i- an effort to run ou forever in the same
nit—to make the

offspring

in

New York.

He writes to the owners—

I arrived here Wednesday, Pth iust. About
one o’clock at night Heard a noise and went on
deck. There was a boat alongside, just Jeay ing
with most of our lines. They hail cut our running rigging all ott at the pills. The moment
they saw us on deck they tired four shots at us,
but hit no one. One shot struck the mainmast
and one the mainsail. We had been at anchor
but two hours when they came aboard.
settlement is springing upon tin land
at auction by Col. Hersey oil
Belmont avenue, nearly opposite Ctrove Cemetery. 1’lie cellars and foundations for seven
dwellings have already been commenced, and
will be tiuishedbefore winter. More are to follow.

(Juite

a

reeently sold

be neat aud substantial bouses for
rental purposes. Land for a street has been reserved to run at right angles with Belmont

They

are

to

Avenue and to intersect with that street near
The buildings are
the houses now building.
owned a- fellows—Axel ilayl'oi'd, two; Ford
Gay, Geo. G. Wells, Philo IIcrseY, Zebiilon

Thompson, M. F. Carter,

one

each.

Police Cockt. K. C. Fendersou and Geo.
Ford, of Jackson, were charged with beating
Will. Page, whose head and body bore marks of
fearful blows. Page is a harmless monomaniac,
who imagines that lie lias the attributes of the
Almighty, ran control storms, Ac. They were
held iu $600 each to answer at the Supreme

copy of the
parent. There is another tendency to get out Court.
William lllodget and Ossian Wellman were
«d th* rut and make the offspring differ from the
The speaker showed how man had charged with assault on S. W. Shibles, formerparent
aken advantage of these tendencies and created ly of Morrill, but now of New York. Mr.
hi- domestic animals and plants.
He then Shibles bad with a carriage taken home two
-bowed how nature, unaided by man, works young ladies from a dance, and on bis return
.n the same w ay
There is a great “struggle for the accused, as he testified, jumped out of the
existence
Then arc more mouths than mor- bushes, stopped his horse and threw stones,
sel-. A codfish lays 9,000,ou0 egg- a year. If damaging the carriage. The accused were senall these eggs hatched, and all the codlings sur- tenced to tines of ys eueli and costs, which they
an

exact

vived to multiply in like manner, in five hundred years the sea would be a palpitating world
t>f od- The same struggle reaches
up to man.
wars, but for pestilene, but for iutoxiating drftiks, but for patent medicine, but for

paid.
News

from

the

Swatara.

Hut for

17. The United
States steamer Swatara arrived at Cape
general stupidity to -weep men prematurely
Town August 6, all well. On the 7th,
into the grave, the 40,000,000 who people this
by some officers of the ship
land ol ours, in *no years could over-run the aecompained
and the four chiefs of parties to observe
live
and
men
and women on the traits of
whole globe
place
Venus, Captain Chandler
visited the governor. Sir Henry Bartley.
every square yard of its surface.
The speaker showed the fierce war of animal ] The governor expressed himself much
(gainst animal had changed the form and struct-1 interested in the expedition, and was
ure
of animals, referring especially to the most cordial to his visitors,and subsequently entertained them at dinner. The ofgrouse and hares of England.
ficers and eiti; ens ot Cape Town were
He
and
show how climate
diet,
the whole environment of an animal, changes
he form and structure, drawing on the canvas
went

on

to

species of iw is*, rats, and show ing ihat one
them had come into its present
plight by the
use ol tobacco.
He then drew a peculiar gilled lizard from
He transformed it into
( oiorado.
a lizard of
utirely different shape and nature, and said
ihat his chalk transformation answered to what
Prof. Marsh had witnessed in the real

Washington, Sep.

profuse in yieir
board the Swatara.

most

hospitalities

to all

on

wo

editor pay- a high and
deserved compliment to the fair patrons of
the press.
“Women,” he says, “are the
best subscribers in the world to newspaetc. We havebeen editor
pers, magazines,
for
ears, and never lost a dollar by
lentale subscribers. T hey seem to make it
reptile a point of couseientious duty to pay the
w hen transferred from < oiorado to New Haven.
classes ot
preacher and the printer —two
An old Greek had said that “God geometrises”
the community that suffer more by bad
rest put
The speaker drew a series of geometric curves,
pay and no pay at all than all the
beginning a segment of a comet’s orbit and together.
afterwards transformed them into heads, the
first giving u fish, the last, in which the curves
Madwaska, Aroostook county, has gone
Democratic by a large majority, says the
were greatly broken up, giving a man. He then
drew a series of brain forms, beginning with Aroostook Times, This ensures the election of John T.
Donworth, the reform
three hollow globes opening widely Into each
candidate for Senator and
senes
a
he
built
probably the
other. On this ground pattern
rest of the ticket.
Following are the names
<»t brains culminating in the human. He showed
ot the representatives
elected in Arooscreation working up to man.
took county;
In the next and closing lecture he would
Presque Isle, Reform.
show creation working with man, and races
Albert W. Hoyt, Ft.
Fairfield, Reform.
evoluPeter C. Keegan, Van
and civilization
The lecture touching
Bnren, lnd
John Nadeau, Fort Lent, Democrat
tion on the human side should be the most inDniel J. Barker, Weston, Democrat
teresting and important of the series.
Daniel Randall,Island Falls, Republican
It will be delivered on Tuesday evening of
»t

next week in the Universalist church.

An

The Democratic party of Xow York pledge
themselves anew to the principles si t forth in
their platform adopted last year at Utica, approved hy the votes of the people of the Empire
State, and endorsed by the Democrats of Illinois, Michigan, Maine ami other States in the
Union.
First—-Gold and silver the only legal tender;
no currency inconvertible with coin.
Second—Steady steps toward specie payment;
no steps backwards.
Third—Honest payment of the public debt in
coin [applausej; >a< red preservation of the
public faith.
Fourth—Revenue reform: Federal taxation
for revenue only: no Government partnership
with political monopolies.
Fifth—Home rule to limit and localize most
.jealously the few powers entrusted to public
servants, municipal, State and Federal: no centralization.
Sixth—Equal and exact justice to all men; no
partial legislation; no partial taxation.
seventh—A free press: no gag laws.
Eighth—Free men; a uniform Excise law;
no sumptuarv laws.
Ninth—Official accountability enforced by
better civil and criminal remedies; no private
use of public funds by public officers.
Tenth—Corporations chartered by the State
always supervUable by the State in the interest
of the people.
Eleventh—The party in power responsible
for all legislation while in power.
Twelfth—The Presidency a public trust, not
a private perquisite : no third term.
Thirteenth—Economy in public expense that
labor may be lightly burdened.
The Democrats of Xew Turk in Convention
assembled, recognizing the aid and patriotism of Liberal Republicans, who preferring
principles to party, shall unite with them in opposing the present State and National Administrations, commend their support and approval
of all honest and independent persons the foregoing platform and the nominees of this Conveniion.

experienced

lorty*’}

Llewellyn Powers,Houlton, Republican

NOMINATED.

Horatio Seymour, in a few remarks,
spoke in complimentary terms of Judge
Church as a probable candidate for the
Presidency, saying that he iiad declined
the nomination for Governor, and intimated that lit*
(Seymour) should propose the

nomination of Tilden, and moved to proa candidate
for Governor.
Carried. Mr. Littlejohn nominated Judge Allen, Mr. Seymour nominated
Samuel .1. Tilden, and G W. Miller nominated Amasa \V Parker. The ballot resulted as follows 1 ilden,
; Parker, l .hj. Lilceed to nominate

I. MeQuade, ; George
Robinson,
G. Bishop, 1
Amasa.I. Parker moved that
the vote be made unanimous. Carried.
Three cheers w ere given tor the candidate.
ians

Monday night tire was discovered in the grist
mill of Robbert Patterson at Poor's Mills. It
communicated to a stave mill and both were
destroyed. A pipe is supposed to have done

d

ninute-.

uD

•.

after

she will

tons, owned mostly in that vicinity,
launch on Friday.

<>n

Democratic Convention.

SAMUEL .1. Tll.DEN

submitted to him. The remarkable cure which
we recently noticed has giv en him great local
celebrity, and he will have crowded rooms.

reserved.

York.

Syracuse, X. Y., Sept. 17. The Democratic State Convention reassembled this
forenoon.
Ex-Gov. Seymour, from the
Committee on Resolutions, on coming forward to report was received with
applause
and cheers. The resolutions were read as
follows:

in this paper.

Dr. Fitzgerald, the celebrated clairvoyant
physician, will be in this «■ ity Saturday. and remain three days, ready to examine all cases

<

test i

au

learn that

ment

Treadwell, Esq.,
whose home ha- been broken up by the recent
i.
dev eas. oi Mi
i-t week sold his housedd efleets at auction alld will pass tin- winter
itL to- daughter at Philadelphia. The ancient
m>v\ dvr-pot, whi<-h
has done service on so
uiau\

His friends ot

evidence of the value of advertising,
Calvin Hervey, of this city, has
received an order ioi » watch from smith Carolina, from a customer who saw his advertiseAs

ittzen. f baric-

let;

on.’

the City Saloon, in tlii- city.
will give him a call.

we

Ik

'earsport. and eoimnanded by
f ord. of the latter place.

was

course

ha\

o.

tons.

shipping

Attention is culled to the advertisement of
the Essex House, 78 Essex street, Boston. Mr
Bakeman, one of the proprietors, was formerly

contracted to build a
launched next -uminer,
owned bv parties in Belfast and

ter

u

Considerable
at this time.

being done last year

Merchants pas a great deal of money to place
then sign- before the eye- of passers hy.
If
hev put ii
in the new-papers, it is projected
uio -vers household, and can't help attracting
attention
<

338 vessels, of 72.453.01 tons.

Business along the wharves is not brisk.
But little shipping is going on. The prospect
for hay is not bright, and farmers are holding

"lu iiit N"itoti gave a supper at Dodge's to
the seventeen whose votes elected him.
It
-n't
very •»in- who could pick them out—but
-ainuel did it
flu Maine law W as not violated.

-top

was

New

L

OJTli-.K

NOMINATIONS, ETC.

Flie Convention proceeded in tiie nomination ot Lieutenant-Governor. Smith M.
Weed, George W. Schuyler, William
Dorsheimer (Liberal) and others were
At this point Tilden appeared
nominated
witii the committee sent to request his
presence, and was inti educed by Mr. Beebe
as tiie next Governor of Xew York
He
made a brief speeclt ot thanks. Mr. Dorsheimer was then nominated lor Lieutenant-Governor. The ballot tor Lieutenant-Governor resulted as follows i iorshetmer. lbJ; Weed, I.Vj;
Hoyte, .14; Jones,
15, and Schuyler, 11. Changes of votes
gave a majority for Dorsheimer. whose
nomination was then made unanimous.
Mr. Dorsheimer was invited to the platform, and in a few remarks accepted the
nomination as a compliment to those men
w ho came out of the dominant
party in
IS.
w hen not a aloud as
large as a man’s
hand could be seen in tiie future ot that
But the issues for which that party
party
was formed are
past, and gone, and he ns
well as others were left to choose other
associations
For himself there was no
other place for him to go than with tiie
Democracy. Adin Thayer, ot' Saratoga,
w as nominated for Canal Commissioner.
George II. Wagner, of Yates county, was
nominated for State Prison Inspector
Judge Theodore Miller, ol Columbia
county, was nominated for Judge ot the
Cinirt of Appeals.
Adjourned sine die.
Sri;ai i si:, X. V
Sept. 17
Tilden in
reply to a serenade to-night, made a
speech, predicting; that a peaceful reyolu
tion of the Government is
going on to a
sure

consummation

1 lie

people

must

have retrenchment in public expenditures,

reform iu public administration,
simplification and reduction in the tariff and taxes,
and an accountability of public officers
enforced by better civil and criminal remedies
ddie Federal Government is
drifting

into groatei

dangers and greater evils,
rushing >inward to a career of centralism,
absorbing all governmental powers and
assuming to manage affairs of human
society, it. undertakes to direct tiie business ot individuals by tariffs, not intended
for legitimate taxation, by
granting special
privileges and fostering monopolies at the
expense of tiie people. It has acquired
control of all the banks, has threatened to
seize tiie telegraph, is
claiming jurisdiction ot all corporations, is
going to usurp
control of all schools and colleges, and is
subjecting tiie tree press of the whole
United .States for criticism of the Administration to trial by creatures of and under
the eye of the Administration.
These
tendencies must be stopped, or before we
know it tiie wdtole character of our Government will be changed.
Mr. Tilden
claimed that the Democracy is the nucleus
of tiie opposition which will remedy all
these evilThe Pansan aeronaut, M. Durnoi', who,
when taunted with cowardice at Calais,
exclaimed to his wife, “We know how to
die,” and set sail in his balloon seaward,
with a strong breeze from the land, has
been rescued from tlie perils into which his
tool hardy adventure brought him. lie and
his wife were picked up by a
fishing smack
after ten hours of terrible exposure, two
of which were spent under water. The
captain of the snmek saw the balloon, and
it began to descend until it touched the
water, going at the rate oi live miles an
hour.
From time to time tremendous
waves broke upon the balloon,
covering
Durnoi and his wife with water, but still
the balloon resisted, and the danger then
was that the balloon might burst, in which
case both would assuredly have been lost.
'Fhe cold wa very severe and the limbs of
the aeronaut were becoming benumbed.
Their strength was gradually failing them,
too, anil the hope of being overtaken by
the smack was the only tiling that gave
strength to their arms to hold on to the
wrecked balloon. The wife’s limbs were
bneumbed, and at each jerk of the balloon
she became weaker and weaker.
All the
time M. Durnot hold his wife in his arms
and renewed her courage by
pointing to
the near approaching boat. 'The smack
came nearer and nearer, anti
finally the
captain seized the rope thrown out to him
The tiny craft was nearly sinking, on account oi' the strong jerks of the balloon,
but the fishermen did not lose their cour-

age, and,

seizing Mme. Durnof s arm. they
her into the boat, and soon her
husband lay senseless beside her.
The
men let go the ropes of the car, and the
balloon rushed off at a mighty speed
towards Norway.
dragged

An

A ml.sini,

Conni-x Tii i t Slaniiai.
Warren Atwood ot Willimantic,
Conn vouched lor as a
scaly character,
who had belonged to
every church in the
place and had been ejected from all, who
had swindled every one who ever dealt
with him, and finally taken to
peddling
Bibles for a living, rented a room to Miss
Helen M. Date, a strange young lady, who
told a smooth story. She kept the room
for about three months, and turned it into
a place of assignation,
calming Mr. Atwood’s not very alert suspicions by various fictions oi more or loss thinness.
At
last the neighbors began to grow indigthe
house having become notorious,
nant,
and Mr. Atwood ejected Miss Date, huddling her small amount of furniture into
the street. She had him arrested for trespassing, etc.; he iiad her arrested for
keeping a house of ill fame; she won, and
sued him for damages for false imprisonment ; some of her paramours were involved in the case; and a highly mixed
affair has terminated in Mr. Atwood’s
paying $43. He paid it cheerfully, saying he considered it money loaned to the
Lord.

Case.

An

“Had you, sir,” said Henry Kiskine to a
“been there to build
the ark, we should not have had the flood

yet.”

interesting diplomatic

secret has

re-

cently leaked out. It will be remembered
perhaps, that when the Grand Duke Alexis,

heir to the Russian throne, was in Washington, lie called upon President Grant,
and the President having declined to return his call, he left Washington in disgust. A short time afterwards, Gov. Curtin, our Minister to Russia, about to return
home, went to the Czar to take formal
leave. The Czar closed the conversation
in substantially these words; “1 wish, sir,
that you would, on your return, express
my hearty thanks to the American people
for the reception they have given my son,
the Grand Duke Alexis.” Gov. Curtin noticed the omission ot his Government as a
recipient of thanks, but thought it a slip of
the tongue until the Empress bade him
farewell in almost precisely the same
I shall be happy,” said he. “to
words.
carry your majesty’s thanks to my Government and people.” “I sent my thanks, sir.
the Empress retorted, “to the people—and
only to the people.” Gov. Curtin afterwards complained of the slight that had
thus been publicly put upon the Goyernmeiit, that he represented. He was invited
by Gortschakolf to a conference on the
subject. Three books were brought in
from the archives ot the Foreign Oflice.
The first contained an autograph letter
from Napoleon III., asking Russia to join
with England and France in breaking
up the Federal blockade and guaranteethe

independence

ot the

Confederacy
The letter asserted that England had promised her co-operation, which was probably
a lie.
The second contained the Emperor’s
reply, lie flatly declined the alliance proposed by Napoleon, and declared that, in
the event of any European interference in
the war. Russia would actively aid the
ing

The third book had within il
copies of the sealed orders given to the
Russian Admiral, who, as our readers will

In Alvarado, Cal., Sept. 4th, Moses \v. Sanborn,
aged 42.
In Ellsworth, 12th inst., Georgia A. Smith, aged
20 years. 0th inst., John Summinsbv, aged65 years.
11th inst., Harry, son of George Brooks, aged0 mos.
12th inst., Allie, son of Edward Hatch, aged 0 mos.
11th inst.., Everett A., son of G. W. and Addie M.
Mason, aged 3 months. Aug. 28th., Chas. Irving
son of Henry and Lucretia Fox, aged 2 yrs., 0 mos.
and 7 days.
Aug. 7th. Chas. W., son of Charles and
Lucy Ann Bonsey, aged 24 years, 11 mos. and 7 days.
In Rockland, 10th inst., Celeste F,., daughter of 1>.
M. and Elsie J. Mitchell, aged 14 years, 10 months, 1
day. 14th inst,, Charles F., son ofCapt. Freeman S.
and Rose C. Post, aged 1 year, 11 months, S days.
Sept. 0th, Mrs. Elsie Grant, aged 55 years. Sept.
13th, Flora L. daughter of Joseph ( and Eleanor
Ingraham. Sept. 16th, Edith, daughter of S. W.
ami Annie 31. Holden, aged 1 vr, 3 mos and 6 days.
In Union, Sept. 11th, Mr. Cephas Starrett, of Rockland, aged 65 years, 10 months and 15 days. Sept.
4th, TheronB., sou of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall, of
Lincolnville, aged I year and 6 mouths. Sept. 4th,
Edward Brackett, aged 22 years.
In Appleton. Aug. 20th, Elphonzo Smith, aged !•»
years, 8 months and28 days. Sept. 1st, Mrs. Cynthia
Bickford, aged 74 years. Sept.6th, Philip Suckforth,
aged 81 years, 6 days.
In St. George, Sept. 8th, Capt. John Meservey,
aged 77 years, 1 month and 10 days.
In Thomaston, Sept. 11th, Mrs. Elina, wife of Mr.
Luther Simmons, aged 54 years
In Cushing, 12th inst., Marias II. Young, aged 66

Wednesday, Sept. 10.
At market for the current week—Cattle3010; Sheep
ami Lambs 12,12s; Swine 11,IKK); number ot Western
Cattle 2512. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 310. Eastern Cattle, 221.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 50aS 00; first quality $0 75a7 25;
second quality $0 25at5 02 ; third quality $550a6 00;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 75a5 00.
Brighton Hides—7 l-2aSc per lb. Brighton Tallow
5a5 1-2 per lb.
Country Hides—7 l-2a8c per lb. Country Tallow
4 l-2c per lb.
Calf Skins—14al5e per lb. Sheep Skins 75c each
Lamb Skins 75c each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales ot lpr.gth 7 It 5 in
$230; 1 pr, 7 ft. $212; 1 pr, 7 ft, $1S5; 1 pr, 0 ft.
Sin, $1S5; 1 pr.
ft »'•. $135: 1 pr, 7 ft, 8 in. $145.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $llal5; two year olds $17
a2S; three year olds $25a50 per head.
Milch Cows and Stores—We quote extra at $55aS5
ordinary $25a5U per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West the supply for
the week hits been larger than that of several weeks
past, all owned by butchers. From the North the
supply was large and prices lower, ranging from 4a
0 1 2o per lb.
Swim
Store Pigs ‘wholesale, —<» l-2a7c. per lb. retail, 7a9c per lb; Fat Hogs,—11,500 at market; 7 1-4
u7 1-2 per lb.

BELFAST

PRICE CURRENT.

Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, Sept. 23, 1874.

Flour,
Meal,
Kye Meal,
Rye,

loaDO

$S.00al3.00|Kound Hog,

Sl.OOal.lO Clear Salt Pork,
$1.5CaOO Mutton per lb.,
$1.25a00;Lamb per lb.,
Corn,
l.ldaOO,Turkey per lb.,
OoaUO Chicken per lb.,
Barley,
Beans,
2.50a3.25 Duck per lb.,
Marrowfat Peas, l.uOal.25 Geese per lb.,
Mats,
00a7o!Hay per ton,

Potatoes, new.
Dried Apples,
Cooking Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,
Eggs,
1 ard,
I’eef,
Baldwin Apple-,
Veal,
Dry Cod.

NEW

CRAM

A X D-

-—-

LOT j

HANDSOME
o

—

remember, brought his fleet into New

York harbor during the war
The orders
directed him to proceed at once, with his
whole available force'to New York city ;
to remain at anchorage there for some
time; and, in the event of European interference with the blockade, to put himself and lus whole force at the command
of the Cabinet at Washington, and promise abundant and speedy reinforcements.
While Gov Curtin stared, dumbfounded,
at these unexpected proofs ot Russia’s
steadfast fidelity to the I nion cause, Gortschakoff said to him
“Perhaps yon can
appreciate now. sir. why the Emperor and

—

sent their thanks to the

Empress

people

8a9
;ab
12al8
17a2U
13al0
13al5
$12al4
$1.35a0.C0
4>a50Lime,
12al3iWashed Wool,
40a00
50a75 Unwashed Wool,
30a00
:;ua3 < Pulled Wool,
45aCO
15ul- Hides,
7a00
'alf Skins,
14aOO
EaH Sheep Skins,
$5Ja 1.00
$o.0Ca8.C0
Wood,
l.oua.oo Soft Wood,
$4.00a0.CC
7aO Dry Pollock,
4 f.O
~a8 Straw
$8.00a 10

CROCKERY

Bloody Fight

with

Indians.

PORT

-A X D-

DRY AND FANCY *

OF

A T

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.
Sept. 15. Schrs. Banner, Coombs, Boston.
17. Malabar, Welch, Bangor, Sarah Ann, Rob
bins, do.
21.
Ralph Howes, Burgess, Bangor.
SAILED.
Sept. 14. Balloon, Carver, Frankfort.
15.
W inslow, Bolson, Bangor.
16. Lillian, Ryan, Bangor.
17. J
A. Carnage, Robinson, Rockland; 'Earl,
Cunningham, New York; Columbia Lake, Windsor.
18. llios. R. Pillsbury, Pitcher, Savannah,
21. Malabar, Welch, New York; Nathan Clill'ord,
Carter, New York, Sarah Ann, Robbins, Boston;
Ralph Howes, Burgess, Jacksonville.

23a00j(

SalljHard

SUMMER
COMPLAINTS.
rpHUSE

f

f

A

I’-

who fear the advent of Cholera Morbus,
ramps and l*ains, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, ami
all the ailments and diseases incidental to the -mil
mer season, should procure a bottle «.1' that
great
preventive of disease,

f GRAM) SILVER MEDAL
GRAY S THRESHING MACHINE.

25th, 1874,

Friday, September

—a i' mi.

(UNDER,

111.’.|)

Origiual Splendor1

Farm For Stile !

WITH A

s

DRAMATIC COMPANY OP

A FULL BALLET

400 to .Mm (Jomanehcs and Kiowas. After <• Idoni absent, i- entirely avoided.
A'-ured ol it- superiority ove. all other prepara
a severe and I flood v
tight, which continued
live day.-, the Indians were repulsed with torn- ot' Jamaica Ginger, by careful comparison
with all known ”Essence-”’ and
Extracts,” the
a loss of
or ;!0 killed.
Lieut Lewis of general agents offer, in good faith, a reward of
oth infantry was badly wounded in the
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
left leg. Two hundred men were killed
torn bottle of any other 'Essence.’' or’ Extract”
and five wounded.
Muj. Price of the of
Jamaica Ginger, it found to equal it in fine flavor,
8th cavalry, defeated a large party of
Ask for
purifv .aid prompt medicinal effect
Comanches on the loth insf, six mileSANFORD'S JAMAICA GINGER.
south of the front, killing several. Lieut
Baldwin and three scouts with dispatches •-.Id b\ all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
tor supplies, got through after desperate B EEKti A INffTFIt nO Wa»laing-ton
S»t. lIoKlon, ften’l Aj;enti
fighting, killing live and capturing one
>
A
HOW F> & CD., Agents.
renegade. On the Oth, six couriers for
supplies werfl suprised by Ido Comanches
on the Wichita and alter a gallant defence
Dr. SCHENCK’S
and the iossoi one ot their number killed
Pulmonic
Syrup, Sea Wood Tonic,
and all but two wounded, repulsed them
with the loss of I.; killed
and Mandrake Pills.

lor

Sutnrda\
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no

tell you
and *J9.

Fxailiinatn.o li«Item.-in!,ei

-n

that lie will
will. Ji von
-o

next, and remain until

that he say*, he
every
• umot
gel well, he will frankly
Kmieniler the date P-pl. ;*ii. :!•*

<

ure

ease

W «• would noi recommend the trcqiiciu or
roiKlaiit use of mn medicine.
li P important
to take even a good article judiiioiHh.
Parsons* Purgative Pills are ate. prompt and reli-

able

a?

a

laxative

or

cathartic.

Those who hat e tried il say that kissing is
like a sewing machine, because it seems good.
Base

Ball P undoubtedly good exercise and
capital amusement, but it often occasions bunged eyes, broken >kiiis and blis.erod bands. \\
cau tell you that in all such cases, it Johnson’*
Anodyne Liniment P reported to. il will reduce
the swelling and stop the pain
Charles'.” eric: me mini.-der’*
wife to In*i -hle-t horn,
burn up ainl get
ready, now. vour father’;- going to make mne
pastoral visits." [Brooklyn Argus.

Charley 1

**

Sufferers with PILEs should erect .. monument to Du. Sij.suki; for his heueticent discovery of ANAKESls, an infallible cure for the
worst cases of piles—a failure in 20,000 casehas not been recorded.
It is a simple, suppository, painless and easy of application, gives
instant relief, acts as an instrument, soothing
poultic e and medicine, and canuot fail to cure.
Lotions, ointments, and internal remedies may
fail, but ANAKEsIs i- infalliabh*. Price 81.
Sold by Win. O. Poor A Son, Belfast. Me., and
Druggists every where.

store.

kEt
of

HYpor

no

Centaur

Liniments will not

re-

lieve.

swelling they will

not

no

subdue1, and no lameness which
This is
they will not cure.
strong language, fu.t it is true,
,j

rheumatism,

produced more cures
neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,

BY

throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell
as no articles ever before sold, and they sell he
cause they do just wlmt they pretend to do.
Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
More than
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper.
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
frozen limbs, chronic: rheumatism, gout, running tumors Ac., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the reany
requesting it. One
cipe, Ac., gratis,
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attenNo family should he without them.
tion.
“White wrapper for family use;" Yellow wrap50
Sold by all Druggists.
for
animals.
per
cents, per bottle; large bottles, $1.00. ,}. B.
Rose A Co. 53 Broadway, New York.
to

one

raa————————

BOSTON MARKET.
Monday, Sept. 21.
BUTTER- We quote tine New York and Vermont
at 32a34c per lb; good do at 30a31c; medium at 2. a
29c per lb; common do at 24a2fic; tine Western at

27a30c,
CHEESE—There is no change to note in the market and prices remain at 13 l-2al-tc for fine factories
and 12al3c per lb for medium and good do.
EGGS—The market is firm at 25a2Gc for Eastern
Northern are not regarded by dealers with so much
favor, and 24c per doz is about the price for them.
BEANS—file market is dull, and tin* sales are
confined to small lots at $1 90al 95 per bushel for
mediums ; $2 35a2 go for prime Northern and Eastern pea beans, and $3 25a3 50 for yellow-eyes.
VEGETABLES—Early Rose Potatoes are selling
at 05c per bush. Sweet potatoes are firmer, owing
to light receipts, and we quote at $4 00a4 50 per bbl.
for Norfolk.* and Jerseys. Onions are firm at $3 00
APFLES—The market is overstocked with Apples, and prices ranged from $1 to $2 per bbl.
HAY—There is but little old hay ottering, most
of the receipts being new and selling from $20a23
per ton for prime. Straw is a shade tiamer and sells
at $19 00 per -on.
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s»y< the
Panacea
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FOR HA LE—CHEAP,

TWO Q-OOD

FIB.-1
4 and
Bar.uu
».• i>. Price, ^I'dOO.
rooms,
O
SFPO.M) FAlf
b i.
»lap- Hot;sen, &
and lu r.-oms. lii i.-hi
Baras and sheds, Water
\.
•. i■ *U Acre.- MounPrivilege and Oi .’.arM-d.
tain Pasture included. Prim -r " e. Address, enJOHNSON BBOS &((>.,
closing s).imp,
'mi* ! :
I.- ■■mill'd! ., Worm-dor «.
Ma-

ARABIAN

■

OINTMENT

Belfast and fanor's Harbor.

SCRATCHES

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

AND OTHER ILLS OF

HORSE-FLESH!

V

It

wili ilu *vt‘!.
the -tore of M
M’hOOlit-r at I f:. r:
found when in p--i

the
of (.ieiitlenien who
merits

names

testify

A. llayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Belfast M<
Israel Cox, Oen’l Ins. Agent
Harrison Hay fold, Farmer,
1* M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stab''- Rockland
Eben W. Seavey, Hotel Keeper. N<> ><ar*p.r! ■*
Robert <f. Ames, Teamster,
,1 W. Black, Deputy Sheritf,
.1 M Hale & Co., Stag* Prop*., HIE worth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop ut Liv. Stable Stovku n,

Household

has cured

ANIMALS.

Belfast,

LINIMENT,

Sold

Tin* mo-Jf
Castor oil

r»

liable and

ever

sate

EMERV

Prepared

by nil Druggist.*..
lvsp:j'.-

Druggist and Apotliecarv,

SAWVEK, lWp.

ESSEX HOUSE.
ON EUROPEAN

j

>

everv

Bn? Fresli Bread and Save Making A Fire:
Crackers, Pilot, Ship and Soda Bread, Ov-t.
Crackers, Pies. Cakes,
constantly ou h d ,i
wholesale and retail

Brown Kre.nl

everv

*ur

LADIES !

have just receive! I from Now Yuri,
fine assortment of

REAL HAIR SWITCHES!
Front Braids from 50o to $2 00.
Switches for the Back Hair

$2.75 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 9.00
10.00, and the very be»t at 15.00. ALo
REAL HAIR,

Passengers $1 00.
t 'AIM'.
l'», 7'~ 1

pt

LADIES !

>

nio.M.v.'

:,'

KbKiS.

CHIGNONS,
FRIZZETTS, LINEN

Trotting Park Association.

29 & 30, Ocl.1.

Sepl-

Ami every

description

HAIR

BRAIDS

of

GOODS

At the very LOWEST PRICKS that can !>,•
htul in NEW YORK or BOsTON

Tuesday,Wednusuay.Thursday

PLAN.

LADIES' EXTRAXCE. 7U 1-j.
Rooms per day, titty
person, or by the week

Y WILL BE PAID FOR ANY ( ASF.
of Dyspepsia. Biliousnes-, Liv» r Complaint or Impure Blood that Dit. .Job .Sweet’s
S I’HKNtiTHKNLMi BITTERS will not relieve or
cure when all other remedies fail, it directions are
olio wad. Sold by all dealer*-.
3mo»52sp.

dollar for each
Reasonable IVnns.

cents
on

to one

BURNHAM & BAKEMAN.
ft^-Private Dining Rooms for Parti* *.

COMBI2TC S
Received and made into '-WITL'IIE*
7.5 cents per ounce
B. F. WELLS

13 Main St.

Prop
n

BELFAST

PREMIUMS. $2500.

s.

I

:

FOUNDRY GO.

I IDS r DA Y—SDDI.

No.
Burse of Sloe, t-hor.
that have nevt
beaten 2
$'2’)e to first, Sh.O t-- second, $f.o to
third, •? O' to fourth.
No. 2 Burst' of *:{0o, f--r
>r-.
that have m v.-r
:■■ secmid, s i.» to third,
beaten .T :UU; #10u t-> first,
■?:><' t«> fourth.
«•-

FOWLE’S

MARRIED.

1

Pile and Humor Cure.

In this city. Sept. Mill, by Rev. DrPalfrey, Mr.
Joseph Bagnell of Plymouth, Mass., and Mrs Lorinda L. l.nugfellow of Morrill, Me.
In City Point, 23d in-t.. hy Rev. J A. Ross, Mr.
Josiah E. Staples of Chelsea, .Mass., and Miss Etta
o. Newell of
City Point.
In Lisbon, Sept. 22d, by Aaron
Nutting, Esq., Mr.
'buries \\\ Luther anil Miss Nellie J. Black, of
Belfast.
in Searsport,
Sept. 10th, by Rev. L. L. Hanscom,
( apt. E. D. 1*. Nickels and Miss Emma A.
Curtis,

1 WARRANT ONE BOTTLE i»
all the tOorst forms oj l’n.rs. also tiro /■ jin
S.\l
LKPItOSY, SCROFULA, KII1 l' M A T1SM
Rhki.m, catarrh, Kidnia Diskasi.s. and oil
diseasee of the Skin, and the greatest Bi ooi» lM hi
kikr ever discovered.
Entirely veqetohle. 'send to
me and [take back your money in all cases if fiilan.
Xone for It* yrs. H. l>. FOW EE, Cln-miM, Boston.
Sold everywhere. $! a bottle
Send fur < irculai
/

cure in

ill

both of Searsport.
In \Vinterport,
Sept. 17th, by Rev. L. L. Hanscom,
Mr. E. M. Blackwell of Bangor, and Miss Fannie M.
Havner of Y\
interport.
In Centre Liucoluville,
Sept. 10th, by Fred IL
Dunton, Esq., Mr. Wm, Hall and Miss Sarah (J.
Martin, both of Lincolnv ille. Aug. 10th, Mr. Almond Gardner of Camden, and Miss Annie 1* Robert- of
Bangor.
In Monroe,
Sept. 13th, hy D. S. Flanders, Esq.,
Mr. frank Nealley and Mi-- Abbie Cole, both of
W interport.
In Ellsworth, 12th inst
Edwin E. Roberts and
Sarah 1)., daughter of Isaac T. Smith, all of E.
In Ellsworth,
Aug, 24th, Mr. frank T. Goodule, of
Lowell, and Miss Mattie .1. Conners, of Sullivan.
ill GouhDboro, 0th inst. Mr.
Joseph A. C Sargent
and Miss Emma J. Rosebrooks, both ot G.
In Gouldsboro, 13th inst.. Mr. Leauder E. Martin
ot Sullivan, and Miss
.Mary A. Leighton of Millbridge. 121 h inst., Mr. Adeltert Garland and Miss
Eudora P. Smith, both of Ellsworth. 15th inst., Mr.
Libbeus 1». Patten and Mi.--4 George S Wiggin, botli
of Ellsworth.
Iu Rockland,
Sept. 17th, Mr. Frank Young of
Rockland, and Emma, daughter of Judge Annis of
North Haven.
In
Sept. 14th, Rev. Charles E. Knowl
ton, of East Maine Conference, and Miss Addie Bar
rett, of Camden.
In Vinalhaven,
Sept. 9th, George L. Gerald and
Miss Carrie E. Doyle, of Vinalhaven.
jn Vinalhaven, Aug. 29th, Wm. C. Norton of
\ lnalhaven, and Miss Sarah
Spuiling of Gouldsboro.
In
Sept. 13th, C’apt. Henry Geyer and
Mrs* Jane Cook, all of F.

dmosPJeow.

1

They Do Say
$5000

Gold for

a

Better Article

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Disease? leading to Consumption.

Friendship,

It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts ami Barks,
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and
others, testimonials from whom I can furnish without number.

DIET).

LARCH

Aye

BOTTLE, 35 CENTS.

Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
that the name oi F. W. Kinsman is blown in the

glass.

4r-ir.Sample

Bottle and

Circular Free.,^r

KINSMAN, Proprietor.
Water Street, Aug-uiita, Tie,

third,
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third,

it Beats the World.

never
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to
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that have
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never
I,. tO

to

fir.'t,

(ON BITI« »N
All tlie abo\ e races to be mile ln*;ii-e best a in 5, ill
harness, and will be governed by tin rules of the
Nat ional Associat ion.
In all the heats wh«iv ei- ht -a more start, the disA horse
tance will bu one htmdrea ami tiftv yards
distancing I lie field or a par: of th -am- shall only
be entitled to the first pm mini;.
Heats in each day's races to bi troped alternately,
f u.mvorable
flu* right to postpone on account
weather or other unavoidable
au.ies
is reserved.
Horses will be called at 2 B. M
Entrance li e, ten per cent, of purses, which must
accompany the nominations. Four to enter, three
to start.
No conditional entries received. The entries will close at Bangor on Monday, Sept 21st at t»
o’clock B. M. All entries ami communications to be
addressed to B. A. Strickland, Bangor Me.
Arrangements will be made for lave at reduced
rates h\ rail and boat.
B. BASS, President.
XV. H. STRICKLAND, Vice Prcs’t.
-.

TRUSTEES-

IMJII.O A. STRICKLAND,
W. ■'
BII'.RCE.
B. A STKiClvLAN 1' Secretarytile
HOLT, Treasurer-

ABRAM W'tn
u. M. S11AM',
M

r.

>DARl>,

[

roil SAI 1

BY ALL DP.IJOC11ST*.

lyeowll

it

announce' t

public

that -inee tin- lir»- mhas leased and fitted up the Wilder Fouudn at th.
Head ot’ the ride, Relfust, and
supplying it with
superior tools of every description, I.at lies, Flam r«,
See., ami is

Prepared

to Fill all Orders

with promptness ami to turn
WORK.

■

*ttt

1 lUSl'

Abbott, Mr. Chase, amt all tiio

w
11 known
and workmen of the establi? hment, will
he found at the new place, ready to wait
upon cus
toniers.

supervisors

Manager’s office in Fhenix Row,

over

tiro,

White’s store.
We

are

prepared

do jig

sawing and wood tun,
style. Having ju-t put o,
and expensive tools for the purpose, m
can now execute iron planing to Jd niche.*, ami tut u
shafting up to lt> feet lengths.
Orders lelt at the office over t,Vo. 1
Whitt ’*,
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attemiou.
W. W. CASTLF, President &
Managt r.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept 22, 1873.
tfl'J
ing, in any

amount

to

and

some new

NE'W'

STOCK
-OP—

Drugs, Medicines.
GREAT VARIETY OF

ELASTIC TRUSSES ENTIRELY NEW

Spectacles
A

and

Eje Glasses!

large ami full assortment, with the FINEST

l.F.NSKS. adapted

to

all ages and conditions of the

W. W.
148

Manager of this establtshim

its customers and the

Mr.

Sweepstakes.

of j.'uO, for all horses,
$ lo., to third, $.'U to fom th

General Foundry d: Macliinisls
The

,s-1:( <»xi> /).; y— ni,t. ■.:<».
Burse ut
.a, t.ir horses that have
'o to
lo; $1..'. to fir •*,
ml, S‘Tt' to
ro fourth.
i. -rs
<■! j''T.'»u. f.e
No i Bm
that have
...» to
beaten
U4; $22f» ;.* :irt,
see..ml,
1
t lord,
to fourth.
No
beaten

Grand

Rockport,

In this city, 17th inst. Mrs. F. W.
Berry, aged 54
years and 8 months.
In J.iucolnville, 18th inst., Mr. Simeon
Thomas,
aged about 40 years.
In Searsmont,
Sept. 29, Caleb I.amb, aged 09
years.

O Tg. E?, 1'

afternoon, Sunday's e\cejd
through the principal streets giving nil a cm...
purchase
run

OPEN ON SUNDAYS-

dealer.-.

the Date, Name and

B E?, El _S\. ID
will be

t

FALL MEETING

vegetable substitute tor

Instantly relieves
Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea and all diseases of ( hildren
Causes
natural
ami
Teething.
healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels, as
-simulates the food, and builds tin* child right square
up from sutl’enng, puny weakness, to strong and robust health. A perfect MKDI( INK < HESI FOR
Cl R 1.1 111.I <»M;>
ONI.Y 2a CENTS, by all

be paid for.)

Sc

iiursdaj, Sept.

wi.i
liought at
u ,-ii tw
.;i-p >>e «>t the
;■
all.
Mu '-e seen at
Ma le w- A P.uki
r ->n hoard
wi-iiem;r bt
-i-

|

General A*reni
Hi
v -1, Mi-..

•imosU

BRIAR wii! b,- U.kStreet, during C

ou < ros.-

a

ami Curver’s

RICHARD M. MOODY.

CASTOR OIL.

l.OAl

at

RATS,

SEARSPORT, ME.

compounded.'

Obituary notices, beyond
must

i:

BANGOR

complaints in thousands

.x

Win 11.

17MU.SII
daily,
my Bakerv
weather. Also

I

>1

Fare for

1

the above

'hi- oil',
ami after i

«•

i! L
t.ountry pr./di ee
market prii
P-•>).!-■ a In'.tme

extraordinary

BREAD!BREAD!

yacht I' M. Bounty, rapt.
Burge---. wili make weekly

!»etwi

\ EE

r, on

its

MAINE.

A. F RIGGS, Baker.
morning.
Belfast, Aug. tUh. 1*. t. tf,

CURES

^-Witness tiie

FARMS,

I ill M.
1)1 VHi!' ■
v te-. J«'ottagn- Houses,

tUUliW\V
l AK.M
Ik"
tinisl -d; otn

s

to

BELFAST,

<«

warm

Proprietors.

and Family
Limmext is of all others
l,ie remedy you want lor
internal and external use.

IV! I L !

.1

■

WM. O. POOR & SON,

lirnl
0r stomcah> Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would

—

[

Cramps

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

pi iur• :. Siorekm er, Book
i11
above named, I
have worked at for some film ami feei m \sell’ ijualified to underiake. wit k a d« termination t<- give satis.'••in itmg ti.e
faction
patronage Tthose in want
"t 'iieh •. pt
-on. ! o .!’
:i. •: ;-o-.d ref. renoeacan
,1
\ddre-s
‘dice,
begivin.
\i-. A
.PAlsBAin
lii li
r. Aug, -1st, lv't
lib
_J

CHEAPEST.

DOMESTIC

>

:r

Hayford Block, Church Street.
)V.M l-..\ V

Pi

IBMkeejit-r,

AN OLD AND TRIED MEDICINE.

Y“"

ew

Jr.

ill

■.

AND SORES ON

IlKAPKR than

on!■ «*i‘ ihtse good* le** than then MARK!
VAT I T

i,

INDIAN BITTERS.

lo all persons sutfp&ing
from Rheumatism, Neu.

I

H. DUNBAR
!.

<

$3000

Carriage*,

learn furnished tor all ncea-ioii" and at all times
... ami cap.ihh drivers tin awhen rt quired.
«i\ *» n,.- a call and V:v n team*.
Belia-t. duly vrth. >;

srhvt i't"lu

M***>ortliifli!

No trouble hut a pleasure to *how uir
and we can a>*urc the public that we
in earnest in closiug out

—

bought

First-Class

13 PL. OSGOOD'S

BEST AND

*pleildid

PRU 1>

Jr., has
Henry Dunbar,
:'v
:
eupied by Fred Kim
ball, "ii W I'liiiigtnii Stive', near Perkin*
Brother--' < atria--j.. where lie has
livery .'table, stocked with

ia-

DAUAPCA

«*

PURIFY THE BLOOD!!

for the benefit of
suffer from NKR
Mil's DKKIl.M V, l.Oss (if MANHOOD, »te.,
Written by one
supplying the no an it or s' < u n
win cured himselt after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent fret* on receiving a post paid di
recti d envelope.
•Suill rei- are in\ ited to address the author
n A I H AN III
M A Vi AIR,
P. t). liux 1
'■in"!o-p
Pro.-kl> n. X ^

iu

A

LIVERY STABLE!

Proprietors.

Renew Your strength!

as •» s'- AHN'ixif and
vm» imn.m who

H0U$EH01DW>-

1 ! ARRIVED THIS DAY.

m o x <\
NEW

BBY

|,.IV,,

sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns,
salt rheum, earache, Ac1.,upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, Ac-., upon animals
in one year than have all other pretended remedies since the world began. They are counterirritant, all-healing pain relievers. Cripples

RLE

,yi a

1

HAMBXJRCS I

’Woodcock’s Book

a l.ADY HOARDING,
cumin-hot girl to
take charge of child a >t 11 <-i !
Washing ami
.t
I'KANK
I 111 f)>,
rtoiiireil.
ironing
•’vv 1-"
I'riinmse Hill. Bkikag.

THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID,
Pi

SUBSTITUTE FOR

pain which the

HOWARD

at

|Re

1

HALES
There is

j

Complete

WANTED!

sehenck’- Pulmonic Syrup i- warranted not to con
taiu a particle ot opium
hi- composed "t powerful
but harmless herbs, which act on the
lungs, liver,
stomach and blood, and thus corn et- all morbid secretion-, an l expel all the di-ea-ed matter from the
body fhe-e are the only mean- by which consuinp
lion can be cured, and a Sehenek •* Pulmonic Syrup,
sea Weed fonic, and Mandrake Pill-* ire
the'only
medicines which operate in tills way, it is obvious
tin > are the only genuine cun' tor Pulmonary Consumption. Each bottle of this invaluable medicine
i- accompanied 1-v full directions.
l>r. Sehenek i- professional If at hi- principle of
fice. corner sixth and Arch streets, Philadelphia,
eryMoinln\, and at tin* Quincy House. Ho-ton, on
the follow n. W edm-alay-. dune loth and JHh, duh
sih and *d, and \iigu t “dll and 10th.

“The sale of Adamson’s Botanic t'ough Balis rapidly increasing, and il will soon behousehold word. It sells far in advance
of any other remedy on our shelves."
Smith,
Doolittle A Smith, Wholesale Druggists. 20
Tremont street, Boston.

Centaur Liniments*

be had

can

\

[■'—

t)

f^ood

*

Other remedie- advertised a- cures for
onsuniptimi probably contain opium, which is a somew hat
dnnge: mb -ling in all ca-e-, and it lak'-n freely bv
•on-umptiv patient-*, ii mie-t do great injury; tor
its
tendency i- to coniine the morbid matter in the
system, which, oi cour-*-, mint make a cure impos-

come a

< 'astoria is more than a substitute for Cas|
tor Oil. It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not erv and mothers may rest.
U IS

entire New York

Reserved Seats

undoubtedly performed more ;
any it In remedy known I
flu
are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which
can be injurious to tin* human constitution

n

TROUPE,

ADMISSION.50 Cts.
RESERVED SEATS
75 Cts.

medicines have

hi Mil
Iimn.. Mi

an

a VERY LATE DAY, when the item*
advertised have been disposed ot. To
such wc advise to make us an ca;'
• •all,
a*
these good- at tic
PRIt J- s MARKED, cannot !u*t more than ’•<>

"...

Grand Orchestra.

cures of Consumption than
it* tin
American public,

sam

The Wheeler A Wilson sewing Machine was
awarded the first Premium <*t a Silver Medal at
tie* New England Fair at Providenc e endin:
3wl I
Sept. 4th.

And

patron* call for goods udverti*c<l

$500 "Worth

«

A LARGE VARIETY ORGANIZATION j

_

Bella t,

1 be well kb v» ii
I.«• w- 1 avi>‘*
farm. -inured in t|i<- south west portion -d toe town a Jackson. about
roles t'roin Brook- latiou and
1111*
i* »>
I In* farm contains one bun
dred and fifty acre- of nice land. < uts from fifty to
the best stock
e\ci.t>-ti\e ton-of bay. and itunas in town
ha- a la!•}.•«• or -bard in
bearing
Penns
condition. Bnildines ;Tond and convenient,
farther particulars ap:‘a\ orable to pur. odno
MUON kMiWl.Ks.
ply to
ill.
duckson ". pt. ;11;, ’*•' }

FOKTY-TilliF.K l,F.n|,l,Kl

a

A(\ ENT.

->\V 10

etc. ok

(iorgeou3 Scenery,

tion,

our

The stock consist* of Dress (roods. 11 lack
pacas, Pique*. Lawns, Muslin*. • atnbrii
Nainsook*. YcoMinite Stripe* « ra>le -.
Table Linen*, Towel*. Napkinlloisery. Skirts, Sack*. Ham
kerchiefs.Laces, Neck Tie*.
Button*. Kid and Lisl*
1
:
iiloves,Remnant Ribbon*.J an*.<linu
B
Malta Laces, Standard Trimmiiq
Sack Ornament*, shawl*. Elanm
Hamburg.*, Jewelry, R-mnan
Woolen* for M» n :«tj• I P
W ear. Straw M ittine
Feathers,

Me.

Wiiiterpcrt
GEN Kit AT.

of

day*.

FRED ATWOOD.

(iiacdiil Dances !

.11 usic! Wonderful Macliinm !

lin,banting

consist- in the combination of the 'line Jamaica
(■inger. with the choicest aromatics and genuine
French Brandy. Referring to this elegant combina-

R. I..

SEPT. 1 lo5, 1874.

Black Crook!
In all its

at

V1-.

PROVIDENCE,

GENUINE NEW YORK

The Delicious Family Medicine,

Many

NEW ENGLAND FAIR,

HOWARD & CARLE'S

"-pedal despatch from the camp on
DR. SANFORD SAYS.
the Wichita river, dated Sept. 14th, states
that the supply train from Gen. Miles’ ex- “A -erii of experiments in the use of brandy in
tin* treatment of disease for which ibis preparation
pedition, in charge of Major Lyman ot ot Jamaica Ginger is recommended, convinced me
nth infantry, with one company ot intantry that it i. vasth superior to alcohol as useful by all
it produces a more beneficial
and twenty men of the Gth cavalry com- other niamifactur<rs.
stringency in summer complaints, while its stimu
manded by Lieut. West, was corralled on luting effect- in the weak ami -ickly are more uniWichita liver, Tex., on the t>th by from form ami lasting. Byitsusi also,the harsh, pungent
taste of alcholioi from which Doisoiious fusil oil is

Dr. Fitzgerald, the wonderful < lainoyau*
I'll} ieian will l>e at the N«*\v Fngland Holla-

«*»-•

--

JAMAICA

-i

*

Wc have placed all of these goods upon om
counters and every customer can see
tin* number of yards each pier,
contains and learn the price*
of them.

AWARDED

ONE NIGHT ONLY.

SANFORD’S

i in

Tlie.se goods consist or Remnants,Short Length*
We have taken a general accumulaArc.
tion of goods from every department f
our Large stock, and shall otter
them to the Public at a TIM
MENHIR'S SACUIFH'l
IN PRICES.
■

HAYFORD HALL

(

—

SELLING LOW

*¥+¥*¥■*-*

f

A

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

—OF—

SHIP NEWS.

who have honored the Grand Duke Alexis
ll I- the most reliable hou.-ehold reined) ever comand nottothe Government that has insult- pounded 11 never fails to afford the most gratifying
■ ••lief.
is boundless, its
ed him. We saved your country, anil now effects It- range of administration
always certain, and so agreeable in flavor that
it must supplant every other medicine in the treat
your President insults our representative
mem of the above ailment-. fti claim to superiority
It is too much.”
A

$3000 Worth

$27a28

SPECIAL NOTICES.

JL

—OF—

years, 0 months.
In Boston, Sept. 10th, of consumption, Susie F.,
wife of William Morang, and daughter of Joseph A.
and Marv J. Perry, formerly of Rocidand, aged 10
years and 0 months.

Corrected

Corn

A

North.

per bbl.

dilatory carpenter,

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

Diplomatic Secret-

A

COLORED EYE GLASSES
good for weak

eves

at

HERVEY’S.

JJATENT MEDICINES every description.
POWDER GUNS

bushes

or

plants, Joe each.

With increased facilities we are now readv to
furnish and till MEDICINE CHESTS of anv
style aud price, with manual of full direction for all

diseases.

ttrLOOK

IN at our place and get PRI( F.S.
WM. 0. POOR & SON. Johnson Bloch,

Att
BY

'i

Aaiwtr,

ROSE TERRY

Faulty

COOKE.

ask tin* ,'t I love you still
W Mil siiili a r-rver and good will
lung to you iu years before,
M\ little saint! I love voij more.
on

light your eaudle

the fiatuc
\"u
I'll.»t warms your hearth—’tis still the
\ thousand tapers share its light.
Hut leaves the radiance just as bright.
at

same:

"V

Like 'ome sweet hloonilcss plant that grow*
IP 'ide the red and lavish rose,
That sees those blossoms blaze and die.
Uriel darlings of the summer

sky.

Hut bolds it> own most odorous leaves
r-> every hand that plucks their sheaves.

Xml where one branch for guerdon goes
\uother ami another grows.

darling, though my heart be tilled

v

U iib

love, it i*. not stilled.
Hut daily prays for dailv bread.
Forever hungering, ever fed.
new

Vs in tin* d»*w drop Mars may
""lovt itself august, divine.

-bine,

finite lives with fin*
TTi.it cannot smoulder nor expire;
Kindles

our

I late' our 'ouls with boundless strength
fill Ion. i' a re lost in love at length,
>ur mortal lights grow far and dim
Ami love and loving merge iu him.

The

Last

Tryst.

\11 The Year Hound.

brown moors and wither'd leas
Tin* angry winds were sweeping:
< >,, r lb,
great grey northern seas.
Hie r. 'ted Waves were leaping;
Xml you and I stood elose together.
in tin* hiding gleam of the wintry weather.
A' tin- bar«* gaunt brunches overhead.
Miook their lingering leatlet'. gold and red.
While in every faltering word we said,
Kane tin* pitiful wail tor tin* days that were
dead:
T »i
by tin* -ad sea-. ’heath tin Morm-beat
<>\ei

tlee',

tryM

i.t'l

ol

N\

i•

*e|*e

keeping.

bear
word' you 'obbed.
Xu.id yotii pa-'iouute weeping,
ud tie glow from my eager prayer u a* robbed
hill around U' ••reeping;
H\ tin
tin
'ilent path'. Wdieiv in 'inniuer
i
iu
1

on

...

Id

tin*

X

weather.
.mill, iov ami imi'ie had met together,
t the sea-mew-Hitting past.
hoin tin .tn
• »
tin* vvi'd w bite wave- in the hitter bia-t.
Fi.untie* breaker-that crasliM on the hollow
sand.
t oni tin* '.nigh >t tin* breeze o’er the dull
damp 1 old.
F. in
and dintv rose **Xn more, m* more.”
X
nr la't tryst we were keeping.
-•

pale bmi left, ill '(Hi! h.
Mid tin dry leave- round u- Inapim* :
i ll' bitter haive-t of feeklc-s youth
I im.'' iron hum! was reaping;
• >ur
lip- 'till -aid. "Forever, forever.”
X- b
ir< mbling linger- dung together
I

M

W

M

Hot

a-

,l

main.

I

t

ma

l.

ii

—

-t

of

our

as

plain lawns, striped cotton, general thing the monkey enjoys his riite,
with figured de- Imt we saw him a day or two since when
!

and others ornamented

jjtto IdTbcrtiscmcnts.

PINS, EARRINGS, STUDS,
SLEEVE BUTTONS, COLLAR
BUTTONS, LOCKETS, CHARMS,

ANdTHFR CHANCE!

in

FIFTH AND LAST CONCERT
All* «»|

keeping.

ii

costs .some

men a

much

n »ri I" lie polite than others
li
-aid with hitter spleen ol an Fndish

.;•-.

;<

a<

a

lli.it

-la!•--man
*

inning

In*

gentleman for
tli.ill liiree hour- it a time
It is true, too. that there are times in
<
i"\ man's life when to be even kindly
urteous makes an
exhausting draught on
patieneo : but silently to devour the
ran never

a

in' U'e

chagrins ol life, and to maintain a
"pert ful hearing toward others, even un-

many

exation and trial, is not onh a Chris11an duty, but worldl\ policy.
lb
Valentine Mott said wisely to a
r.dilating class
Voting gentlemen, have two pockets
made—a large one to hold the insults, and
■mall one to hold the lees."
Hundred^ of mi-n have owed their start
di- whoih i.. their
address
1 hank \ on ms dear," said
Foote
a im le
beggar girl who bought a pennv11 n d siiuir
1 !i 111k \ ou. m\ dear, please call again."
dt- Lmd\ Foote a millionaire
’im* '.ears
ago a dry-goods salesman in
London shop had siuh a reputation for
ille-\ and exhaustless patience, that it
I- -aitj to be
impossible to provoke from
m
un\
expression of irritabilit\, or the
-iilll le-l sytuptotus of Vexation
A
1 \ ol rank, hearing of this woi.dcr-1 i
equanimity determined to jut it to a
>
* i!
the annoyances wit which a
!e«»\ \ i-itor knows how to tease
shop
hi
Sli»- taib-d in tile attempt, and thereHe rose to
upon set him up n business
iuihence in the haberdashery trade, and
.<•
main-spring of his latter as well as of
ii' ear 1 \
career, was politeness,
ii i- related ot the late Mr. Hutler of
IV
deuce, k 1 that lit? was so obliging
!'*•
open lb- store one mglit, solely to
pj»i> a little girl with a spool of thread
o
It -in* wanted.
1 lie incident took
nd. brought him a large run of custom.
: in* died a millionaire, alter subscribv
lo.ooo toward founding a hospital
■1!' tin* insane—.» sum which he was
per■uadi-d i>. give by Miss Dix, whom he was
•o
to shake oil’, though almost as
i;urnnis ;i-In* was
persevering.
der

winning
Lundy

*.

-•

Old

Loudon

Bridge-

lip* most remarkable structures
o' .lie ii*111 I, -u■ I*■ 11. was tin*
bridge across
-*ic
t liaiues
Old London bridge was
0 civil with houses,
narrow mad pa-s:
throng the arcade beneath them.
cl abutted on props over the river on
llici side
This bridge lias lieen proudbn'

■

spoken
III

ac

oi

*.y historians Ortelius, writ-

si \ieetith century .of the Thames

London, say -:
II bath, moreover,

at

a

G.

Till:

Library of Kentucky.

Business

him

to

E. JO ON

14

!

College

Belfast, Mo.

entrusted

Attorney
MAIN

sumptuous bridge

1

ABEMSKhWs

SON,

BELFAST,

l

ME AM UK

DR. FLINT’S

r

ME.

These celebrated Hitters

Maine.

L. M A G

o

Havner
Ht

!

0 hi

D ENT1ST !
Office iu Gordon Block, Maiu St.
SEARSPORT, ME.
•speoial attention paid to extractiii"

j Two

teeth.
.Artificial Teeth .Manufacture,f.
I * etb filled in tb«- best
manner
If) in.

HA\ill

new

House .square,

>t-toni

in

i\e

fi

Savings Bank.

ItKMuYM) toiliiir

po-it-, placing

t

are

Milne

e

li,inking

glass

to

tin-

e.\

with
u- It i

e

.t,-c. |,|i,
..It.-. ,.,l
U
II :,.l
|.,
:,M
1
r'
■Hi'1 'l-'.il. i~ in M11. ii.
m I'liwn
,iii,i
•‘‘Gitrv.
Active mi'll III «• 11 a I. :.
iii<l roo.l lm-i
'jiialilii al ion ina .•.1.11
i.
Im. Hl.tM I w. to lto.nl SI
1

/

1

32g

IN

3000 dollars

--

WANTED
A

o.

p*o\ No

come.-

I

tv I Ni

>1

outlet' in

Bari oi Breadalbam*
l In* Duke of \Vestminster, besides Kclg.ave and Baton
squares, and a large part of tin* fashionable quarter of Westminster, owns the
magnificent, manor of Baton Hall near
( hester. Halkin House in
lintshire, and
Mot com be House in 1 >orset shire. each sur-

■

Fd

j

liberal domestic establishment is kept
up all the year. The Scottish Baris of
Mansfield. Stair, and (ilasgoyv, possess
each live castles, y a.-tand
spacious edifices,
the centres of splendid estate-, which are
t< > a considerable
degree shut oil* from cultivation. and used as deer parks and limiting grounds.
a

ascertainable by expereienee, One engine
will take a great deal of coal and water
at once; another w ill not hear to such a
tiling. I nit insists on being coaxed b\
spadefuls and bucketfuls One is disposed
to start oil when required at the
top ol
its speed ; another must have a little time
to warm at its work ami to get well into
it.
These pcculiarit.es are so accurately
mastered by
skillful drivers that only

particular

men can

persuade engines

to

do their liest..
It would seem as il some
of these ■‘excellent monsters” declare on
being bought from the stable. Il its Smith
who is to drive. 1 don't go; il its my
liiend Stokes, 1 am agreeable to anything.” All locomotive engines are low
spirited in damp and foggy weather. They
haye a great sat islaetion in their Work
when the air is crisp and lrosly.
At such
a time they are very cheerful and brisk,
but they strongly object to haze and mists.
I hese ire points of character on which
they are united. It is in their pe. uliai die-

■

■

ami varieties of
the mo i

character

remarkable.

that they

arc

(ieneiai Sheridan is evidently determined to prevent tre spass upon the Indian
reservations, by the gold hunters a.-: is
clearly evinced by the general order of
which the folloyviiig is an abstract;
“Should the companies now organizin'!'
at Sioux City and Yankton
trespass upon
the Sioux Indian reservation, you are
directed
to
use
the force at your
hereby
command to burn the wagon trains,
destroy the oiitiits and arrest the leaders,
confining them at the nearest military post
in tile Indian country.
Should they succeed in reaching the interior you are directed to send such a force of cavalry in
pursuit as yvill accomplish the purposes
above named.
Should Congress open tip

■

the

\\ bile Gen.
were

in the

bay

linin’

NOTICE

\\ illet’s Point the other day a school ot
porpoises passed over ; the General turned
on
the electrical current, and directly
there was an explosion, a surge and
eruption ol the rvaves; and three dead

porpoises, measuring eight
limited

iijioii

the

surface.

feet

(

Uve

Pr.zes

1

Pr.zes

en

\

$500=
$100

I
j

MEAT

II

1“ the Hoimrablee.t W aide)

|| R [ [ || [j ft [ |( jj

I

'

GROCERY STORE!
-♦

»-

'I'lll. I \ I > 1,1IS | (i \ |. | > have purc'ui'fd 1 lie-Mo.-k
i
uni trade ot tin- Meat and (iroterv Store tot
in.-l ly occupied l»\ >\M’.n|;\ *
|‘.\ l*l’. l-> m |
gr:i|ili building, coi ner of Main and High -111-»• t>
u b' le
they will keep even tiling in ! it .in .1! and
vegetable line that the -i-a-iiii ailord-. AI
gn.
eerie*. .it all kind'.

Improved
giv.-n

to

t
r.

making and in-e-rting

l.llo.i

'■'»»«* I

iia

rt

v«*

A Team will deliver all article*
purchased of us at any pari of the City

STEAMER

At a Probatetil*' < ou’nty

Se-ptfinbe-i

i- an extract from the Balin
of Cileatl
'III a I. u ui hep mgri-do-nt-.
Each ni>. hk<
Hie i '»;i I Hi ol tiih-ad i- ,i medicine < .1 itself
I In- for mu la uf this nil ha- been examined bv -,.un
-*l tin- most eminent
physicians, ami pronounced h\
them to do till it is iecommnuded.
For Sore Throat,
inflammation
"I the riiroat ami .Mouth,
Colic, Ch.-h-ru Morbus,
><ui
id most all kinds on man or beast, and
ling di oiiiers for Scrat; hes on Horses.

i II ite our old Ft tends
\ IN .1.
Y.
Belfast. Ang. nth p.; |.
We
A

to

•

1 ’A I'l KlNlX.

1

SCISSORS and SHEARS
inaLi

I

I'.ji-

a

Good

Bye Lobsters!

'rlllv law prohibiting the -ale
1 elH ct Alien I 1, i'.l

L..I, ters takeludl continue to

.d

BAYOLINE,
BAYOLiNE,

OiillH KINDS U! HSH

And

JOHN

Wi

l

im: sami..

UOOL> ST<><

HA Vi-. A

HALIBUT
Iliililiiil llentls,
won ii

h

TRIMM: U

i\;ijih

and hits,

wii.i. hi:

A.

DURHAM.

DYE,

For Hair and Whiskers. Changes light
or gray hair to a jet
Mack, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other deleterious Ingredient. It
requires hut a .single
application to effect
purposeful washing is required after
dyeing, as in the case
of other dyes. It is not
two separate articleare
las
most hair
k dyes i. hut a
single
combination; and experienced wholesale

Il s

nandiea an the various

dyes,

(Ini'VisK. \vh«» li*ivp
pronounce it the best

Single preparation for changing the color of the hair
Which has ever been brought to their notiee.
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed In every
rase, or the money refunded. Prepared only by G. W,
THOMPSON, Rockland, Me. Sold by ail dealer*.

not an

cleanest, best, and

most

A

M)

FOUI: I (i \

eco

l* A I I: N rs

opposite Kilby St., Boston

A IKK an extensive practice of upwards of .‘{0
j ears,continues to secure Patents in the f nited
States ; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed oil reasonable term-, with despatch. Researches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of Invention.-, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matter- tourhiugthe same. Copies of the claims ol
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As
sigiuneiits recorded in Washington.
_Xo Agencg in the t ’nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patenialiititg of inrentiuns.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
lo re saved inventors.

A

i

—

TESTIMONIALS.
regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
“1

Com’s’r of Patents.”

hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent mat trustV'orthg and more capable of putting their applica“I have

no

tions in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
El)Ml'N D 1WRKE, late ComVr of Patents.”

“Mr. R. H. Ei>i>v has made for me over THIRTY
for Patents, having bei n successful in
almost every case. Such unmist ukuble proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
,\i.i. in\ enters to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may he sure of baling the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and nt very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston. Jan. I 1874.
Iyr27.

applications

Violas,

Violoncellos,

jout all Orchestral amt Solo 1

Basses,

At a Probate Court held at Relfa-t, within and for
the County of Waldo, outlie .second 1 ue-da) of
.September, A. l>. Ls74.
JAM-; ROWLFR, widow of James D
Howler, lute of Palermo, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an
allow ance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary Jane give notice
to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol
tto- order to be published three w et k- successively
in the Republican Journal printed at IT Hast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
liellast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot October next, at ten.of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of said petition should not he granted.
ASA Till KI.Ol Oil, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
li. P I n.i.i
Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the tru-t ol I- xccutor ot the
w ill ol
OK1-.1 N PLNDl.KTON, late ot .Warspuit,

tpili-;

■

DPI M > AND III I
I I A US tor t initar

I

I

meut

Ki l l ASI A Ml ( A Ml M

STEAMBOAT LINE.

n-trumeiit-

>

STEAMER

PIONEER.

Cherry

the estate of

WILLIAM

<1.

P1PFR, late of Searspoit,

the County of W aldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
RL LSJM tv P1PKIL
to her.
n

public notice to all
X
duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator, ol

K subscriber hereby gives
rpHconcerned
that helms been
the estate of

RALPH DF.VKKKl’X, Sen., late of Pro |u-ct.
the
in the County of YVuldo,deceased, by giving bond us
who
law directs; he therefore requests all persons
immake
to
estate
to
deceased's
said
are indebted
mediate payment, and those who have any demands
him.
to
settlement
lor
same
the
thereon, to exhibit
RALPH DhV LULL A.

■;

*

1

■

■

ln.ro’.

I'he

to
I

1-1. -hoi

let VX

o'

A-t.lo

e**U

a-tilie
L-b-boi

amt

Hill

IT eight token at tail- a I
Ih.at I a v
>a 11 lord W hail, P.* Uu.-l. ami Urn la
until lo o'clock on late am, u d ldo-ton ifo.it
•*nd -la} oi l.'ailroad I'\cur-10ns
W
* A> 1
W
Li-., Agent, iolla-f It. IJVDKK \ h
I -le-horo, lltXH'l.i: \ Mfl.l’AKI). Agent
i.a
W \i \\ AsSUN, Ageir,
till'
itrook-^ilh
Meaim-r c,.iii.ect
vxitli llo-tou s>t*-ain«-rs
ami I hur-dav going W » -t. and i«-a\e- |h ila-t
tli.-ir arviv al coming I a-t. \ -.». t.. 1 I; I f•
at*
till*
*v it h > t«a lie 1 I ,* ,v i-t.. 11
old- We
tl
P.ella-t, duly ». !-:
•v

and Lungs
Whooping

Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma and
sumption.
few

biclt hn\

cent

do c«*nf

Pectoral 1

"

»

■

I- X Kl
f
Ilroi.k-X ill* -.

For Diseases of
lie l hroat
such
as
Coughs, Colds,

lion-

eom|»i>'ii
won t

>•

s

i.-i.-

lit- conli

denee of mankind and bn
conn*

lion'(-hold

among

not

pt

xtraordi

f cured

^ or
*ar« Mi a l..

I: lias been known

years

by

cures,

that

-o

in*

a

i

v

om*

witle

\

\ I-

tin

( 11 I

public

t

have

won

lor

it

long

so

AM' Mill: \I
leav
llelfast lor Ko.-ioii, IVrtluntl. Aiufiottim
A
M ami
I' M
interim-white MatioiiI >i Hanvill*- .function. I.«■ wi-1>
.m l Nko -vhrj/ui.
"A M.
,o r. M
I n \t« r. Ilaii^or ami s: .l"lm...I’ M
Train'an-«lu«-at len.vt 1/ M ami.'
h. I
l .l M M N Suj.t

ON

l'l
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sealed envelope, only six gents.
q.# price, m a
The celebrated author, in this admirable l.s-ay.
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ suceesstid
the alarming couseipienees of e|f
practice, that
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the applicat ion ol t lie
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and etlectual, by means of which every suf
fi er, no matter what Ids condition uiav he, may cure
himself cheaply, privately, and rmiicutfi/.
tit) This Lecture shorn! be in the hands of every
youth ami ever) man in the ln*d.
Sent under seal, in a
envelope, to address,
on receipt of fix cents or two stamps.
yios/
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-ixty *i\ e cents, made payable to’lln -uhscriher oi
hearer, and ha\ing an endorsement of fortv uim
dollars and -ixty the cent"aid order ha- he,
lost, and tin payment stopped
A suitable re war,
will he paid for its return to me.
I.. D. l id I
l-'reedom, Aug. Adh, 1>; I.
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LI.W IS M. PAR 1 HI DOF.

in the County of W aldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
w ho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
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IVohare, held at Relfast, \\ it hiu and fur
>*t Waldo, on th
Second Tuesday of

October next, at ten ot the clock before imoii, and
show cans**, if any they have, w hv the prayer ol -aid
petition .~honld not be granted.
AW lilt Riot hill. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
R. P Fu-.i.u, Regi ter

I
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1

N" better medicine for Headache, 'Inothache
Ubeumati'lu, Neuralgia. Pains in the ,-ide hack
Momach, thay the (.enuine lhilni o| i.ihad nil
"Is tht'i’f an llulm in liileml ! .Vo I'Iu/s 'k i,, u il,.
/Voiv all II, III1/1; hold fast that irhah <, ({,„id
I'romiuent among its mans cures ;il:,
/ /; \ s
u.ns, / /.*/ sh
x, .</*/,*../jxs, r/
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-ure to buy tin- t.eiiuine, with tin* name ol II
.1. S k\ »-.N> blown in the shoulder of tin bottle
Cents per bottle..*»»
Kii Price
to >1 E.Y1.NS ,x
n., Bangor, Maine
>old by Druggist ami Apothecarie-.
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Count)

MARY

H. EDDY

No. 76 State St.,

Probate fen tin

■ Mil.Y W. TRIPP, widow ot Daniel loop, late
Jli of Freedom in said County id’Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for an allowance from
the personal estate ol said deceased.
Ordered, That the said F.mily W. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successive!) in the Republican Journal, printed at Relfast, that they uia> appear at a Probate ('ourt, to he held at Relfast, w it hiu
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of

'rA"" new life to the Hair.
kei ps the head cool.
i* tin*

Juelge-of

I II l ID.ol e.II. Judge-.
B. P. I n t.n, Kegi-i.-r.

At a Probate Court held at Relfast, within and tor
the Count) of Waldo, on the second 1 in-sda) id
September, A l> ls74.

Alcoholic Wa-h.

«

WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.

ot

tin y may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
tin Probate Otlice in Relfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of October n.-xt, at ten o’clock in the fore
noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why tin
same should not be granted.
As V 1 III RLol Oil, Judge
A true copy,
R. P. I 11-. 1.1 *. Register,
Attest
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I'poll the foregoing Petition, Ordered, 1 hat the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition. .\ it h this order therein, to he puhlDhed three weeks stlccessiv <-'y in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Reita-t that

radicates Dundrutf.

• hi and after
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prevents the hair from
l s not greasy or sticky.

noi -utfi

chatties and cre-elits of saiel d.ca-.d ale- mil su;li
cient te) answe r his just de bts ami charge s of Ad
ministration, by tin- sum of tour lmmlre-d dollars
W’bore-fore- your pe-titiom-r pray s yemr heitior »>■
grant him a lice nse to -e ll and e-e.nv e-y so much of t Inre-al estate- of said ele-ccaseei, including tin- rev i-r-h.n
of the- willow’s dower tin n-oti, as v\ ill satisfy his
de-bts and mciele-ntal cl arge-s. ami charges of Adtnin
istrutiou at public auction or private- sale-.
JOHN HKKKI.Y.

TONIC.

inimical Hair Dressing now in u-e.
Price au cents per bottle. For -ah* by all Druggists
I he proprietor ot Bavoliue upon receipt of a
cent -tamp, will s(.|,d to any address a book full of
dinos'j
aluabh* cooking and other receipts.
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I
PH ll.J.IPS ic t’O., .loHN W PEKKINs it
i'u., \\ holesah* Agents Portland
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BAYOLINE,
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To the- Honorablee>f W'alilo.

genuine Bayoline, prepared only by LEVI TOWER, Jr., Boston.
BAYOLINE, will increase the growth of the Hair
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opinion conrpm H SANDS of people are of one now
I cerning tin- popular preparation
being >o
extensively used, They all agree that it is a perfect
It \ii: 1M:kssis<..
Keeps the hair from tailing out,
makes it soft and pliable, cleanses the sctllp, eradicates daudrutf, stops the Uair from splitting at the
end- and breaking otf, is not grea-y or -tickv, i< al
ways leave- a sense of comfort anil cleanliness at
tained by n<» other preparaiion. Be sure you get tin

u

Si-RtO'iI IV.rin dm Innoil llltiflf iTill at

Dressing
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I pon the- foregoing Pe tition, Ordered, 1 bat tinpe-titieim-r give- notice- to all p.-r.-oiis interested bv
causing aceipy of saiel pe-t it ion, with this order the re
on, to be- published three- we e ks succes.-iv e-ly in the
Ke-publican Journal, a paper printed at Be lfast, that
tln-y may appe ar at a Probate- ( emit to h. held at the
Probate- Other in Belfast, atdre-anl, on tin -e-eond
1 ue-tiay of * lctobe-r next, at ten o'clock in the fore
noeiii, ami shew cause-, it any tiny leave wliv tin
same- should not be graiite-d.
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grant him a license- to
the- re al e state- ol saiel ele-ce-aseel,
including tin- rev e-rsion »»f t be- Widow'.- .lower tIn re-on,
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»>fy his debts ami inciib-ntal charge--, ami charge-- ot
Administration.
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HKKl.I.Y, Admini-trator ot tin- .--tate- ol
hine-i) Hall, late- ol Pah-rmo, in -aid County,
th-ce-ascel, re-spt-ctfully ieprese lit- that tin- good-,
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I'lie attention of lawyer* is invited to the NLW
I M I LD SIAI I.S DldKsI, earetulh revised and
arranged by Kenjainin \ aughati Abbott. It will
furnish in about hri/rt rut units the entire contents
of the ohl edition of tliirti/mn rohmits, together
fwo volumes of the
with much additional matter,
lirst series (which covers the period from the boginiug of our judicial hi.-dory to 1*70; are now ready.
\ ol. 1 contains a digest ot all decisions of C. S.
( ourt> on all subjects covered by the letter “A.” as
far as and including Assignment; ^ ol. 11 a digest of
decision* on subjects remaining under “A,” and
those under “It." as far as Kills and Notes. Vol. Ill
will contain a digest ot decisions on other subjects
under K, and many important topics under “C,"
such a* < oiitracts, < orporatioiis, Costs, »Stc.
Vol. II and 111, royal *vo pp. *L*0, n-u. *7. >" per
vol.
The Annual Digest, New Series, Vol*. I. II. Ill,
IV. or 1*70, 1*71, 1*7", and 1*7 d, now ready, *vo.
<7
per vol. '•t iid for a descriptive circular to
l.l 1 I LL, ItIKtWN & CO., Publishers.
11<» Washington St., ltoston, Mass.
:w!o

MARKET

is not a tiling to be despised.
If may I e borne with a calm and equal
mind, but no man by lilting his head high
can
pretend that he does not perceive the
scorns that are poured doxvn from above,
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Reasonable.

long,

Arizona girl that ow ns aO.OOO
cattle. This dues .’t include tier calves. [Boston Post.
Why is nature like a baby? Because there is
generally a squall when its face is w ashed.
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Particular atte-utiou
artiticial te-e-th.

m GOLD!

Tickets $2.00; Six Tickets $10,00;
lwelve Tickets $20 00; Twenty-five
Tickets $40.00.
Circulars containing a lull list of prize*, a description d't he nia niter of drawing, anti ot her information
in referencetti tin- Distribution, will he sent to any
one ordering tln-iu.
All letters must he addressed to
w UN oi
i. !■;,
L. D. SINE, Box 86.
101 W. Fifth sr.
Cincinnati, O.
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IB- bu- the- country right for the- n-e- .,f

Number of Gifts 10,000
Tickets limited to 50,000 !
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Abbott and his assistants

testing torpedoes
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eluding

I v<> family
urriuge-and Matched II or-i with
Silv <-r mounti d Harm---, wort h £ ..»ou each1
I wo
Kiiggie
llor'e-, Xr,, w ortli Stint; each
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the settlement of tl»e Black Hills.
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Harbor.
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Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at tin- old -laud ol
Dr. Moon-, corio-r ol Church uud
Spring Street-. Ha- all the- latest
unprove d instrument- for ite rating upon te-e-th, in

be drawn Mcndj', OcK 12th, 1874.
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$10,000
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condition.
ib llast,

Cue Grand

One
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settlement, by extinguish- WHOLESALE OR
country
ing the treaty rights of the Indians, the
will
undersigned
give cordial support to
ii.- Hon't p.ty the High I lc«

great courtiers,
ing ot her beauty, and doubtless, also,
( apt.
dames t\
SUKlin s Aiviiit.NT
iinting upon the great wealth ot Sir
which was estimated at six Thomas ol St. (ieorge, master <d the
\\ ilb oii
Ma ’Usaii'l pounds per annum, no mean
schooner ('a.-trl!ane, had his head badly
oil in those days, sought the hand ot the
jammed between bis vessel and the schoonIan Mistress Alitlie llewit.
lli.s vessel
Among those er Telegraph ot Thomaston
a.tin
was the noble Lari of Shrewsbury,
was swinging in towards the other schooni■' whom Sir \\ illiam
er, and his yawl boat being between the
replied :
*Nii Osborne saved hei, and .Osborne vessel, and be fearing that the boat would
-tl ill lull e lie!*.'
be crushed, jumped down and endealered
Mi tress Annie was nothing loth, and to
prevent her crushing. In so doing the
1.
the
bride
one
of her preserver, who vessel swinging in much faster than lie
to
,on rose
great honor and wealth, ill expected, be got bis head caught between
it borne became Mayor of
l.,w
London; the vessel, and received a severe jam,
i,c was afterwards created Earl of Leeds;
being badly bruised,and probably the brain
success being attributed to his be,!l to
may have received a concussion. [Bangor
\udeuce, manliness, and courage.’'
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rounded h\ thoiisand.- ot acres.
file Duke
01 Bedlord owns tin* group of
-quaivs
iu that central part ol Bomlon ealh*d
Bloomsbury;" also
t oy out
Harden
Theatre and (Went <.arden Alarket, many
streets leading from t in* St rami on eithe’r
side, and blocks of houses at tin* West
F-nd, and one ol tin* most splendid of
Fmglish rural e-tate- at Woburn Abbey.
1 he Fair! of Derby owns almost
square
mile-ot blin ks in Liverpool, and Knoyy lsbi>
ancestral
ib*y.
country seat,
larger
th; u nio-l New Fhiglaml
town-hips. The
Duke ol Sutherland is able to run* by rail
Irom sunrise to sundown on his Scottish
estates, and has live noted castles—Dunrobin. House of Tongue, Trentham, Lilieshall and Chifden. The Duke of Devonshire is tin* lord of eight castles, al! o!
yvhieh are rural palaces lit lor royrlty.
among them peerless Chatsyvorth ami
1 lardwicke Hall.
In Bomlon In* has a
residence on Pieadillv, yvhen* lain! can In*
'vorth scarcely less than ten pound- a !
The
square foot, surrounded by gardens.
Flarl ot Dudley, Bari Krovvnlow. tin* illit I
crate Duke o! Portland, Karon Portman, i
lax ojiOTIVK (' y|’l;li i s
ll is perfectly
the Duke of Northumberland, t o* Bari ol
well know n to experienced
that I
engineers
the
Abergavenv,
Marquis of Salisbury
il a ilo/en different locomotive
engines
the Duke ot Rutland, and
Marquis ('um- were made at tile same time, ol the same
deii have immense rural properties, only
power, lor the same purpose, of like mae\cc< ded
in value by tin* quarters yvhieh j
terials, in the same factory, each ol these
they own in central parts. The Duke of locomotive engines would come out with
Kuceleueh has ten castles, iu each of which its ow n
peculiar whims and ways oulv
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following statement in regard
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the ease with yvliieh those wlio have
-1 i*
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■rool.s running
%<i.«nts
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through their land may
1
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I«;*iii at
all (liny
.eettre tfottl streams lot t hetllsel \ es.
1 P
l*
i'll, imI an
-iipi.nu-ilv tor
unlailiny
A-tlim
i. « o.iyli
that
there
is
>1,1
a
Paul'
reasonable
iuiinu
osing
Complaint-. Ac.
I.ary,- lo.ltl. -.
cllo
|
\\
x
|\
\i \s.
lily Iroui tin- incursions ol
Irespassiuir "•"lor. \ acuta. Ma.i.o
.noo |(,r a
it will „ol
i she mien :
1 1
1:
SO* t» iM ail Ikna^itlv
A year ago, hay ing more
young trout
halt tin pond would aeeommudale, 1
1 ! 1 !
E- iron, 1 p,|, p
p;:
put
...
m.y\
1
li
‘1
thousand into a barren stream near
I.
I
t v V
I M U;o>i-t. < .alJ
1
In
1 In-y were theu about oiu1 inch long
A leyy days since |
thought I Would See
ivh.it they had done
$5
1 took toy rod and
on
pie ot Illy litl le boy S and Went to tile
" PIE ye.uanii
to M lie ami
ar t icli. and in less than an hour
eanglil gfk% 1‘lrrrH Http
N o«
M i
thirty, all yy e wanted and might have AI1 AW Jr 1 "I- V'llll.M. t.
Pal tic
&
"la
ll
r.a. \|i Km..\a
aught hundreds, as yy e could see tln-in gi -1 a M
Mo
In schools ot titty or a hundred in a
I'iaee for a mile up and down the brook
1 bey vy en- all ill seven inches
long, or
wliat would be called a nieeeateh.
As
CJ /v AIK IGT. ;
lib thing e:tn he done by every brook ot
(
water
(either hard or soli) in the
[tire
\ N I»
‘late, I submit it it would mil pay the
yy tier-o] hrooks to stock them, it in noth
i ig else, in furnishing one in re attraction
»
I ir the farm,
ll not lor themselves, lor
(»1 every M vlo ami Size on haml ami
f
the boys, for recreation is as necessary to
them as meat and bread, and if
they can't
i
i' t; i ,\t m i. i >
i.iul it on the farms they yvill hunt it in tin\
illage. .Many of us can recollect how
attractive the brook on our father's or I
neighbor's farm was. and how its wily 1
i
deiii/.eiis taxed and developed our young
skill and ingenuity in their capture."
Is

One-quarter ol Scotlaml is oyvned by
eight noblemen, of whom tin- chid are \
tin* Dukes of Hamilton, Kiirclciich. and
|
Sutherland, tin* Marquis of Knte, ami tin* !

Brief eolloipiy in Texas between a tourist and a native: “My Iriend, why is it
neceseverybody in this country thinks it
sary to carry one or two revolvers?”
“Well, stranger," said the Texan, "Aon
nought travel .around here a good long
lime and tiof want a weapon blit when
you do want a pistol in i£is .country you
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deeper
i 111 j ii •—-ii .n mi tlie iieart iif (lie lair
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H
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" i’h studied act inn the handkcrchlcl
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near Cardilf.
Mr Bright once instanced
lint
yy Ini shall
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the ease ot a nobleman with an income
1' I N 1 1.1V* < I \ T X i I X
inent dismay and rage wliieli yvas
of
who annually spent £4u,00o.
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Company, Oes
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condition of Stomach, hirer, or
Kidneys. 'The aged find in the
(Junker Hitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desiruble in their
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office and residence at the house of ,!.
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posed of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
Harks, among which are C/enFARE TO BOSTON.
tian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
#!4 50
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
LOWELL,
3 65
anil
All
are
so
must
1mberries,
trriglit
prepared as to j in
uceomjmm. .t by Billot l.u.liu^
itl*Aii tr. ight bills must bt* unit!
retain all their medicinal
iiu|ilii
(/util- I delivery of goods
ities.
They invariably cure or
l»Ko (j. VVKLl.S, Agent
greatly relieve the following com- I Belfast, April JO, 1M4.
plaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice.
Liver Compiamt, Loss of Appetite, Headache, liilious Attacks,
FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.
Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Afrue, Cold (.'hills, RheumaSUMMER
ARRANUKMRNT
tism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Rilliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
(icneral Reliility, and, in fai t,
everything caused by an iin/iure |
state of the HI nod or
deranged
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la j"\ life and not be iip lam-holy and
If a king should
wish tin sell in heaven.
"ivo mu the keeping of a castle and
grounds, and bid you use them promisto make you a
ing in twenty years’ time
privy councilor do not neglect. ;the castle,
refuse the truits, and sit down, whine and
u isli
yourself a privy councilor. [John
She! deu.

receive

G, J STODDARD. 11,0,

....

o'taiued "a nineteen arches with excelut and beauteous houses built thereon.''
Linden hi Id'
Brittania,'' says:
It iiia'. w "i tliily carry
away the prize
-ii
all tin* britlges in Europe, being tur11
is
<ii
tiotli sides with passing tail*
n
o i—, ,i *ini*d one to another in the manLove null Law.
nci 'U
lrc'-is.
It liaii a strong embattled
Tile
tti
Montpelier Argus gives tlie followprotecting the city ot London Inihi
as
ic
among the stories related In .Imlge
,rough oT Southwark, on the top of (ing
k. Field at the centennial celebration
lii' li wen* usually exhibited the heads of
at New Fane, \ t
rait* it’s.
"By a strange perversion of legal principles, it was
lie* old bridge was the 'Cent* of many
supposed
our
ancestors that whoever married a
bbiotK struggle tor possession of the ail- by
widow who was administratrix upon the
cut city during the rebellious and civil
ai
which lorm put of English history, estate of her deceased husband, representr.'obahly one of the most romantic iuci- ed insolvent, and should thereby possess
him-adl ol any property or tiling purchasi' ut- connected therewith, i- that of Ed-L ant
Osborne, first Earl ol Leeds, but at ed by the deceased husband, would bethat time a cloth-worker's apprentice, as come an executor ilr sou tori, and would
tin- Item
In tiie year lb bn, the wealthy thereby make himself liable to answer tor
'th-worker. Sir William ileuit, was the goods' of his predecessor
Major
Moses Joy became enamored of Airs
I. u*d Mayor of London, and his residence
Hannah
widow
of
William
Ward,
Ward,
London Bridge, lie had but one child,
daughter, named Annie, to whom when who died in 17«>S, leaving an insolvent esof
which
Airs.
tate,
Ward was administrad< nt twelve mouths old, a
strange acciTo avoid tne unpleasant penalties
dent from which she was providentially trix.
of
the law. on the morning of her marriHer nurse was placing
-aved occurred
-ill. Iier .ii lie of the windows overlook- age with Major Joy, Airs. Ward placed
herself in a closet with a tile-woman, who
ing tie* riser, which ran madly beneath
stripped her of all her clothing, and when
thr ugh tie* narrow arches.
1 he child -prang from the nurse’s arms in a perfectly nude state she thrust her
fair, round arm through a diamond hole
,*,i the stream below, and was rapidly
in the door of the closet, the
gallant Major
iloatinir ana
Young Osborne, who was
the hand ol the buxom widow,
...
lather's apprentice, witnessed the clasped
and
was
married
in
due
form
b\ the
i-tion. and without a moment's hesitation
jolliest parson in Vermont. At theClose
into
the
window
the
river,
from
prang
of the ceremony the tire-woman dressed
out succeeded in rescuing the infant with
the bride in a complete wardrobe which
*. • n
The
courage
displayed
ditiiculty.
had provided am caused to be
the young apprentice was the hegin- the Major
in the closet at the commencedeposited
ot
die
b.e
fortunes
of
the
house
of
.iig
She came out
Veals alter, when the infant thus ment of the ceremony.
Lord*
i.
lied Ii "in death had grown into lovely elegantly dressed in silk, satin, and lu< e,
womanhood, many
hear- and there was kissing all around.”
■
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vices. Rather more than a century ago he would willingly have trailed himself
the making ol sewing thread, known by oil for some less privileged specimen ol
llie name ot ■•ouueed thread.” and nun's his species.
Ilis canine steed, being
thread,” was commenced and carried on allowed to roam the streets at will, saw
AD.MIT'ITA) at any time when there
i*(>> 11’< *.\i;i) n»
are vacancies.
lor many years to a very large extent.. another dog that he thought he coulu
S1TDKNTS
All
parties interested are invited
to examine into its merits.
When otton made its astonishing advance whip, and forthwith went for him like a
NOVEMBER 30,1374.
For full information address,
in our manufacturing districts the Paisley
linos'.)
hairy hurricane. 111 a moment both dogs
L. A- tillAY, A. M., Principal.
linen- thread gave way to cotton thread were on their hind legs and going for each
AT THAT DATE.
which is still largely manufactured there other like two sausage machines.
This DRAWING
Vboui the commencement of George Ill's made times very lively lor the monkey,
LIST OF GIF S.
reign the Paisley weavers introduced a as the stranger dog evidently considi kind of-ilk gauze, which was so admiraered him as part and parcel ot hi>ne (.rand Casli (.ii't,
<.-..o,oou
I bly wrought as to supersede lor a time ! antagonist. Much wails of despair as that mb- (Jraml Cash (lift.
lin).oia*
Hie 11rami Cash (.ill,
».ouu
ei en
and
such
else
of
the
kind.
The
hideous
laces
trade monkey littered,
tiling
J
-»ne (iraml Cash (lift,
1 a w keep the must complete ami
.o.uuo
largest
as
he made we never heard or saw
>ne (framl Cash (jil't,.
ooo
I prospered greatly ; companies came down
Ca-«h
stock in Maine.
each.
(lifts,
^^0,000
tic
would
down
climb
the side of the due
loo.otiu
j from London to establish new tirms at
10 Cash <«ifts
H.ooo cas h.
Ho.000
l.'» ( ash (lifts,
Paisley, and these tirms not only employed he bestrode oppos.te to where the war
Good 2 Button Kids,
10,000 each,
1 .'.0,000
$0.62
TO Lush (iil'ts
the weavers ol Paisley, but those also ol was going on, and thence peep over oc.>.000 each,
500,000
Ca-h (lifts,
null.
Nice
4,ooo
in Colors,
1.00
loo,OOO
the villages in the vicinitv, a- well as es- casionally. his jaws «jui vering. visage dis:o Cash «.ili>.
;,ooo each,
*io.O(X)
•'< ( asli (.ills.,
tabli-hed ware houses and agencies in torted, and his eyes starting from their
’.ooo each.
Pine
in
all
low,ooo
1.25
Very
Shades,
1<»0 Casli (.ills,
l.ooo each,
low,ooo
j Dublin. London and Paris. But the article sockets with terror As tin- -lugs were
-'To ('ash < 1111 -.
»uo each,
l'.o,oOO
1 25
Splendid
Operas,
manulactured was one -eeuliarly depend- constantly changing sides, it made tune’."it
ash (.ills,
loo
aoh.
.0,000
10,000 ( ash (jilts,
:,o each,
ent on lashiou, and tiuetuation took place lively with the monkey. When he jumped
The Very Best Black or Colors, 2.00
<i.,o,txio
to the ground tin- string held him. ami he
so
and
as
to
it
suddenly
completely
bring
‘■rami I'olal 'o.ooo Hilts, all cash,
i
s
Gents Kids in all Shades,
.on.ooo
1.50
Indcr these eireiimstauces the t< ill mi himself trampled under tin- lent .-l
to mill
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and
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get
\N hole Tickets,
took themselves to the muslin trade, which again upon the hack ol his steed and tare
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they rai-ed to great eminence, and opened the battle. The poor monkey was in a
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hole
fickets
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worse lix than the hoy who stood oil the
,0(1
a held for the einplni incut of a
great umn
1
Ticket s for
] oi*o oo
her ot females in tambouring or ezibroid
burning deck, and had not the dogs In en
For tickets ami information, address
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separated he must soon have been renderering muslins
Iil4». I
11111)10111
About thirty years ago the gauze trade ed a lit subject lbr an insane asylum
As
t f»-l.(
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IM-flV
I ihrarv I'.nildiiiir, l.oui vilh h\
or
again revived, and together with the plaid it was he did nol get over examining the «IH^1‘ul.Iic
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»l % * s. A < O
%-!,
end ol his tail lor wounds lor lour hours
tartan is now carried on to some extent ;
(tru.iilii 1.
lorl.
PURI DRUGS
but all these yield it present to the shaw l alter the halt le ; perhaps lie had tear- ol
and
1
HfMICALS,
mamitaetmv,
introduced
which,
about | hydrophobia
[Virginia City Enterprise.
I ANLV GOODS,
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1 i'U Kisti so a 11 a x i-M.iu in i:i nil: a
duet of Paisley. The general character of
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In sonic parts of Europe it is not
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Is AT
analogy to that of carpet w-eaving 'In uimsal t-- bri^ig about matrimoiii.il engageboth eases the worsted varus for shawl- ments by means ol advertisements Some
IL II.
are always dyed before
being used in the years ago it was agreed ill a ga\ parl\ --I
Cor. Main ami High Streets,
ladies
ami
loom or shuttle; in both eases draughtsgentlemen in London dial an
W tin li ts rilsu ;t Imi'g'i* assniiiiiriit <>I
men
are engaged to prepare
patterns, j a-l\ ei liseinenl should In- inserted in the
IRUSSESand SUPPORT*RS
w hich are divided into
squares to laciliate ! morning pap r-is from a voting lad\, rich
lilt- adjustment ot the loom; in both casc- ami beautiful, who felt inclined to the
All i»i which he <>R»*rs \er\ ehe.ip tor
4U^kX.
't.ito --I malriin-ni\.
the wm en fabric passes through a shear
In the euur-e ot the
1 ‘lea"** « til ;111<( examine Ix-turt*
c.i'li,
o j,
l»y iw *l*.k|ti*|»ki,| «m» 4* c ii e » .* | f
elsiwv here.
ing machine to cut and level the surface i -In. letters were r.ived from between because
Jitifehil!:.'
it
im
»!.
t.
d or mallreaie.l
> trike direct
One of the most marked dilfereuees be
forty ami tiflx swains of all description
1 y rii\sii i:tn-- |ii «* 't r11*1 imp. emclully
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Sam Wilcoxen of the Eagle brewery
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